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Abstract 

This thesis deals with the separation of mixed speech signals from a single acquisition 

channel; a problem that is commonly referred to as co-channel speech separation. 

The goal of the thesis is to present some contributions towards the design and 

implementation of a robust and enhanced co-channel speech separation system. 

The phenomenon of co-channel speech commonly occurs due to the combination 

of speech signals from simultaneous and independent sources into one signal at the 

receiving microphone, or when two speech signals are transmitted simultaneously over 

a single channel. An efficient co-channel speech separation system is an important 

front-end component in many applications such as Automatic Speech Recognition 

(ASR), Speaker Identification (SID), and hearing aids. 

The separation process of co-channel speech consists, mainly, of three stages: 

Analysis, Separation, and Reconstruction. The central separation stage represents 

the heart of the system in which the target speech is separated from the interfering 

speech. At the front, since the separation process works on one segment of co-channel 

speech at a time, a mean must be found in the analysis stage to accurately classify 

each segment into single or multi-speaker before separation. Precise estimation of each 

speaker's speech model parameters is another important task in the analysis stage. 

The speech signal of the desired speaker is finally synthesized from its estimated 

parameters in the reconstruction stage. In order to have a reliable overall speech 

separation system, improvements need to be achieved in all three stages. 

This thesis introduces a classification algorithm that is capable of determining 

the voicing-state of co-channel speech. The algorithm uses some features of the 
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reconstructed state-space of the speech data as a measure to identify the three voicing-

states of co-channel speech; Unvoiced/Unvoiced (U/U), Voiced/Unvoiced (V/U), and 

Voiced/Voiced (V/V). The proposed method requires neither a priori information nor 

speech training data. Nonetheless, simulation results show enhanced performance 

in identifying the three voicing-states at different target-to-interference ratio (TIR) 

values as well as at different levels of background noise compared to other existing 

techniques. 

A time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal model parameters of 

co-channel speech is also presented. The method does not require the calculation of 

the discrete Fourier transform nor the multiplication by a window function which both 

degrade the estimate of the sinusoidal model parameters. The method incorporates 

a least-squares estimator and an adaptive technique to model and separate the co-

channel speech into its individual speakers. The application of this method on speech 

data demonstrates the effectiveness of this method in separating co-channel speech 

signals with different TIRs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

In many speech processing applications such as speech recognition, speaker iden

tification, and speech enhancement, the input speech signal is often corrupted by 

the surrounding acoustic noise. This in turn deteriorates the perceived quality 

and intelligibility1 of the speech and consequently degrades the overall performance 

of the speech processing algorithm. When the acoustic interference consists of 

competing speech signals from other talkers (known commonly as the cocktail-party 

effect), then further degradation results due to the similarity in nature between 

the desired and undesired signals. In such scenarios, therefore, a speech separation 

algorithm represents an essential front-end component to enhance speech quality and 

intelligibility for further processing. If we can separate the desired speech signal prior 

to its processing, this will help in enhancing the overall performance of the speech 

processing algorithm. 

In some practical situations where only a single acquisition channel is available, 

single channel separation techniques must be used. This may be imposed by the 

system used (as telephone based applications) or by the availability of the desired 

1 Speech quality is a highly subjective measure which reflects the way the signal is perceived by 
listeners while speech intelligibility is an objective measure of the amount of information which can 
be extracted by the listeners from the given signal. See section 7.2 for more details. 
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signal (as prerecorded applications). They are especially interesting due to the 

simplicity in microphone installation but the major constraint of single channel 

methods is that there is no reference signal for the interference available. Therefore 

the power spectral density of the interfering speech has to be estimated based on the 

available co-channel speech signal only and this is what makes it a challenging task. 

This problem is commonly referred to as the co-channel speech separation problem. 

The idea of a co-channel speech separation is to automatically process the mixed 

signal in order to recover each talker's original speech. Minimizing artifacts in the 

processed speech is a key concern, especially if the final goal is to use the recovered 

speech in machine-based applications such as automatic speech recognition and 

speaker identification systems. The goal therefore of co-channel speech separation 

algorithm is to: 

• Improve the perceptual aspects of a degraded speech signal. 

• Improve the performance of the final speech processing system. 

• Increase the robustness of machine-based speech processing systems. 

Although it is clearly evident that the human auditory system is very proficient 

at focusing on a particular speaker or speakers in a mixture [1], computer algorithms, 

on the other hand, designed to do the same task have demonstrated only a limited 

degree of success. 

1.2 Goal of this Thesis 

The goal of the thesis is to present some contributions towards the design and 

implementation of a robust and enhanced co-channel speech separation system. 

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram for the framework of the proposed separation 

system. Referring to the figure, the sampled co-channel speech signal, x(n), which is 

the sum of the desired speech, s(n), and the interfering speech, i(n), is first segmented 

into consecutive frames with certain amount of overlap. Each frame is processed 
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x(n)=s{n)+i(n) 
Segmentation 

Segment 
classifier 

» 

• 

* r 

Multi
parameter 
estimation 

• ' 

Speech separation unit 

M«) 

S2(H) 

' ' 

Speaker 
assignment 

Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram for the framework of the proposed co-channel speech 
separation system. 

separately and classified by the segment classifier into one of the possible three 

voicing states: unvoiced, single-voiced or double-voiced. If the current speech frame 

is classified as double-voiced, it is passed to the multi-parameter estimation unit to 

estimate sets of parameters that belong to each talker. Examples of these parameters 

include pitch frequencies and sinusoidal model parameters. These parameters are 

then fed to the main speech separation unit (the heart of the system) to recover the 

speech signal corresponding to each talker. Finally, a speaker assignment technique 

is used to assign each recovered frame to its proper speaker. 

Thesis contributions are aimed to be in the following subsystems: 

1. Co-channel speech segment classification into single and multi-talker. 

2. Parameters' estimation of the co-channel speech segment such as pitch and 

model parameters. 

3. The main separation algorithm. 

4. Overall evaluation technique for the speech separation system. 
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1.3 Structure of this Thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 introduces the problem of co-channel speech separation and presents a 

quick review of the various approaches to solve this problem that are commonly 

reported in the literature. 

Chapter 3 provides the necessary background theory and techniques related to the 

concepts of state-space reconstruction for nonlinear systems and its application 

to speech signal processing. The chapter also reviews the embedding theorem 

and methods for determining optimal embedding parameters. In addition, it 

presents recent work on the application of the state-space reconstruction to 

various speech-processing systems. 

Chapter 4 presents a new classification method for the segment classifier shown in 

Figure 1.1. The method determines the voicing-state of co-channel speech based 

on nonlinear state-space reconstruction and utilizing the trajectory parallel 

measure (TPM). The proposed method requires neither a priori information 

nor speech training data. Nonetheless, simulation results show enhanced 

performance in identifying the three voicing-states using the proposed method 

compared to other existing techniques. Simulation results also show a reliable 

performance at different target-to-interference ratio (TIR) values as well as at 

different levels of background noise. 

Chapter 5 introduces a time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal 

model parameters of co-channel speech as a contribution to the multi-parameter 

estimation block of Figure 1.1. The proposed method does not require the 

calculation of the discrete Fourier transform nor the multiplication by a window 

function. It incorporates a least-squares estimator and an adaptive technique 

to model and separate the co-channel speech into its individual speakers. The 
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application of this method on speech data demonstrates the effectiveness of this 

method in separating co-channel speech signals with different TIRs. Simulation 

results show the capability of this method in producing accurate and robust 

parameter estimation in low signal-to-noise (SNR) situations compared to other 

existing algorithms. 

Chapter 6 presents a modified version of the TPM algorithm based on sample-by-

sample manner as well as a simplified method for estimating the sinusoidal 

model parameters. These modifications are made to reduce the implementation 

cost and to improve the overall performance. The modified algorithms are then 

implemented and integrated together for the overall separation system to be 

tested. 

Chapter 7 presents testing results of the overall separation system using databases 

of real speech. Both subjective and objective measures are used to evaluate 

the performance of the speech separation algorithm based on intelligibility and 

quality of the processed speech. The performance of the separation system is 

also evaluated under the conditions of a speech separation challenge in order to 

be compared with the performance of other systems. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the results and draws conclusions arising from the research 

work. Significant contributions are highlighted and finally, future research 

directions are suggested. 
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1.4 Main Contributions 

As mentioned before, the primary contribution of this thesis is the development of a 

set of new algorithms to implement an efficient co-channel speech separation system 

as shown in Figure 1.1. These contributions can be summarized as follows: 

1. Development of a new voicing-state classification method to classify the co-

channel speech segment into unvoiced, single-voiced, or double-voiced [2]. 

2. Testing the performance of the proposed voicing-state classifier at different levels 

of interfering speech and background noise [3]. 

3. Development of a time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal 

model parameters of co-channel speech [4]. 

4. Modifying the voicing-state classification method to reduce its computational 

complexity and make it reasonable for real-time implementation. 

5. Modifying a simplified method for sinusoidal parameter estimation of co-channel 

speech. 

6. Testing the performance of the overall system using a variety of subjective and 

objective measures to evaluate the intelligibility and quality of the processed 

speech under different values of TIR. 



CHAPTER 2 

Background and Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Co-channel speech occurs when overlapping speech signals from multiple speakers 

are mixed together over a single channel. The process of extracting or separating 

the desired speech signal from the mixture is commonly referred to as co-channel 

speech separation (CCSS). Using a CCSS algorithm in the front-end of speech-

processing systems can be of great benefit in enhancing the target speech signal in 

many applications. These applications include automatic speech recognition (ASR), 

speaker identification (SID), and speech enhancement (SE) techniques. Remarkably, 

the human auditory system can solve the CCSS problem with a greater accuracy than 

current machine-based separation systems. Historically, CCSS systems have been 

developed using algorithms that suppress the interfering signals, enhance the target 

signal, or estimate both signals simultaneously. So far, there is no one technique that 

works satisfactorily in all situations. 

This chapter presents a brief background and literature survey on the problem 

of CCSS. It begins, in Section 2.2, with an explanation of the problem and its 

main applications. A literature survey on previous approaches to solving this 

problem follows in Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 provides a review of multi-pitch 

determination algorithms. 
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2.2 The Problem of Co-Channel Speech 
Separation 

Co-channel speech is defined as the composite signal of two or more speakers. 

This phenomenon commonly occurs due to the combination of speech signals 

from simultaneous and independent sources into one signal at the receiver (single 

microphone). Common situations where co-channel speech may occur can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. When recording the speech of two people speaking simultaneously into a single 

microphone. An example is speech signals recorded onto an in-flight voice data 

recording box in an airplane's cockpit. 

2. When a target speech is received simultaneously along with audible background 

voices from other speakers at the hearing aid of a hearing-impaired people. 

3. When cross talk occurs while speech is transmitted over an imperfect commu

nication channel. 

The human auditory system shows a remarkable proficiency at focusing on a 

particular speaker or speakers in a mixture (commonly known as the "cocktail-party 

effect"). Amazingly, human listeners are capable of doing that even when using a 

single ear or when listening with two ears to a single-channel recording. On the other 

hand, computer algorithms designed to do the same task have demonstrated only a 

limited degree of success. The experiments of Miller [5] and Brokx and Nooteboom [6] 

showed that human listeners can achieve a significant degree of segregation for voices 

combined in a single channel. In fact, there are many factors involved for the human 

in segregating concurrent sounds that might not be available for the machine. Some 

of these factors, as indicated by Cherry [7], include: 

1. Spatial information about the direction of the sound source. 

2. Visual information such as lip movement and gestures. 
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3. Tonality information (based on average pitch, speed of speech, the speaker's 

gender, etc.). 

4. Information on accents. 

5. Information on transition probabilities (based on comprehension of speech, 

syntax, etc.). 

Except for the last, the above factors can be eliminated in the scenario of co-

channel speech when, for example, two messages from the same speaker are recorded 

simultaneously on a tape. Nevertheless, the human ear can still separate the speech 

in such an extreme scenario due to the vast memory of transition probabilities that 

allow humans to predict word sequences. 

The goal of co-channel (also called monophonic) speech separation is to recover 

one or both of the speech signals from the composite signal. A two-speaker model 

of the co-channel speech separation problem is shown in Figure 2.1. The received 

co-channel speech signal, x(n), is the sum of the target speech signal, s(n), and the 

interfering speech signal, i(n). 

x(n) = s(n) + i(n). (2-2.1) 

The input target-to-interference ratio (TIR) is defined as the relative power ratio of 

s(n) to i{n). 
Y* s2(n) 

TIR [dB] = 10 log10 g V a (
l

w j . (2.2.2) 

In the context of signal processing, CCSS can be viewed in four different ways: 

1. Enhancement of the target speech. 

2. Extraction of the target speech. 

3. Suppression of the interfering speech. 

4. Estimation of both speech signals. 
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Figure 2.1: The co-channel speech separation problem. 

Each of these objectives requires a different approach and would be used in a different 

application. For example, in automatic speech recognition applications, the TIR is 

usually high and it is preferable to enhance the target speech rather than to suppress 

the interference. If the final goal is to use the speech for speaker identification, 

it is probably sufficient to extract only speech segments in which target speech is 

minimally degraded by interfering speech (i.e., segments with high TIR). However, if 

the final speech is to be listened to by someone, the interfering speech would need to 

be suppressed (cancelled) as much as possible from the mixture with a minimal effect 

on the target speech. This approach can be applied, for example, in electronic aids 

for hearing-impaired people in low TIR environments. In this case, the intelligibility 

of the output speech plays a key factor in evaluating the separated signal. Finally, 

in other applications, such as analyzing recorded speech, it might be necessary to 

estimate both waveforms and assign them to the individual speakers. 

The three main components of almost all CCSS techniques are shown in Figure 

2.2 and described below. In this figure, s(n) and i(n) are estimates of s(n) and i{n) 

respectively. 

Analysis 

In this stage, the objective is to extract the various parameters of co-channel speech 

components, such as number of speakers, voicing states, and fundamental frequencies 

(pitches). In frequency-domain techniques, for example, the analysis stage consists 

of windowing and short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to estimate amplitudes, 
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Figure 2.2: Main components of the CCSS processor. 

frequencies, and phases of the harmonic components of individual speech signals. 

The window size chosen needs to be long enough for individual harmonics to be 

resolvable, but short enough to minimize frequency broadening of harmonic peaks 

due to changing pitch. 

Separation 

This is the main and most important stage of the process. Here, the target speech is 

separated from the co-channel signal. 

Reconstruction 

The speech segment of the desired speaker is re-synthesized in this stage from its 

estimated parameters and the continuous speech stream is reconstructed. The inverse 

fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and overlap-add (OLA) are common algorithms used 

in this stage for frequency-domain techniques. 

2.2.1 Challenges with CCSS algorithms 

The common challenges that affect the performance of any CCSS algorithm can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. Signals with similar power intensities. 

2. Closely spaced pitch frequencies (e.g., male/male or female/female). 

3. Intersection of pitch contours. 

4. Background noise. 

5. Complexity and processing delay (for real-time applications). 
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Figure 2.3: Applications of CCSS. 

2.2.2 Main applications 

As shown in Figure 2.3 below, the main applications of CCSS are: 

1. Speech enhancement for hearing-impaired people. 

2. Automatic speech recognition (ASR). 

3. Speaker identification (SID). 

Speech enhancement for hearing-impaired people 

The main challenge in this application is that the target speech level is usually 

lower than the competing speech level (i.e., the input signal has a negative TIR). 

Intelligibility and quality are important characteristics of the extracted speech in this 

case and the output TIR would be a useful performance measure [8]. Figure 2.4 

(presented in [5] and redrawn by [9]) illustrates listener performance in identifying 

monosyllabic nonsense words in the presence of up to eight competing speakers. The 

performance was measured in terms of word percentage correct identification versus 

masker intensity level. During the experiments, the intensity level of target speech 

was fixed at 95 dB SPL (i.e., TIR (dB) = 95 - Masker Intensity Level). As can be 

seen from the figure, the identification accuracy decreases as the number of competing 

voices or their intensity levels are increased. This is due to the fact that when fewer 
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Masker Intensity (dB SPL) 

Figure 2.4: Word identification accuracy for human listeners as a function of the 
number of competing voices and masker intensity. Target speech level was held 
constant at 95 dB. (After [9], redrawn from [5].) 

voices are present, there is a greater chance of the listener hearing segments of the 

target speech during gaps in the waveform. With the large number of competing 

voices, on the other hand, the masker level becomes approximately constant over 

time and the opportunity for hearing the target voice no longer arises. 

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) 

It is generally acknowledged that speech signals that are corrupted by other speakers 

represent a more difficult challenge for robust ASR than those corrupted by wideband 

noise sources. It is noted in [10] that even after applying the separation algorithm 

proposed by [11], the reduction of word error rate for ASR was unnoticeable. In [12], 

the performance of an ASR system was measured in terms of recognition accuracy 

of some relevant keywords at different TIRs ranging from -9 to 6 dB. Figure 2.5 is 

a redrawing of their results in comparing the ASR system performance with and 

without speech separation. 
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Figure 2.5: Recognition accuracy comparison of ASR system using unprocessed co-
channel speech (asterisk-marked line) and separated target speech by the method 
presented in [12] (circle-marked line). 

Speaker identification (SID) 

Speaker identification (SID) is an important branch of speech processing. SID is the 

process of automatically identifying (recognizing) the identity of a speaker by using 

specific information included in the speaker's speech waveforms. The impact of co-

channel speech on the performance of SID systems depends mainly on two factors: 

the TIR and the amount of overlap between target speech and corrupting speech [13]. 

Unlike wideband noise, speech interference does not spread the energy constantly over 

the entire utterance of the target speech. There will still be segments (gaps) in which 

the target speech is minimally corrupted by the interfering speech. These segments 

are usually denoted as usable speech. As reported in [14-16], the use of usable speech 

segments alone has shown significant improvement to the performance of the SID 

system compared to the results obtained using the original mixed signal. Figure 2.6 

shows an example of the impact of co-channel speech on the performance of the SID 

system with and without usable speech extraction [15]. 
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Figure 2.6: SID correct rate with and without usable speech extraction. SID is 
considered correct when the input speech is identified as the target speaker. (After 
[15].) 

2.3 Previous Work 

In the past few decades, extracting individual speech sources from mixtures of 

different signals has been attractive to many researchers. Despite the tremendous 

amount of work done to solve the CCSS problem during this period, however, no 

solution has been sufficiently developed to make its way out of the laboratory [17]. 

Work that resulted in significant improvement in this area can be traced back to the 

1970s. 

In general, approaches proposed to solve the CCSS problem can be categorized 

into four main branches, plus hybrid approaches that are based on these four: 

1. General signal-processing approaches 

2. Computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) approaches 

3. Blind source separation (BSS) approaches 

4. Model-based approaches 

Typically, general signal-processing and CASA-based approaches seek discriminative 
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the adaptive comb filtering technique for speech 
enhancement. 

features in the observation signal to separate the speech signals. In contrast, the BSS 

and model-based approaches rely on a priori knowledge of sources obtained during 

a training phase. Hybrid approaches seek the benefits of each individual approach 

and integrate two or more of them in one system to enhance the overall performance. 

In the following section, some of the common algorithms under each of the above 

categories are presented. 

2.3.1 General signal-processing approaches 

This group of approaches includes all non-auditory time- and frequency-domain 

algorithms. Signal-processing approaches that try to mimic the human auditory 

system for speech separation are discussed in the next section. 

One of the earliest time-domain methods used for CCSS under this group was the 

adaptive comb filtering technique proposed in the 1970s by Shields [18] and Frazier 

[19,20]. This method is based on the assumption that the speaker's pitch frequency 

is known a priori. The impulse response of a time-variant comb filter is modified 

according to the pitch frequency of the target speaker, and the filter is used to reinforce 

the desired signal. Figure 2.7 shows a block diagram of the adaptive comb filtering 

method as described by Lim [21]. For this technique to work properly, the desired 
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speech must be considerably stronger than the interfering speech. Unfortunately, 

evaluation tests run on this technique by Perlmutter et al. [22] and Lim [21] showed 

that the intelligibility of the desired speech after processing is always less than the 

original unprocessed co-channel speech. Furthermore, performance is degraded when 

the pitch frequencies vary rapidly. 

Parsons (1976) [23] was one of the first researchers to propose a method of 

suppressing the effect of interfering speech in the frequency domain by means of 

harmonic selection (HS). In this method, the Fourier transform of the co-channel 

speech signal is dissected into components belonging to each speaker. The sound 

of the desired speaker is then reconstructed from its components as identified by 

the dissection. The process as a whole is outlined in Figure 2.8. The aim of 

the peak separation process is to identify all the frequency harmonics contained 

in the spectrum that belong to both speakers. The pitch extraction algorithm is 

then applied to estimate the fundamental frequency of each speaker. Subsequent 

to the pitch determination, this information is used to reconstruct the constituent 

voices. This method shows interesting results when the desired and interference 

signals have approximately the same power. One of the major drawbacks of this 

method is that pitch contours must be sufficiently separated. Parsons also indicated 

that errors in pitch estimation remarkably reduce the intelligibility of the restored 

speech. Experiments involving listeners with normal and impaired hearing executed 

by Stubbs and Summerfield [24,25] using the HS algorithm on all-voiced sentences 

showed limited intelligibility improvements, especially for hearing-impaired listeners. 

The algorithm of harmonic magnitude suppression (HMS) was suggested by 

Hanson and Wong (1984) [26] to handle a voice-interfered speech signal with a 

negative-dB TIR. The composite speech was first segmented and Hamming-windowed 

into 25.6 ms segments with a 50% overlap. For each segment, the interfering 

pitch period was estimated. Spectral magnitude sampling was used to estimate 
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of the harmonic selection technique [23]. 

the interfering pitch harmonics magnitudes. The signal magnitude spectrum was 

then estimated by a spectral magnitude subtraction method as shown in Figure 2.9. 

Extensive testing indicated intelligibility improvement for interfering speech cases 

with TIR ranging from -6 to -40 dB. However, the quality of the stronger speech 

was not retained. The technique still required an a priori estimate of the interfering 

speaker as well as a determination of the voicing state of each speaker. 

Naylor and Boll (1987) [27] proposed an enhancement to the HMS system by 

estimating all model parameters directly from the co-channel speech. Furthermore, 

they disabled co-channel processing during unvoiced interference to avoid accidental 

suppression of the target speaker. However, their system was again subject to the 

assumption of a consistently strong interfering speaker, which is true only for large 

negative TIRs. 

Meanwhile, Lee and Childers (1988) [28] modified Hanson and Wang's algorithm 

by using a two-stage scheme. In the first stage, they employed the HMS algorithm as 

a front-end to make initial spectral estimates of each speaker. The second stage used 

a spectral tailoring technique for minimizing the cross-entropy of the two speakers to 

obtain better spectral estimation. This work showed only slight improvement over the 

original method and required the pitch harmonics of the speakers to be well separated 

for best results. 

Zissman and Weinstein (1989) [29] studied the relationship between intelligibility 
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the harmonic magnitude suppression technique [26]. 

and the level of interference suppression during voicing regions of co-channel speech. 

They focused on signals with TIR ranges from -3 to -15 dB. Simulation results 

(evaluated by five human listeners) indicated that an interference rejection of 10 

to 20 dB provides a significant improvement to target intelligibility. Final results, 

however, suggested that the effect of interference suppression on target intelligibility 

is speaker dependent. 

Based on the sinusoidal modelling (SM) of speech, McAulay and Quatieri (1990) 

[30] and Silva and Almeida (1990) [31] used a least-squares estimation technique 

to calculate the sinusoidal parameters (i.e., amplitude, frequency, and phase) of the 

speech signal of each speaker. These parameters were assumed constant over the short 

analysis interval (one frame). Estimated parameters were then used by a synthesizer 

to reconstruct the speech waveform of the desired speaker. This technique was 

successful, but generally suffered from numerical stability problems in the presence 

of closely spaced component frequencies. As described in [30], the algorithm could 

be implemented using two different approaches: peak picking and frequency sampling. 
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Figure 2.10: Block diagram of the sinusoidal modelling technique [30]: (a) peak-
picking approach, and (b) frequency-sampling approach. 

In the peak-picking approach, no a priori information about harmonic frequencies of 

the individual speakers was assumed. As shown in Figure 2.10(a), the largest peaks 

of the summed spectra were chosen and were used to reconstruct the larger of the 

two waveforms (interfering speech). The waveform estimate was then subtracted from 

the input waveform to produce an estimate of the lower signal (target speech). This 

approach showed poor separation due to spectral overlapping and required that the 

target signal has much lower energy than the interferer. 

In the frequency-sampling approach [30,31], on the other hand, a priori knowledge 
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of the sine-wave frequencies of each of the two speakers was assumed. The frequency 

sets of each individual speaker were obtained either by peak picking or by estimating 

the pitch frequency of each speaker. Frequency sets were then used to sample 

the summed spectra to obtain amplitude and phase estimates for the sine-wave 

representation of each waveform. An estimate of the desired waveform could then be 

directly reconstructed or obtained by subtracting the reconstructed larger waveform 

from the summed waveforms. (See Figure 2.10(b).) In spite of the large a priori 

information required about pitch information for both the target and interfering 

speaker, enhancement over the peak-picking approach was small [30]. 

In 1991, Gu and Bokhovan [32] proposed a CCSS algorithm using frequency bin 

nonlinear adaptive filtering along with a multi-pitch estimation technique based on 

the hidden Markov models (HMM). The system showed some success in separating 

synthetic speech signals with fixed pitches. However, the performance noticeably 

deteriorated when real speech signals with natural pitches were used. 

Nay lor and Porter (1991) [33] investigated a speech separation algorithm that 

required no a priori information. The algorithm utilized a modified covariance 

spectrum estimator to estimate pitch frequencies of the two speakers. Next, a linear 

estimation technique was used to solve the complex spectrum of the co-channel signal 

into individual speaker components. Harmonic location error was worse at high 

frequencies, making this approach more sensitive to additive noise. 

In 1994, Savic et al. [34] developed a co-channel speaker separation system based 

on maximum-likelihood deconvolution (MLD) that was applied to the input speech 

to estimate the excitation signal of each speaker. The restored speech of a particular 

speaker was produced by convolving the excitation signal with the vocal tract filter 

which was assumed to be known a priori. 

The work by Morgan et al. (1995) [35] presented a CCSS system using the 

harmonic enhancement and suppression (HES) technique. This system used a 
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Figure 2.11: Block diagram of the HES co-channel speech separation system [35]. 

maximum likelihood (ML) pitch detector [36] that had been modified to avoid pitch-

doubling errors. It provided an integer estimate of the pitch period of the stronger 

speech signal in a 40 ms analysis interval. Based on this initial integer estimate of the 

pitch period, a multi-resolution search was conducted to determine a fractional pitch 

period. The fractional pitch period was then used to construct two filter pairs in the 

frequency domain. These filters were applied to the co-channel signal spectrum and 

used to separate the stronger and weaker speakers, respectively. The recovered weaker 

signal, or residual signal, was further processed by suppressing energy at frequencies 

corresponding to the stronger speaker's formants. The recovered stronger and weaker 

signals were then assigned to the target or interfering speaker using a maximum 

likelihood speaker assignment (MLSA) algorithm and re-synthesized using the OLA 

technique. (See figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 [11].) This technique is highly complex 

and, in addition, cannot be applied for signals with equal power intensities. 

Benincasa (1997) [37] developed an algorithm for CCSS based on constrained 

nonlinear optimization (CNO). This method separated overlapping voiced speech 

signals by determining the best possible parameters (frequency, phase, and amplitude) 

for the harmonics of both speakers that provide the least mean square error 

(LMSE) between the original co-channel speech and the sum of the reconstructed 
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Figure 2.14: Block diagram of the constrained nonlinear least-squares speech 
separation system [37]: (a) system diagram, (b) constrained nonlinear least-squares 
optimization. 

speeches. This is done in the frequency domain as shown in Figure 2.14 (a) and 

(b). Reconstruction of the desired and interfering speech is accomplished using an 

OLA technique. A drawback of this algorithm is that all voicing states and pitch 

frequencies of both speakers were assumed to be known a priori in order to estimate 

initial conditions of the harmonic parameters. 

Between 1998 and 2005, extensive work by Yantorno and his colleagues addressed 

the effect of co-channel speech on SID systems [8]. Their research was focused mainly 

on extracting portions of co-channel speech in which the energy of the target speaker 

is much greater than the energy of other interferers. They referred to these portions 

as "usable speech," while the other portions were called "unusable speech." Speech 
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segments having a TIR magnitude of 20 dB and above were considered usable. 

Since TIR measure cannot be determined directly from co-channel speech in real 

applications, their approach was to find measures that correlate as much as possible 

with the TIR in detecting the usability of co-channel speech. Different measures were 

developed to improve usability detection and, consequently, speaker identification 

accuracy [38]. Some of these proposed measures are listed below: 

• Spectral autocorrelation peak-to-valley ratio (SAPVR) [39,40] 

• Local kurtosis [41] 

• Adjacent pitch period comparison (APPC) [42] 

• Cyclostationarity and wavelet transform [43] 

• Linear predictive analysis [44,45] 

• Difference-mean comparison (DMC) and nodal density (ND) [46] 

To ensure that an efficient usable speech detection system was developed, several 

usable speech detection features containing complementary information were fused 

[38,47]. As a result, the overall performance of the detection system was enhanced. 

The application of all techniques based on usable speech measures, as mentioned 

above, was limited to SID systems. Since the concept of usable speech is by definition 

application dependent, what is considered usable for speaker identification may not 

be usable for speech recognition and vice versa. 

Based on the same concept of sinusoidal modelling of speech, Heming (2000) 

[48] expanded the subharmonic summation (SHS) technique [49] proposed for single-

pitch detection to detect multiple pitches of overlapping voiced speech. Then a two-

dimensional harmonic sieve arithmetic was exploited to estimate the sinusoidal model 

parameters. No reliable results using this technique were presented. 

2.3.2 CASA approaches 

According to Bregman [50], the human auditory system performs what is called 

auditory scene analysis (ASA) to separate the acoustic signal of mixed sounds 
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(cocktail party) into streams corresponding to individual sources. The ASA principle 

can be viewed as a two-stage process. In the first stage, the acoustic mixture is 

decomposed into elements that present significant acoustic events. Subsequently, a 

grouping process combines elements that are likely to belong to the same acoustic 

source, forming a perceptually meaningful structure called a stream. For a good 

review of the cocktail-party effect and ASA concept, see [51] and [17]. 

Inspired by the ASA principle, considerable work has been done in the last few 

years to build a computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) separation system. 

Fundamentally, CASA techniques were developed to separate mixtures of any sound 

sources (including speech) using signal-processing approaches in the same way that 

human listeners do [52]. 

In CASA methods, the input signal is initially decomposed into a matrix of time-

frequency (T-F) cells via a bank of auditory bandpass filters (such as the gammatone 

filterbank [52]) in which bandwidths increase with increasing centre frequencies. This 

filterbank structure mimics cochlear filtering in the human auditory system. Sound 

source separation is then achieved by two main stages similar to ASA: segmentation 

(analysis) and grouping (synthesis). In the segmentation stage, the adjacent T-F 

cells that have common acoustic features are merged into two-dimensional segments. 

Those segments that are believed to belong to the same source are then grouped 

together in the grouping stage. The grouping process is mostly based on cues 

(sound properties) such as periodicity, amplitude modulation, common onset and 

offset, spatial location, and continuity. The structure of a typical CASA system is 

shown in Figure 2.15 [53,54]. It consists of four stages: front-end analysis, feature 

extraction, segmentation, and grouping. The front-end processing decomposes the 

auditory scene into a time-frequency representation via bandpass filtering and time 

windowing. The second stage extracts auditory features corresponding to ASA cues, 

which will be used in subsequent segmentation and grouping. In segmentation 

and grouping, the system generates segments for both target and interference and 
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Separated 
sounds 

Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of a typical CASA system. 

groups the segments originating from the target into a target stream. A stream 

corresponds to a single sound source. Grouping itself is comprised of simultaneous 

and sequential organization. Simultaneous organization involves grouping of segments 

across frequency while sequential organization refers to grouping across time. Finally, 

the waveform of the segregated target can then be re-synthesized from the target 

stream. 

Most CASA approaches rely on pitch estimation as the most powerful cue for 

speech separation [55-63]. For example, in 1986 Weintraub1 [55] attempted to 

separate the voices of two speakers (male and female) by tracking their pitches using a 

dynamic programming algorithm. This algorithm was applied to auto-coincidence (a 

version of autocorrelation) functions of the output channels of a cochlear filterbank. 

Within a time frame, a Markov model then used these pitch tracks to determine the 

number of speakers as well as the voicing state of each speaker (i.e., silent, periodic, or 

non-periodic). Simulation results in [55] showed a significant performance degradation 

when the pitch tracks were estimated directly from the mixed speech signal compared 

to when a priori pitch tracks extracted from isolated speech signals before mixing 

were used. 

Meddis and Hewitt (1992) [56] proposed a computational model to identify only 

two simultaneous vowels. First, a bank of 100 bandpass filters was adopted to simulate 

the cochlear response. The output of each filter was further transduced by a model 

of inner hair cells. Two-dimensional autocorrelation functions (ACFs) of the output 

*It is widely believed that Weintraub was among the first researchers to develop a CCSS system 
using a computational auditory model, even before the term "CASA" was introduced. 

Input 
sound —» 

mixture 
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channels were then utilized to extract pitch information. All ACFs were summed 

over frequency to obtain a summary autocorrelation function (SACF) where its peak 

was used to derive an estimate for the pitch of the stronger vowel. Individual ACFs 

showing peaks close to this value were combined and used to identify the first vowel 

using a template-matching procedure. The ACFs in the remaining channels were then 

combined and used to identify the second vowel. 

In 1993, Cooke [57] proposed a CAS A model that first generates local segments 

based on filter response frequencies and temporal continuity. These segments were 

then merged into groups based on common harmonicity and common amplitude 

modulation (AM). A pitch contour was then obtained for each group, and groups 

with similar pitch contours were put into the same stream. 

Ellis (1996) developed a prediction-driven system that generated predictions using 

a world model and compared the predictions against the input [58]. The world model 

included three types of sound elements: noise cloud, transient click, and harmonic 

sound. 

In 1999, Wang and Brown presented a CASA model to separate voiced speech 

from background interference based on oscillatory correlation. They used temporal 

continuity and harmonicity as major grouping cues in their system. First, segments 

were formed on the basis of similarity between adjacent filter responses (cross-channel 

correlation) and temporal continuity. Then grouping among segments was performed 

according to the dominant pitch extracted within each time frame. Finally, target 

and interference streams were segregated by means of oscillatory correlation. A 

stream was represented by a group of synchronized oscillators and different streams 

were represented by desynchronized oscillators [59]. Their simulation results using a 

common corpus (presented in [57]) of acoustic mixtures of voiced utterances and 

different types of interference, including white noise, "cocktail party" noise, and 

competing speech, indicated good results in comparison with previous CASA systems. 
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In most cases, the model was able to remove the interference and recover the low-

frequency (below 1 kHz) portion of voiced target speech. The system, however, failed 

in handling the high-frequency (above 1 kHz) part of target speech and lost much of 

it. 

The system described by Ottaviani and Rocchesso (2001) [60] consisted of two 

main stages: pitch analysis and signal re-synthesis. In the analysis stage, pitch tracks 

were estimated based on the enhanced summary autocorrelation function (ESACF) 

proposed by Tolonen and Karjalainen in [64]. The enhancing operation for the SACF 

gave prominence to the candidate peaks for pitch estimation and consequently reduced 

false detection. Based on pitch information computed in the first stage, the speech 

signal was further analyzed in the second stage using a highly zero-padded Fourier 

spectrum, which was selectively weighted to emphasize harmonics of the detected 

pitch. Finally, the separated speech signal was re-synthesized using inverse Fourier 

transform. 

Hu and Wang (2004) [61] tried to solve the problem of high-frequency components 

in Wang and Brown CASA systems [59] by employing different methods to segregate 

resolved (low-frequency) and unresolved (high-frequency) harmonics of the voiced 

target speech. More specifically, they generated segments for resolved harmonics 

based on temporal continuity and cross-channel correlation. These segments were 

grouped according to common periodicity. Segments for unresolved harmonics, on the 

other hand, were generated based on common AM in addition to temporal continuity. 

These segments were further grouped based on AM rates, which were obtained from 

the temporal fluctuations of the corresponding response envelopes. 

In 2006, Runqiang et al. proposed a speech separation system for speech 

recognition [62]. After preprocessing the input signal with the auditory peripheral 

filtering, dominant pitch tracks of the target speech were estimated using two features: 

normalized correlogram and frequency dynamic. Next, an initial grouping based on 

Hu and Wang's algorithm [61] was performed to produce initial streams. A regrouping 
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strategy was employed to refine these streams via amplitude modulation cues, which 

were finally organized by speaker recognition techniques into corresponding speakers. 

Finally, the output streams were reconstructed to compensate the missing data by a 

cluster-based feature reconstruction. 

Although most monaural CASA systems have utilized pitch-based cues in 

segmentation and grouping, there have been other attempts to exploit other cues 

such as common onset and offset [52,63,65] and frequency modulation [66]. Onsets 

and offsets are important ASA cues for the reason that different sound sources in 

an environment seldom start and end at the same time. In addition, there is strong 

evidence for onset detection by auditory neurons. There are several advantages to 

applying onset and offset analysis to auditory segmentation. In the time domain, 

onsets and offsets form boundaries between sounds from different sources. Common 

onsets and offsets provide natural cues to integrate sounds from the same source 

across frequency. In addition, since onset and offset cues are common to all types 

of sounds, the proposed system can in principle deal with both voiced and unvoiced 

speech. 

In a recent publication [66], Gu and Stern described a new approach to CCSS based 

on the detection of modulation frequencies and the grouping of sets of frequencies that 

appear to be co-modulated, regardless of the extent to which they are harmonically 

related to each other. Nevertheless, accurate estimation of modulation frequency can 

be quite difficult for natural signals. 

A common problem in many CASA systems is the difficulty in dealing with the 

high-frequency part of target speech above 1 kHz [61]. This is due to the fact that in 

the high-frequency range, harmonics are generally unresolved since the corresponding 

auditory filters have wide passbands. Also, the grouping process is a difficult task 

such that in current approaches, one of the underlying signals is assumed to be fully 

voiced in order to ease the grouping [67,68]. Another problem with CASA techniques 

is that they cannot replicate the entire process performed in the auditory system since 
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the process beyond the auditory nerve is not well known. For further information on 

CAS A techniques refer to [52,69]. 

2.3.3 Blind source separation (BSS) approaches 

Blind source separation is a statistical technique which attempts to recover a set of 

original source signals from observed instantaneous mixtures of these sources. BSS 

relies on a main assumption that the mixing process must be linear. A standard 

approach to the BSS problem is independent component analysis (ICA) [70] and 

its extensions, in which we assume that the sources are all statistically independent 

of one another. In general, the ICA approach to BSS tries to invert the mixing 

process (demixing), to reconstruct the original components, by finding a linear 

transform of the mixtures such that the recovered signals are as independent as 

possible. ICA techniques for speech separation are not inspired by auditory analysis 

and require two conditions to solve this problem. First, the number of available 

mixtures must be equal to or greater than the number of original unknown sources 

(overdetermined BSS). Second, the sources must be perfectly aligned. Furthermore, 

BSS approaches usually apply machine-learning techniques to estimate the demixing 

matrix. Therefore, BSS algorithms are not commonly used in CCSS since these 

assumptions are difficult to satisfy in this case. In addition, CCSS algorithms cannot 

rely on the spatial location of the speakers to obtain a binaural input, as do algorithms 

that use multiple microphones. On the contrary, general signal-processing and CASA 

approaches require fewer conditions and, therefore, are more flexible in dealing with 

the CCSS problem. A comparison between the performance of CASA and BSS 

approaches for speech segregation can be found in [71]. 

To overcome the constraint of the number of observations in order to deal with 

the single-channel source separation problem, some researchers have recently proposed 

what are called underdetermined BSS techniques [72]. In these techniques, auxiliary 

information (such as a priori knowledge of statistical models of the sources) is 
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram of a single-channel BSS system [76]. 

commonly used to solve the problem. Figure 2.16 depicts a general schematic diagram 

for an underdetermined BSS techniques. The process consists of two phases: the 

training phase and the testing phase. In the training phase, the speech sources 

are projected onto a set of basis functions by using ICA [73], nonnegative matrix 

factorization (NMF) [74], or sparse coding [72]. The basis functions are chosen such 

that the projection coefficients are as sparse as possible. This means that only a few 

coefficients of the decomposition of the sources on the basis functions are significantly 

nonzero. In the testing phase, given the basis functions and coefficient distributions, 

techniques such as maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation are used to estimate the 

sources. As indicated in [75], these techniques do not work well when the trained 

basis functions of the two sources overlap, which is the case in speech mixtures. 

An example of ICA-based algorithms for underdetermined BSS given a single-

channel recording is that presented by Jang et al. (2003) [73]. In this algorithm, 

a set of time-domain basis functions that encode the source signals were learned a 

priori from a training data set and then used to separate the unknown test sound 

sources. The original source signals were recovered by maximizing the log likelihood 

of the separated signals, calculated using the basis functions and the probability 
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density functions of their coefficients-the output of the ICA basis filters. Simulation 

results [73], using only six mixtures of different combinations of two music signals and 

two all-voiced speech signals, showed poor recovery performance of speech mixtures 

compared to mixtures containing music. In fact, this was due to the faster variation 

of speech signals and basis functions with time compared to music. 

2.3.4 Mo del-based approaches 

Recently, model-based speech separation and de-noising techniques has been an 

attractive topic for many researchers in the field of robust speech recognition. 

Model-based CCSS techniques are spiritually similar to model-based single-channel 

speech enhancement techniques. In this case, CCSS can be considered as a speech 

enhancement problem in which both the target and interference, which are non-

stationary sources with similar probabilistic characteristics, must be estimated. 

Briefly, the following procedures are commonly applied in model-based CCSS 

techniques. First, patterns of the sources are obtained in the training phase. Then, 

those patterns whose combinations model the observation signal are chosen. Finally, 

the selected patterns are either directly used to estimate the sources [76-78] or used to 

build filters that when imposed on the observation signal result in an estimate of the 

sources [79-81]. Model-based, as well as underdetermined systems, rely heavily on 

the use of a priori information of sound sources. Therefore, they are fundamentally 

limited in their ability to handle novel interference. 

2.3.5 Hybrid approaches 

Although the above-mentioned approaches differ in solving the same problem, there 

are possibilities for combining any two of them to enhance the overall performance of 

the CCSS system. An example of combining CASA and BSS techniques is provided 

by Radfar et al. (2007) [76], who described a system in which underdetermined BSS 

was used as a grouping technique for the CASA approach. The authors reported good 
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performance for the separation of two speech signals in a single recording compared 

to the performance expected using CASA or BSS alone. 

Roweis (2001) combined a model-based learning algorithm with a CASA system to 

enhance the separation of mixtures from two speakers [79]. He first trained speaker-

dependent HMMs on the speech of isolated speakers. Next, these pre-trained models 

were combined into a factorial HMM (FHMM) consisting of two Markov chains that 

evolve independently. Given a co-channel speech mixture, separation was achieved by 

first inferring the underlying state sequence in the FHMM and computing the output 

predictions for each Markov chain. A binary mask for the CASA model was then 

determined by comparing the relative magnitudes of each model's predictions. 

From the above review, it is readily seen that CCSS is a broad topic and has 

been addressed by different approaches. This thesis will focus mainly on the general 

signal-processing approaches to the CCSS problem. 

2.4 Multi-Pitch Determination 

Perceptually, one of the most powerful cues for CCSS is the fundamental frequency 

(pitch) of voiced speech. Specifically, human listeners are able to exploit the difference 

in pitch in order to separate the harmonics of the target voice from those of 

interfering voices. Consequently, much of the work on CCSS algorithms has focused 

on the problem of determining and tracking the multiple pitches present in the 

speech mixture (so-called multi-pitch analysis) as the first problem to be attacked 

in developing a speech separator. Pitch information is used in subsequent stages to 

separate the constituent signals. If the estimated pitch was not accurate enough, 

the resulting signal cannot provide good quality. Although a variety of automatic 

pitch determination algorithms (PDAs) are now known, they are generally used for 

single-speaker situations and work best at high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs.) In a 

two-speaker scenario, each speaker is a source of extraneous and potentially misleading 

information about the other. Hence, the use of single-pitch determination algorithms 
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in such a case greatly increases the probability of error, especially when the voices are 

of comparable loudness and the pitches are nearly equal. Multi-pitch determination 

algorithms (MPDAs) are preferable to use in this case. 

Generally, MPDAs can be classified into three categories: time-domain, frequency-

domain, and time-frequency-domain algorithms. Time-domain PDAs directly 

examine the temporal structure of the speech waveform. Typically, peak and 

valley positions, zero-crossings, autocorrelations, or residues of comb-filtered signals 

are analyzed for detecting the pitch period. Frequency-domain PDAs distinguish 

the fundamental frequency by utilizing the harmonic structure in the short-term 

spectrum. Time-frequency-domain algorithms perform time-domain analysis on 

band-filtered signals obtained via a multichannel front-end. Practically, the main 

difficulty with almost all MPDAs is estimating the pitch of the weaker speaker. 

2.4.1 Time-domain MPDAs 

Time-domain MPDAs, generally rely on cancellation rather than autocorrelation. 

For example, the method proposed by de Cheveigne (1991) [82] is a two-dimensional 

extension of the classical average magnitude difference function (AMDF) algorithm 

[83] for single-pitch determination. Two cascaded comb filters of impulse responses 

8(n) — 8(n + dA) and S(n) — S(n + (IB) were applied to the input signal, where S(n) 

is the delta function and dA and dB are the lag parameters, in samples, of the comb 

filters respectively. Accordingly, the two filters have nulls at frequencies fA = Fs/dA 

and JB = Fa/dB and all their multiples, where Fs is the sampling frequency. Pitch 

analysis was therefore performed by applying the filters to the co-channel signal on a 

frame-by-frame basis and searching the double difference function (DDF) 

D~DF(dA,dB)= Y^ \x(n) - x(n + dA) - x(n + dB) + x(n + dA + dB)\ (2.4.1) 
frame 

for a global minimum over the two-dimensional lag parameter space. The coordinates 

of this minimum give the estimates of the two pitch periods. To avoid searching 
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other local minima of lags equal to period multiples, the algorithm restricted the 

search to lags corresponding to the feasible range of human pitch. De Cheveigne and 

Kawahara [84] evaluated their algorithm on mixtures consisting of perfectly periodic 

waveforms, with excellent results. However, their joint cancellation technique has 

certain limitations. It is sensitive to sampling rate, and the cancellation of one speaker 

may partially cancel the other speaker if their pitch periods are related by an integer 

multiple. 

Chazan et al. (1993) [85] proposed another time-domain MPDA for detecting 

pitch periods for CCSS using two nonlinear comb filters connected in a cross-coupled 

scheme in conjunction with an estimate-maximization (EM) iterative method. The 

pitch of one speaker was obtained by suppressing the estimated pitch harmonics of 

the other speaker. Iterative parameter estimation worked as follows. First, the mixed 

signal was fed to the first comb filter and its parameters were computed so as to 

minimize the output error. After determining the parameters of this comb filter, 

its output was then subtracted from the mixed signal to obtain an estimate of the 

second speaker. Similarly, the estimated signal was fed to the second comb filter 

and the same process was repeated. This process iterated back and forth to find the 

best parameters for the two nonlinear comb filters. Final filter parameters were then 

extracted as the pitch candidates. The algorithm used relatively long frames (60 ms) 

to effectively estimate pitches of speakers with close spectral harmonics. In order 

to handle continuous pitch variations within the long analysis frame, a time-warped 

signal was used to model each speaker. 

2.4.2 Frequency-domain MPDAs 

Perhaps, the earliest MPDA for separating two concurrent speakers was the system 

described by Parsons (1976) [23]. In this approach, multi-pitch estimation was 

achieved using a modified version of Schroeder's histogram method [86] for single-pitch 

detection. In the two-speaker CHIS65 £L histogram containing all integer submultiples 
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of all the peaks in the frequency spectrum was formed. Then, the histogram 

was searched for the highest entry that corresponds to the pitch of the stronger 

speaker. All harmonics of this pitch were identified and omitted from a second formed 

histogram. The highest entry of the new histogram provided an estimate for the pitch 

of the weaker speaker. 

Kwon et al. (2000) [87] proposed a simplified system for determining multi-

pitch of mixtures of two speech signals based on the sinusoidal model of speech [30]. 

Their algorithm consisted of three steps. First, all peaks of the frequency spectrum 

that contribute significant power compared to signal power were selected. Then, 

pitch candidates were generated from these peaks using a linear searching algorithm. 

Finally, the pitch was estimated by selecting the candidate that had passed the 

maximum number of peaks. Despite the relatively low computational complexity 

of this algorithm, it did not solve the problem of overlapping peaks. 

Recently, techniques using statistical learning approaches for feature extraction 

were also applied to the problem of multi-pitch determination. Sha and Saul (2005) 

[88] described a real-time MPDA based on prior information about speech sources 

obtained via learning in a training phase. In this algorithm, fixed basis functions 

(each of which corresponds to a single pitch value) were trained offline using the 

NMF algorithm to model the particular timbres of voiced speech. During the testing 

phase, the mixed signals were then decomposed in terms of these basis functions to 

detect the presence of one or two voices and determine their pitches. 

The algorithm proposed by Radfar et al. (2006) [89] exploited the same sinusoidal 

and harmonic modelling of speech signals by Quatieri [30] to detect and track the 

pitch contours. First, a set of pitch candidates was calculated using a sinusoidal 

spectrogram. Next, the best pitch contours that minimize the error between harmonic 

models of estimated signals and the spectral magnitude of the original mixed signal 

were picked. Overall results compared to Wu [68] and Chazan [85] techniques showed 

a slight reduction in pitch error rate in the range of -9 to 9 dB TIR. 
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2.4.3 Time-frequency-domain MPDAs 

Time-frequency domain MPDAs are mainly inspired by the human auditory system. 

The temporal model of pitch perception proposed by Licklider [90] was the basis 

of most of these algorithms. For example, Weintraub (1986) [55] described 

a computational implementation of Lickliders theory using the so-called auto-

coincidence functions of the output channels of a cochlear filterbank. Auto-

coincidence functions were used in a dynamic programming algorithm to estimate 

and track the pitch period of each speaker. The large number of channels used 

(85) caused this approach to be computationally inefficient. However, Tolonen and 

Karjalainen (2000) [64] suggested a computationally efficient multi-pitch model using 

the same concept based on the SACF. (See Section 2.3.2.) Computational savings 

were made by splitting the input signal into two bands (below and above 1 kHz) rather 

than performing a multi-band frequency analysis. A generalized autocorrelation is 

then computed for the low-frequency band and for the envelope of the high-frequency 

band, and added to give a SACF. Further processing is then performed to enhance 

the representation of different pitches. Specifically, the SACF is half-wave rectified 

and then expanded in time by a factor of two, subtracted from the original SACF, 

and half-wave rectified again. This removes peaks that occur at sub-octave multiples 

and also removes the high-amplitude portion of the SACF close to zero delay. 

One of the sophisticated algorithms for tracking the pitch of multiple speakers is 

proposed by Wu et al. (2003) [68]. Their approach consisted of four stages: 

1. The input signal was filtered by a bank of gammatone filters to simulate cochlear 

filtering. In low-frequency channels (below 800 Hz), the correlogram was 

computed directly from the filter outputs, whereas in high-frequency channels 

the envelope in each channel was autocorrelated. 

2. Clean correlogram channels (i.e., those likely to contain reliable information 

about the periodicity of a single speaker and relatively uncorrupted by noise) 

were identified. 
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3. A statistical approach was used to estimate the pitch periods present in each 

individual time frame. 

4. Pitch periods were tracked across time using HMM. 

This system proved to be robust to the presence of an interfering speaker and can track 

its pitch. However, Khurshid and Denham [89] found that it is less robust against 

background noise and that, while it accurately tracks the pitch of the dominant 

speaker in a mixture, its estimate of the non-dominant pitch can be poor. 

To correct some of these problems, Khurshid and Denham (2004) [91] suggested 

an alternative approach based on the analysis of the output of a bank of damped 

harmonic oscillators that model the frequency analysis performed by the cochlea. 

Analysis of the fine time structure (consecutive zero crossings and amplitude peaks) 

of each oscillator output was performed to determine the driving frequency. An 

algorithm was then used to hypothesize the multiple pitches present in order to explain 

the observed frequency components. This was achieved by identifying salient spectral 

peaks and then assessing the support for every subharmonic of the peak that falls 

within the normal range of voice pitch. Such a frequency remapping leads to noise 

robustness and may be regarded as a simple model of simultaneous masking in the 

auditory nerve. Simple continuity constraints were used to track two pitches over 

time. Khurshid and Denham's comparison of the two systems showed that Wu et 

aVs system more accurately tracked the dominant pitch, but that their own system 

more reliably tracked the non-dominant pitch and was more robust to noise. 
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2.5 Summary 

This chapter reviewed the principles and major applications of CCSS systems and 

presented a brief survey of the research done in this area. The main goal of a 

CCSS algorithm is to automatically process the mixed signal in order to enhance 

the target speech, cancel the interfering speech, or recover each speaker's original 

speech. The use of CCSS techniques in the front-end of speech processing systems is 

a very useful tool in many applications. These include human-based applications such 

as electronic aids for people with hearing disabilities and machine-based applications 

such as ASR and SID systems. Several previous studies have developed algorithms 

for modelling and separating co-channel speech under different domains such as 

general signal-processing approaches, computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) 

approaches, blind source separation (BSS) approaches, and model-based approaches. 

In the general view, any CCSS algorithm consisted mainly of three stages: analysis, 

separation, and reconstruction. As shown in this chapter, some CCSS systems 

required some sort of a priori information on one or both of the mixed speech signals. 

The pitch contours of individual speakers were widely used as a priori information. 

This, in fact, limits their capability to work in different applications. Other algorithms 

tried to estimate pitch tracks directly from the co-channel signal using a suitable 

MPDA. 



CHAPTER 3 

Speech Processing Using 
State-Space Reconstruction 

3.1 Introduction 

One might think that analysis in the frequency domain should be the core of the work 

in this thesis. Indeed, as shown in the previous chapter, many CCSS approaches are 

based on frequency analysis of speech signals. However, this chapter demonstrates 

why the conscious renunciation of the Fourier transform is considered to be the 

strength of the methodology proposed to dealing with this problem. As opposed 

to conventional frequency-domain techniques, the main analysis approach exploited 

in this work is based on the state-space reconstruction of speech. 

The concept of state-space representation has become quite popular as a result of 

the recent increase of research in the field of nonlinear dynamic systems, particularly 

chaotic systems1 [92]. Using state-space representation, the system is described 

in terms of state variables using a set of differential equations and represented, 

geometrically, in an m-dimensional space where the axes are labelled with the state 

variables (degrees of freedom). 

In practical situations where the state variables and the describing differential 

1 Chaotic systems are deterministic nonlinear systems that are very sensitive to initial conditions. 
Their output signals often appear to be random and irregular in time and frequency domains. 
However, chaotic signals are slightly predictable and give a structured and deterministic state-space. 
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equations of the system are often unknown (or perhaps unmeasurable), it is possible 

to reconstruct the state-space using only single observations from the system as a 

function of time. This is commonly referred to as state-space reconstruction and is 

performed by using the embedding theorem. 

State-space reconstruction is a relatively new tool for analyzing speech and audio 

signals. Originally, this method was used to better understand the chaos of strange 

attractors and other non-periodic systems [92]. However, it also can be used to 

observe the regularity of periodic and quasi-periodic signals like speech. Visualizing 

audio and speech signals in state-space generates interesting shapes and provides a 

level of insight into the nature of sounds that is not available in the standard Fourier 

representation. In other words, the motivation behind using such a representation 

is to explicitly reveal properties that are implicit in the acoustic signal and might 

be ignored in conventional spectral analysis. Reconstruction of state-space is the 

fundamental basis of the algorithms proposed for the CCSS problem in the succeeding 

chapters of this thesis. 

This chapter furnishes the reader with the necessary background theory and 

techniques related to the concepts of state-space reconstruction for nonlinear systems 

and its application to speech signal processing. First, the notion of state-space 

representation is introduced in Section 3.2, since nonlinear characterization of 

dynamic systems is based mainly on this concept. The embedding theorem and 

methods for determining optimal embedding parameters are also reviewed in this 

section. In Section 3.3, speech is demonstrated as a nonlinear process, giving the 

motivation to pursue speech processing using state-space reconstruction. At the end 

of this section, recent work on the application of the state-space reconstruction to 

various speech-processing systems is presented. 
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3.2 State-Space Analysis 

3.2.1 The concept of state-space representation 

State-space (also called phase-space) representation is a very powerful tool for 

analyzing complex dynamic systems based on the concept of state. A state of any 

dynamic system is the minimal set of variables (known as state variables) such that 

the knowledge of these variables at time t = to, along with the knowledge of the input 

for t > t0, completely determines the behaviour of the system at any time t > to. 

Therefore, state-space is defined as the m-dimensional space whose coordinate axes 

constitute the state variables. Any state the system takes can be represented by a 

point (vector) in the state-space. The concept of state-space representation, by itself, 

is not new. It has existed for a long time in the field of classical dynamics as well as 

in other fields. However, the exploiting of this concept when only a single observation 

of the system is known was first presented by Packard [93] in 1980 and proved by 

Takens [94] a year later. 

The representation of dynamic systems in the state-space form has many 

advantages: 

1. It provides an insight into the behaviour of the system. 

2. It is an effective tool to study nonlinear and time-varying systems. 

3. It can be extended to handle systems with multiple inputs and outputs. 

Variables (degrees of freedom) that contribute to the dynamics (changes in state) 

of a nonlinear system interact in a multiplicative rather than an additive manner. This 

is why, in general, the outcome of a nonlinear system is sometimes difficult to predict 

using time and frequency representations and usually displays chaotic behaviour. In 

order to understand the merit of state-space in representing such systems, we have 

chosen a deterministic system known to behave nonlinearly, the Lorenz oscillator. 

This system is one of the most striking examples of nonlinear chaotic behaviour. It 

was derived in 1963 by Edward Lorenz [95] from the simplified model of a convectional 
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(heat transfer) system in the atmosphere. The dynamics of the Lorenz model can be 

characterized with the following set of first-order differential equations: 

x(t) = <r(y(t) - x(t)) 

y(t) = px(t)-y(t)-x(t)z(t) (3.2.1) 

z(t) = x(t)y(t) - Pz(t), 

where x(t), y(t), and z(t) correspond to the three state variables (two temperature 

measures and a velocity measure), the over-dot notation corresponds to the derivative 

(rate of change) of the variable in question, and a, p, and ft are constant parameters. 

As can be noticed from the above set of differential equations, influences of the state 

variables on the current state of the system are not independent and additive, but 

are instead mutually dependent and multiplicative. Changes in x(t), for example, are 

dependent not only on the value of x(t), but also on the values of y(t) and z(t). This 

interactive nature of state variables along which the system may change determines 

the complexity of nonlinear systems and is also the key to quantifying systems with 

unknown state variables. For the Lorenz model at hand, it suggests a nonlinear, 

three-dimensional, and deterministic system. 

Figure 3.1(a) shows 30 seconds of the x{t) variable of the Lorenz system in the 

time domain using the parameter set a = 10, p = 28, and f3 = 8/3. The corresponding 

Fourier transform of this time signal is shown in Figure 3.1(b). Although the time-

domain representation seems to have some sort of irregular periodic behaviour, the 

frequency-domain plot gives no insight at all into the nature of the system. We tend 

to assume random behaviour despite the deterministic equations. However, if we look 

at the state-space representation of this system in Figure 3.1(c), we will notice a very 

regular and predictable behaviour. The figure shows a chaotic attractor that keeps 

"drawing the same pattern" in the state-space, no matter what initial conditions were 

chosen for the differential equations. This type of attractor is commonly known as a 

strange attractor. 
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Figure 3.1: Lorenz attractor: (a) time-domain representation of the signal x(t), 
(b) the corresponding Fourier transform of x(t), (c) a three-dimensional plot of the 
system's state-space, and (d) the reconstructed state-space using the method of delay. 
(See Section 3.2.2). 
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Prom the above example, we can conclude that in certain situations the state-

space emphasizes characteristics of the underlying system that can barely be seen in 

the original time or frequency spaces. Within the state-space, several features such 

as recurrence and parallelness between trajectories can be extracted and utilized in 

further processing. For example, small variations of angles between vectors indicate 

smooth changes of the state variables, while large variations reveal random behaviour. 

This is an important feature that can be used, for example, in classifying speech 

signals into voiced and unvoiced segments. 

For experimental and naturally occurring systems, including speech, the state 

variables as well as the set of describing differential equations of the system are often 

unknown (or perhaps unmeasurable). Only one or more output signals are observed 

as a function of time. An important question arises: How can state variables be 

found from such unidimensional observations? The answer lies in the embedding 

theorem [94]. 

State-space reconstruction methods have been developed as a means to reconstruct 

the state-space and develop new predictive models. In these methods, the observed 

time signal is used to form a space that is topologically equivalent to the original 

state-space of the system. (See Figure 3.1(d) for the Lorenz model example.) This 

is possible because the interactive nature of the state variables of a nonlinear system 

(as described above) prescribes that the change of a single state variable will be 

influenced by the change of all other state variables. Therefore, access to one of these 

variables can be utilized to evaluate the dynamics of the entire system by unfolding 

the unidimensional signal into the appropriate number of dimensions to reveal the 

underlying dynamics. Further discussion about state-space reconstruction and the 

embedding theorem is presented in the following section. 
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3.2.2 State-space reconstruction and the embedding theorem 

In many real applications, often only unidimensional measurements are available for 

the system under study. For example, in speech and audio systems, we usually have 

access to a single observable output from the system (e.g., the acoustic pressure wave 

measured by a microphone) that has been sampled to produce a time series. In 

many cases, this scalar time series contains the only information available from that 

system. An important challenge that must be met is the calculation of the system's 

real multi-dimensional state-space trajectory from such a unidimensional observation. 

Takens' theorem [94] suggests how the unknown state-space of a dynamical system 

can be reconstructed from a time series of only one observed variable. This theorem 

is commonly known as the delay embedding theorem. It states: If a certain condition 

is met, it is possible to reconstruct a state-space trajectory from time-delayed replicas 

of the observed time series with one-to-one mapping between the reconstruction and 

the actual attractor of the underlying system. To further explain this theorem, let us 

denote the single observable iV-point time series obtained from the system by x(n), 

where n = 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1. Starting from this unidimensional time series, we can build 

a new dynamical system of arbitrary dimension m (i.e., in the Euclidean space Mm) 

that behaves similarly to the original system. The m-dimensional vectors of the new 

system can be formed by unfolding the observed samples and embedding them into 

the m-dimensional space using d-sample delayed replicas of x(n). That is, 

xm(n) = x(n), x(n + d), ••• , x(n+(m-l)d) , (3.2.2) 

where d is defined as the reconstruction or embedding delay, m is referred to as the 

embedding dimension, and n = 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1. Here, we assume, for simplicity of 

formulation, that we have access to the extra samples x(N),x(N + 1), • • • , x(N — 1 + 

(m — l)d). According to Takens' theorem, for almost any time series x(n) and almost 

any embedding delay d, the attractor of the new constructed m-dimensional system 
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will be equivalent topologically to the attractor of the original system if 

m > 2 m 0 + l, (3.2.3) 

where mo is the dimension of the original manifold. Later results by Sauer et al. [96], 

reduced the lower limit of (3.2.3) to 

m > 2mbox, (3.2.4) 

where mbox < mo is called the box-counting or fractal dimension of the original 

manifold and is calculated as 

mbox = hm -———, (3.2.5) 

6-̂ 0 log(l/e) 

where B{e) is the number of hyper-boxes of side length e required to cover the original 

attractor in the Euclidean space Em°. This lower limit for choosing the embedding 

dimension, m, assures the elimination of any self-crossing of the trajectories in the 

reconstructed state-space of chaotic systems [96]. 

By using the state-space reconstruction described above, the dynamics of a 

nonlinear system of multiple degrees of freedom (e.g., Lorenz system) are retrieved 

and features that provide important knowledge about the system's behaviour can 

be extracted. For example, the so-called invariant geometrical properties, such 

as the Lyapunov exponent (a quantity that characterizes the rate of separation of 

close trajectories) and correlation dimension (a measure of the dimensionality of the 

state-space), can be calculated from the reconstructed state-space and yet will still 

correspond to the actual values of the underlying system's attractor. 

In practice, the state-space reconstruction is usually normalized using 

xm(n) = , (3.2.6) 

where the mean vector, xm , and the standard deviation scalar, crx, of the reconstructed 

attractor are defined, respectively, as 

N-l 

n = 0 
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and 
N-l 

A 
0- x = 

N 
l ^ | | x m H - x m | | 2 . (3.2.8) 

N
 n 

n=0 
Going back to the Lorenz attractor of Figure 3.1, we can see that the reconstructed 

state-space in Figure 3.1(d) (using m = 3 and d = 15 at a sampling frequency of 

200 Hz) gives almost precisely the same portrait of the true state-space in Figure 

3.1(c). Not only is the overall topological shape preserved, but also local details of 

the similarity of orbits are easily recognized in the two plots. The purpose of the 

Lorenz example is to show that the state-space of a system can be reconstructed even 

with access to only one of the many possible dimensions of change. 

3.2.3 Choice of embedding parameters 

The choice of proper values of the time delay, d, and the embedding dimension, m, 

need to be made carefully to achieve a reliable state-space reconstruction. According 

to Takens' theorem, as mentioned in the previous section, the embedding dimension 

must be greater than approximately twice the dimension of the original manifold 

[94]. On the other hand, there is no theory that places bounds on the choice of 

the embedding delay. However, the embedding delay must be chosen carefully for 

the quality of the reconstruction. Unfortunately, in most practical applications, the 

dimension of the original state-space structure is unknown. Therefore, some other 

means of determining an appropriate embedding dimension and time delay must be 

found. The literature has suggested many methods for determining the best values of 

these two parameters. We will briefly discuss some of these methods in this section. 

Choosing the embedding dimension 

The embedding dimension, m, determines how many coordinates will be used in 

reconstructing the state-space. In choosing m, the goal is not to determine precisely 

the dimension of the original manifold. In fact, the goal is to be sure that the 

embedding dimension is sufficient to allow the dynamics of the underlying system 
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to be disclosed with minimal distortion. Generally, the choice of the embedding 

dimension according to (3.2.3) or (3.2.4) assures that the final attractor does not 

lie on an ambiguous subset in the embedding space. Due to the validity of Takens' 

theorem, m can be arbitrarily chosen. However, if m is too large, the locality of the 

dynamics gets lost and the computational cost increases. Furthermore, if the signal 

is contaminated with noise, the higher m will be occupied by this extra noise instead 

of the meaningful dynamics of the system. On the other hand, if m is too small, 

the manifold will be folded in on itself. In this case, points close in the state-space 

may be close because of projection rather than because of the dynamics of the system 

(i.e., false neighbors). Therefore, it is necessary to find a systematic way of choosing 

an acceptable minimal embedding dimension that keeps the dynamics of the system 

unfolded. 

One widely used method of estimating an acceptable minimal embedding dimen

sion is the method of false nearest neighbors (FNN) developed by Kennel et al. [97]. 

The central idea of this method is based on the following concept: With the gradual 

increase of the embedding dimension, any property of the system that is dependent on 

the distance between two points in the state-space will stop changing when a sufficient 

embedding dimension is reached. This means that if the number of coordinates is 

too small, then points close in the reconstructed state-space may be close due to 

projection rather than to the dynamics of the system. In order to determine the 

sufficient embedding dimension using the FNN method, a search is first made for the 

nearest neighbor vector for each point of the reconstructed attractor, unfolded into an 

m-dimensional state-space. When the embedding dimension is increased t o m + 1, it 

is possible to discover the percentage of neighbors that were actually "false" neighbors 

and did not remain close because the m embedding dimension was too small. When 

the percentage of false neighbors drops to an acceptable value, it is possible to state 

that the attractor was completely unfolded and the minimum embedding dimension 

was reached. 
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Let us denote xm(n) as a point in the reconstructed state-space of dimension 

m and embedding delay d and define xm(p(n)) as its nearest neighbor in terms of 

Euclidean distance. The squared distance between these two points is given by 

Dm(n)2 = ||xm(n) - xm(p(n))|| 
m—1 

= ^ [ x ( r a + id) - x(p(n) + id)}2. (3.2.9) 
i=0 

Now, if we increase the embedding dimension by one and measure the squared distance 

between the same points in the new space, we will get 

Dm+i{n) = ||xm+i(n) -x m + 1 (p (n ) 
m 

= ^ [ x ( n + id) - x(P(n) + id)f- (3.2.10) 
i=0 

The difference in the squared distance between the two dimensions is then 

Dm+i(n)2 - Dm{n)2 = [x(n + md) - x(p(n) + md)}2. (3.2.11) 

This indicates how far the two neighbouring points have moved from each other due 

to dimension increase. Normalizing the square root of (3.2.11) with respect to the 

original distance given by (3.2.9) at the lower dimension results in a ratio of how far 

the displacement is compared to the original position of the two points. This ratio can 

be compared to a predetermined threshold, Rth, and used to identify the percentage 

of false nearest neighbors as follows [97]: 

, „ „_ 100 x-^ I \x(n + md) — X(p(n) + md)\ \ 
F N N W % = - | > ( ^ L _ J ^ a - j f c j , (3.2.12) 

where H(-) is the Heaviside function defined as 

tffe)=(°' " < 0 (3.2.13) 
I 1, V > 0. 

In practical situations where the number of data points is not very large, another 

criterion can be applied to handle this issue of limited data size. In this case the 
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Figure 3.2: Percentage false nearest neighbors as a function of embedding dimension 
m for the Lorenz attractor (3.2.1). 

following test can be used to identify FNN [97] 

N-l 
) 

N~ 
FNN(m)% = ^ ' J T f f fD 

n=0 

m+1 [nf 
-A 

oi 
th (3.2.14) 

where a^ is the squared value of (3.2.8) and Atu is another threshold. Other 

improvements to the FNN method especially when dealing with noise-corrupted data 

can be found in [98-100]. 

Equations (3.2.12) and (3.2.14) are used to check the neighbors in successively 

higher embedding dimensions until the percentage drops to a negligible number 

of FNN. The corresponding dimension to this value is then selected as the lowest 

embedding dimension that gives reconstruction without self-crossing. 

An example of calculating the FNN is presented in Figure 3.2 for the Lorenz 

attractor (3.2.1). It is evident from the plot that an embedding dimension of three is 

quite sufficient to reconstruct the state-space of this attractor. 

The FNN method can also be used to measure the relative contamination of noise 
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in the signal. However, the method is very sensitive to noise giving larger values of 

m as pointed out in [101]. In fact, the effect of noise is greater for larger values of d. 

This is a serious drawback of the method because in real applications we are led to 

choose a larger m than we really need. 

Choosing the embedding delay 

To perform state-space reconstruction using Takens' method, the delay parameter, 

d, which specifies the time lag between samples must be determined carefully. An 

optimum choice of the embedding delay will result in the state-space reconstruction 

being fully opened out, which will improve any subsequent analysis. If the d chosen 

is too small, the vectors xm(n) and xm(n + 1) will be very similar, and consequently 

a correlated trajectory (probably stretched along the diagonal) is produced. On 

the other hand, if the d value is too large, the reconstructed trajectory becomes 

too disperse. In this case, much of the information is lost and the structure of the 

dynamics is difficult to ascertain. 

Two criteria are commonly used to estimate the embedding delay based on the 

analysis of the autocorrelation function (ACF) or the average mutual information 

function (AMIF) [101]. The ACF provides a measure of the similarity between 

samples of the time signal. Typically, the value of d is set as the delay r at which the 

ACF, R(T), first passes through zero. 

N 

E x(n)x(n + T) 
R(T) = ^ . (3.2.15) 

E x(n)2 

n=l 

Choosing d as the delay corresponding to the first zero of R{r) indicates that, on 

average over the observations, the coordinates x(n + id) and x(n + (i + l)d) are 

independent. 

In the second method, as suggested by Fraser and Swinney [102], the embedding 

delay is chosen by looking at the AMIF, I(T), of two points, x(n) and x(n + r ) , 
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and taking the optimal delay, as the delay corresponds to the first minimum of this 

function. 

N 

I(T) = ] T P(x(n), x(n + r))log2 

n=l 

Calculating I(T) from the time series is quite straightforward. To find P(x(n)), a 

histogram is formed by counting the number of times a given value of x(n) appears 

divided by the total number of data. Likewise, P(x(n + r)) is computed from all 

values of x(n + r). If the time series is long and stationary, then P(x(n + r)) will 

be almost the same as P(x(n)). The joint distribution P(x(n),x(n + r)) is obtained 

by plotting x(n + r) against x(n) and dividing this two-dimensional space into a grid 

of square bins. Then, a 3D histogram is formed by counting the number of times 

a square in this grid is occupied, divided by the total number of data. Finally, the 

AMIF at time delay r is calculated by averaging these probabilities over all the bins. 

The process is repeated for the suggested range of delays. The first local minimum 

of I(T) indicates minimal mutual information and hence maximal independence. 

Figure 3.3 shows an example of estimating the embedding delay parameter for 

the Lorenz attractor using the ACF and the AMIF. Both methods seem to give 

approximately the same value of optimum time delay that can be used in the state-

space reconstruction. 

While the ACF is simpler and can be computed using fewer number of data 

compared to the AMIF, it in fact measures the linear dependence of coordinates, 

which gives a less accurate estimation of d when dealing with nonlinear data. AMIF, 

on the other hand, is more precise in the case of chaotic data. One may also be 

confronted with some problems when attempting to estimate embedding delay using 

either method. For example, the ACF may get approximately zero only after an 

extremely long time, or the AMIF may not have a clear first minimum. In these 

cases, a maximum limit for searching the best estimated delay should be set. Other 

methods for estimating embedding delay can be found in [92]. 

P(x(n),x(n + r)) 
P(x(n))P(x(n + r)) 

(3.2.16) 
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Figure 3.3: Estimating embedding delay for the Lorenz system (3.2.1) by using (a) 
the first zero-crossing of the ACF and (b) the first minimum of the AMIF. 

3.3 Nonlinear Analysis of Speech 

Linear frequency-domain representation techniques are successfully applied to speech 

signals in almost all applications. Most of these techniques rely on a clear harmonic 

spectrum, which certainly contains useful information about speech. However, time 

or frequency representations of speech signals tell only half the truth. The important 

speech characteristics are defined by global non-stationary and nonlinear phenomena. 

These phenomena can never be described adequately by linear methods. 

3.3.1 Speech as a nonlinear process 

For decades, the classical linear model (i.e., one that obeys the superposition principle, 

such as the source-filter model) has been applied to speech processing with limited 

success. However, recent studies [103-107] have shown much evidence of significant 

nonlinear characteristics present in the production of speech signals that cannot 

be fully described by linear models. This means that the classical linear model 

is satisfactory only as an approximation of the overall nonlinear process of speech 

production. Accordingly, with nonlinear models we should obtain a more accurate 
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description of speech and, possibly, better performance of practical speech-processing 

applications. The main evidence of nonlinearity in the speech production system, as 

well as in the final speech signal, can be summarized in the following observations 

[103,107]. 

Evidence of nonlinearity in the speech production mechanism 

1. Interdependence and nonlinear coupling between the excitation signal and the 

vocal-tract filter during certain voiced sounds. 

2. Laminar air flow through the vocal tract. 

3. Nonlinear behaviour in the vibration of vocal folds to generate the glottal waves. 

4. Turbulent air flow through a constriction in the vocal tract during unvoiced 

sounds. 

Evidence of nonlinearity in the speech signal 

1. Lack of ideal modelling of the speech signal by a Gaussian density function [108]. 

This suggests that a linear prediction scheme is not optimal in the mean squared 

sense [107]. Experiments [109] showed that the prediction error of a nonlinear 

predictor has smaller energy compared to linear predictor. 

2. Large deviations in periodicity during voiced sound, which are indicated by the 

sudden appearance of subharmonics of the pitch frequency. 

3.3.2 Applications of nonlinear speech processing 

Nonlinear processing approaches for speech signals are potentially useful compared 

to linear approaches in many applications, including: 

• Speech generation systems. 

• Speech acquisition systems. 

• Speech transmission. 

• Human perception of speech. 
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While some problems are more tractable with nonlinear techniques than with linear 

techniques, limitations do exist. As reported in [110], some of these limitations for 

nonlinear speech processing are: 

• The lack of a unifying theory between the different nonlinear processing 

tools (such as neural networks, homomorphic, polynomial, morphological, and 

ordered statistics niters). 

• The greater computational burden compared to linear techniques. 

• The difficulty of analyzing a nonlinear system because several useful tools are 

not valid, especially in frequency-domain analysis. The best results to date have 

been for nonlinear filter analysis. 

• The lack at times of a closed formulation to derive the nonlinear models. 

Therefore, an iterative procedure must be used and local minima problems 

exist. 

Recently, there has been a remarkable increase in publications that have studied 

the possibilities of applying nonlinear signal-processing techniques to speech. The 

main contributions were in the following fields. 

Speech coding 

The essential goal of speech coding is to represent digitized speech by the fewest 

possible number of bits while attempting to preserve the intelligibility and quality of 

speech needed for a certain application. Although it is possible to obtain sufficient 

accuracy in speech coding using conventional linear techniques (linear predictive 

coding (LPC), for example), nonlinear speech-processing techniques offer a better 

alternative. As discussed above, nonlinear models reflect the physical reality of 

speech more accurately than linear models. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that 

speech coding based on nonlinear models will provide better performance in terms 
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of optimizing both quality and bit rate than coding based on linear models [109]. 

For example, it was reported in [111] that nonlinear prediction helped to achieve an 

improvement of about 2-3 dB in prediction gain over conventional linear prediction. 

Recently, new nonlinear prediction-based speech coders using artificial neural 

networks (ANN) were proposed [112]. These techniques are shown to be more capable 

of taking account of nonlinearity and the non-Gaussian nature of speech. 

Speech synthesis 

Speech synthesis (or text-to-speech) is the artificial production of human speech by 

computers. In contemporary telephone services, speech synthesis systems play an 

important role in many man-machine interactive applications. Probably the most 

important qualities of any synthesized speech are intelligibility and naturalness. 

Intelligibility defines the degree of ease with which the output sound is understood, 

while naturalness describes how close this sound is to human speech. 

It has been demonstrated that the implementation of speech synthesizers based 

on nonlinear modelling of speech can effectively produce a high-quality output signal 

in terms of naturalness and richness. For example, Banbrook et al. [113] developed a 

speech synthesis technique to produce high-quality sustained vowels by estimating the 

Lyapunov exponents from the reconstructed state space. The proposed synthesizer 

demonstrated some advantages over conventional techniques, such as the reduction 

of "buzziness" in the synthesized sound and the possibility for inclusion of simple 

coarticulation between phonemes. 

Mann and McLaughlin [114] proposed another method to produce stable voiced 

speech using recurrent radial basis function neural networks that modelled the state-

space dynamics. Despite the reported naturalness enhancement of the algorithm in 

an informal listening test compared to conventional techniques, the spectral plots of 

the synthesized speech showed a difficulty in modelling higher frequencies using this 

method. 
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Speech and speaker recognition 

In automatic speech recognition (ASR), the target is to identify what is being said 

regardless of who is speaking. Speaker recognition, on the other hand, is the process 

of automatically identifying who is speaking regardless of what is being said. 

Conventional speech and speaker recognition techniques are solely based on linear 

modelling theory (source-filter model) where the central processing space is the 

frequency domain. Typically, a vector of distinct features is first extracted from 

the frequency spectrum at a fixed rate and then used to search for the most likely 

word or speaker candidate. Examples of feature sets used by speech and speaker 

recognizers using linear method are the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) 

and the linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC). Recognizers based on nonlinear 

processing techniques, on the other hand, extract features from the state space that is 

reconstructed directly from the time-domain signal. Since the dynamics of the speech 

signal are more represented in the nonlinear model, this implies that features extracted 

from the state space can potentially contain additional and different information than 

spectral representation. 

A recent study [115] showed that human listeners can still identify speakers even 

by listening to the residual signal obtained from a high-dimensional linear prediction 

analysis. On the other hand, this was a difficult task when the residual signal 

of a nonlinear analysis was used. This reveals that a remaining useful amount 

of information was ignored by the linear model, which was not able to cope with 

nonlinearities present in speech. Other papers concluded that it is possible to 

improve the identification rates with a combination of linear and nonlinear models. 

For example, simulation results conducted by Lindgren et al. [116,117] and Petry 

and Barone [118] showed that the combination of MFCC or LPCC with state-space 

features (such as Lyapunov exponents and correlation dimension) leads to an increase 

in recognition accuracy over the case when only one method is used alone. 
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3.3.3 Speech analysis using reconstructed state space 

Recently, several techniques used in the analysis of dynamic nonlinear systems have 

been applied to speech signals in order to investigate some of the short-term nonlinear 

characteristics of speech. State-space reconstruction is among the most widely used 

techniques in this domain [113,116-127]. When the speech signal is modelled as the 

output of a nonlinear system, the state space can be reconstructed using the method 

of delay. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, this can be obtained by combining several 

delayed versions of the observed signal into a trajectory in a multi-dimensional space. 

Since speech signals are non-stationary, the embedding procedure is applied to short, 

consecutive segments called frames. Using state-space reconstruction enables us to 

identify useful features such as recurrence and parallelness of trajectories that can be 

utilized later for further processing. For example, small variations of angles between 

vectors indicate smooth changes of the state variables while large variations reveal 

random behaviour. This is an important feature that can be used, for example, in 

classifying speech signal into voiced and unvoiced segments. 

It is generally acknowledged that voiced speech can be sufficiently embedded 

into a low-dimensional state space, whereas unvoiced speech has a noise-like nature 

and consequently needs a higher dimension to embed [106]. In practice, the short-

term nature of the segmented speech makes determination of the true embedding 

dimension unnecessary [124]. For instance, a dimension of 3 or 4 is usually sufficient to 

reconstruct well-structured trajectories of voiced speech. The number of dimensions 

can be further increased, but beyond 4 or 5 no noticeable improvement can be 

observed for most practical applications. 

On the other hand, the careful choice of embedding delay is important to improve 

the analysis by opening up or unfolding the attractor. The attractor should contain 

no areas where trajectories intersect in state space. The choice of an optimal delay 

parameter, d, depends on the sampling rate and signal properties. Embedding delay 

should be large enough for a reconstructed trajectory to be maximally "open" in state 
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space on average. On the other hand, it is desirable to keep d relatively small for better 

time resolution. In single-speaker applications, it is possible to use a constant value 

of d over all speech frames. A constant value of d = 12 at a sampling rate of 16 kHz, 

for example, was found to provide a good discrimination between structured (voiced) 

and unstructured (unvoiced) speech [124]. However, in multi-speaker situations where 

co-channel speech is present, it is preferable to recalculate d at each frame. 

Time-delay embedding is the method of choice for many nonlinear speech-

processing applications. It is possible, however, to use other embedding techniques, 

as long as they preserve topological properties of the original state space of a system. 

One particular alternative embedding technique is the singular value decomposition 

(SVD) introduced in [128]. This technique has some advantages over time-delay 

embedding due to its smoothing capabilities, leading to improved results on some 

types of signals (e.g., voiced fricatives and noisy speech). However, in most cases 

smoothing can also be achieved by simply performing moderate low-pass filtering of 

the signal before embedding it. Overall, SVD embedding can be a useful alternative to 

time-delay embedding, but its computational cost makes it less practical for real-time 

implementation. 

Figure 3.4 shows examples of applying time-delay embedding to voiced and 

unvoiced speech. Two segments (one voiced and one unvoiced) taken from the speech 

waveform in 3.4(a) were embedded in the state space using the method of delay. In 

Figure 3.4(c) for the voiced-speech segment, the trajectory approximately repeats 

itself after every pitch period such that at each point in the state space we see a 

synchronized bundle of similar yet distinct trajectories due to the periodic nature of 

voiced speech. Figure 3.4(b) for the unvoiced-speech segment, on the other hand, 

shows the unstructured behaviour of unvoiced speech. As can be seen, vectors in the 

attractor are scattered randomly in the state space due to the high dimensionality of 

the unvoiced speech. 
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Figure 3.4: State-space embedding of speech: (a) speech waveform of a male speaker 
uttering the word "she," (b) embedded unvoiced 50 ms segment at 0.1 s, and (c) 
embedded voiced 50 ms segment at 0.3 s. 

3.4 Simulation Results 

To show and prove the existence of nonlinear characteristics in speech production, 

we conducted a simple experiment. In this experiment, several short segments of 

increasing loudness and sustained vowels (voiced speech) uttered by different male 

and female speakers were recorded. During the recording time, the speaker increased 

the level (volume) of the voice without moving neither the tongue nor the jaw, in 

order to avoid effects due to variations of the vocal tract. In addition, each speaker 

was asked not to change the tone (pitch) of the produced sound while raising his or 

her voice. This was to ensure that the level change of the output sound was caused 

only by increasing the air pressure in the lungs rather than by modifying the vibration 

pattern of the vocal folds. The recorded segments were visually inspected to make 

sure that the fundamental frequency of the voiced sound did not change with time. 
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Finally, the speech segments were analyzed and the changes in the power spectrum 

along each segment were investigated. Figure 3.5(a) shows a speech segment of the 

sustained vowel /aa / uttered by a male speaker for one second. The pitch contour of 

this segment is plotted in Figure 3.5(b). It is quite evident that the calculated pitch 

value did not change much with time despite the change in the sound loudness. 

To measure nonlinear characteristics in the speech samples, the energy ratio of 

the high to low frequency bands above and below 1 kHz was used. This was denoted 

as HILO ratio and was plotted against time, as shown in Figure 3.5(c), for the speech 

sample of Figure 3.5(a). Noticeable change in the HILO energy ratio along time (see 

Figure 3.5(c)) may reveal speech nonlinearity, as it indicates nonuniform gain change 

between low and high frequency bands. Since the vocal tract transfer function is 

assumed to be approximately fixed (time-invariant) over the testing duration, the 

only suggested interpretation of this gain change over time is nonlinearity in the 

sound production mechanism. This includes vocal folds and vocal tract interaction. 

Figure 3.6 adds more insight into the picture by depicting two shorter frames at the 

beginning (lower-level sound) and at the end (higher-level sound) of the test segment 

of Figure 3.5(a). The power spectral densities of these two frames are presented in 

Figure 3.6(c) and Figure 3.6(d), respectively. It is clear that while the fundamental 

frequency did not change with time, frequencies in the higher band (above 1 kHz) have 

more gain than frequencies in the lower band. This is reflected in the time-domain 

signal as sharper transitions and fluctuations. 
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Figure 3.5: Example of nonlinearity in speech production: (a) an increasing voiced-
speech segment of the vowel /aa / spoken by a male speaker, (b) the measured pitch 
contour of the speech segment (approximately constant), and (c) variation of the 
HILO energy ratio with time. 
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Figure 3.6: Snap shots of two different frames of the speech segment in Figure 3.5(a) 
along with their corresponding magnitude spectra: (a) starting lower-level frame, (b) 
ending higher-level frame, (c) magnitude spectrum of the starting frame, and (d) 
magnitude spectrum of the ending frame. 
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3.5 Summary 

This chapter reviewed the concept of state-space reconstruction and the embedding 

theorem in modelling the nonlinear dynamics of speech. To reconstruct the 

state-space, the one-dimensional time-domain speech signal was embedded into 

an appropriate higher dimensional space. This reconstructed state-space had 

approximately the same dynamical properties as the original speech-generating 

system and was thus an effective model for speech synthesis. To improve the quality 

of the reconstructed state-space, some methods for determining the best values for 

the embedding dimension and time delay were described. Evidences of nonlinearity 

in both the speech production mechanism and the speech signal were mentioned and 

demonstrated using a simple experiment. Following this, a new algorithm for voicing-

state classification of co-channel speech based on nonlinear state-space reconstruction 

is presented in the next chapter. 



C H A P T E R 4 

Voicing-State Classification of 
Co-Channel Speech 

4.1 Introduction 

Voicing-state classification of single-speaker speech is a signal-processing method by 

which the speech waveform is segmented into voiced sound, unvoiced sound, or silence. 

For the co-channel case, voicing-state classification is extended to other states due to 

speech overlap. This process is required in a CCSS system as a means of selecting an 

appropriate separation-processing technique [37]. 

The use of a voicing-state classifier for co-channel speech can be of great help 

in enhancing the target speech signal in many applications. Voicing-state classifiers 

can also provide an important tool in any objective quality measurements of speech 

signals corrupted by other quasi-periodic signals such as music and speech. 

In this chapter, a new approach to voicing-state classification of co-channel 

speech based on nonlinear state-space reconstruction is presented. The method's 

performance under varying levels of target-to-interference ratio (TIR) and under 

varying levels of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is investigated and compared with other 

existing techniques. See also [2,3]. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In the next section we review 

some known methods for classifying single-speaker and co-channel speech signals into 
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different voicing states. The new method for voicing-state classification of co-channel 

speech is described in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, simulation results for testing the 

performance of the new algorithm and comparing it with some existing techniques 

are presented. 

4.2 Voicing-State Classification 

4.2.1 Single-speaker classifiers 

There are several ways to classify different events in speech produced by a single 

speaker. According to the mode of excitation, a speech segment can, in general, be 

classified into one of the following three states [108,129]: 

Voiced sound (V), in which the vocal folds vibrate with a slowly varying funda

mental frequency. Therefore, the resulting waveform has a quasi-periodic nature 

and is characterized by relatively high energy. The fundamental frequency 

(pitch) of the produced voice is determined by the rate at which the vocal 

folds vibrate. Typically, women and children tend to have a higher pitch, while 

men tend to have a lower pitch. Vowel sounds such as / a / in "father," / i / in 

"eve," / e / in "hate," and /u / in "boot" fall in the voiced sound category. An 

example of the waveform of a voiced speech segment is shown in Figure 4.1(a). 

Unvoiced sound (U), in which the vocal folds do not vibrate and the sound is 

generated by air turbulence in the vocal tract. As shown in Figure 4.1(b), the 

resulting speech waveform is random in nature and has relatively low energy. 

Examples of unvoiced sounds are the phonemes / s / as in "see," / S / as in "she," 

and /{/ as in "for." 

Silence (S), where no sound is produced. 

In fact, the classification of speech waveform into well-defined regions of voiced, 

unvoiced, or silence is neither exact nor easy. This is mainly due to state overlapping 
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Figure 4.1: Two 30 ms speech segments of (a) voiced speech and (b) unvoiced speech. 

during voicing transition as well as mixed excitation modes such as in voiced fricative 

sounds like / v / in "vote," /TH/ in "then," and / z / in "zoo." Other modes of 

excitation such as plosive sounds (produced by abrupt closing and releasing of the air 

flow) also affect the classification process. 

In the last three decades, voicing-state classification of the speech of a single 

speaker has been addressed exhaustively by many researchers using different ap

proaches [130-137]. In almost all methods, the classification problem was formulated 

as a three-state pattern recognition problem. The speech signal was segmented 

into small fixed-length frames, and the classification was performed by extracting 

uncorrelated feature vectors from these frames. The features were then used in a 

decision criterion to determine the voicing state of the current frame. Features were 

derived either in the time domain or the frequency domain. In the next few pages, 

we will briefly present some features that are commonly used in the single-speaker 

voicing-state classification process. 

Common time-domain features 

• Short-term energy (STE) [130,132] 

Short-term energy (STE) is defined as 

STE [dB] = 10 log10 (e + 1 £ V ( n ) j , (4.2.1) 

u.z, 

0.1 

-0.1 

n o 
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where x(n);n = 0,1,... ,N — 1 are the speech samples and £ is a small constant 

to avoid calculating log(O). Typically, voiced speech has higher energy than 

unvoiced speech or silence. 

• Zero-crossing rate (ZCR) [130,132] 

Zero-crossing rate (ZCR) is the number of sign-changes per second in the input 

signal. This feature reflects the dominant spectral concentration in the speech 

waveform. A low ZCR indicates the dominance of low-frequency energy as in 

the case of voiced speech, while a high ZCR indicates the dominance of high-

frequency energy as in the case of unvoiced speech. For a speech frame of N 

samples, ZCR can be calculated as follows. 

F N 

ZCR=-^^2l{x(n)x(n-l) < 0}, (4.2.2) 

where Fs is the sampling frequency and the indicator function !{•} is 1 if its 

argument is true and 0 otherwise. A major drawback of the ZCR is its high 

susceptibility to DC offset. 

• First normalized autocorrelation coefficient [130,132] 

This parameter measures the amount of correlation between adjacent speech 

samples. 
JV 

J2 x(n)x(n — 1) 

A = , " - ' (4.2.3) 

Due to the concentration of energy at low-frequency, voiced speech tends to have 

highly correlated adjacent samples and hence a correlation coefficient close to 

1. Unvoiced speech, on the other hand, tends to have a correlation coefficient 

close to zero due to its randomness nature. 

• First coefficient of the LPC predictor [130-132] 

In the linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis of speech, the predicted value 
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x(n) of the nth speech sample x(n) is given by 

p 

x(n) = ^^ apx(n - p)> (4.2.4) 
P=I 

where ap's are called the predictor coefficients and are determined by minimizing 

the mean-squared prediction error between x(n) and x(n). 

4W = jjT,Mri)-x(n))2. (4.2.5) 
n=0 

The first predictor coefficient, a\, can vary from a value of about -5 for voiced 

speech to a value of about 1 for unvoiced speech [130]. 

• High-to-low frequency energy ratio (HILO) [132] 

This is the ratio of the signal energy in the high-frequency band above fa Hz to 

the energy in the low-frequency band below fL Hz. To calculate this ratio, the 

speech signal is first filtered with a low-pass filter of a cut-off frequency of fa 

Hz to produce the output signal XL(JI). Then, the speech signal is filtered with 

a high-pass filter of a cut-off frequency of fa Hz to produce the output signal 

XH(TI)- The value of HILO is then calculated for a frame of N samples as 

N-l 

E 
n=0 HILO [dB] = 10 log10 

( J2xUn)\ 
c T

 JV-I 

\ E x\[n) I 
\ n=0 / 

(4.2.6) 

where e is a small constant to avoid calculating log(0). Since voiced speech is 

more concentrated in the low-frequency band (below 2 kHz), it is expected to 

give lower HILO value compared to unvoiced speech. 

Common frequency-domain features 

• Spectral flatness measure (SFM) [138] 

This measure is used to determine the noise-like or tone-like nature of the signal. 
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The SFM is defined as the ratio of the geometric mean to the arithmetic mean 

of the signal's magnitude spectrum, i.e., 

SFM [dB] = 10 log10 

\ n \X(k)\ 
y fc=o 

\ k=o ) 

(4.2.7) 

where |X(fc)| is the magnitude spectrum (discrete Fourier transform (DFT)) of 

x(n) at bin number k and K is the total number of bins. A high SFM indicates 

that the speech has a relatively flat spectrum in all bands similar to white 

noise. A low SFM indicates that the spectral power of speech is concentrated 

in a relatively small number of bands. Therefore, unvoiced speech has a high 

SFM close to 0 dB, while voiced speech has a low SFM close to -60 dB. 

• Harmonic-to-noise energy ratio (HNR) [134] 

This ratio measures the strength of harmonic component in a speech signal. 

HNR is defined as 

HNR = -^J , (4.2.8) 

t \XN(k)\* 
fc=0 

where XH(k) and X^{k) are the harmonic and noise components resulting from 

the harmonic-plus-noise decomposition of X(k). 

• Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [135] 

The cepstral representation (spectrum of a spectrum) of the speech signal 

provides a good representation of the local spectral properties of the signal 

for the given frame analysis. For each speech frame, the MFCCs is calculated 

using the following steps: 

1. Compute the DFT of the windowed signal. 

2. Map the powers of the spectrum obtained above onto the mel scale. 
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3. Take the logs of the powers at each of the mel frequencies. 

4. Compute the discrete cosine transform (DCT). 

Some early approaches [139] tried to use frame-based periodicity (pitch) detection 

as the only feature for single-speaker voicing-state classification. However, such 

algorithms have not been highly accurate. This is mainly because pitch detection 

algorithms require long speech frames (at least twice the pitch period), while voiced 

speech is only approximately periodic over short time intervals [130]. Thus, separating 

the voicing-classification task from the pitch detection algorithm allows performing 

voicing classification on shorter speech segments. 

4.2.2 Two-speaker classifiers 

As shown in the previous section, natural speech signals can be classified roughly into 

one of three possible states of excitation: voiced (V), unvoiced (U), or silence (S). 

When two speech signals interfere, there are nine possible combinations of voicing 

states (classes) that can occur. These combinations are illustrated in the matrix 

of Table 4.1 for the MIT-CBG database [140] with several strategies of separation 

processing [11]. The MIT-CBG database is a "read speech" database that contains 

recorded speech of three male speakers each is uttering 210 sentences (630 in total). 

From the table it can be noticed that: 

• The only portions of co-channel speech that require processing for separation 

(denoted P) are those when one speaker is in the voiced state and the other 

speaker is in the unvoiced state (i.e., V/U or U/V), and when both speakers 

are in the voiced state (i.e., V/V). 

• No processing is needed (denoted NPN) if at least one of the speakers is silent. 

• When both speech components are unvoiced (U/U), this segment cannot be 

processed well with current techniques (denoted X) due to the high ambiguity. 
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These separation strategies suggest that the possible voicing states to be classified 

for the purpose of co-channel speech separation can be reduced to the following five 

classes: 

1. Silence: when both speakers are silent. 

2. Unvoiced/Unvoiced (U/U): when either both speakers are producing unvoiced 

sounds or one speaker is silent, while the other speaker is in the unvoiced state. 

3. Voiced/Unvoiced (V/U): when the desired speaker is producing a voiced sound, 

while the interfering speaker is either producing an unvoiced sound or is silent. 

4. Unvoiced/Voiced (U/V): when the desired speaker is either producing an 

unvoiced sound or is silent, while the interfering speaker is producing a voiced 

sound. 

5. Voiced/Voiced (V/V): when both speakers are producing voiced sounds. 

These classes could be further reduced to three classes. If we consider the silence 

state to be a subset of the unvoiced state, classes 1 and 2 above are assumed to be 

one class. This is justifiable since in all these classes either no processing is needed or 

no processing can be done with standard techniques. In addition, if there is no need 

for the classification algorithm to discriminate between speakers in the V/U and U/V 

classes, classes 3 and 4 would be combined as one class. This is accepted when the 

speaker assignment algorithm is done at a different stage. 

The upper right-hand corner of each box in Table 4.1 gives the observed percentage 

coincidence for each combination of states for some experiments conducted with the 

MIT-CBG database [29]. These percentages, of course, vary widely depending on the 

nature of conversation and the interaction between the speakers. However, the table 

gives an important indication that in the presence of crosstalk, a good portion of the 

overlapped speech (about half of the time for this speech corpus) falls into the V/V 

category. 
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Speaker 1 

Silence 

Unvoiced 

Voiced 

Silence 

3% 
NPN 

4% 
NPN 

10% 
NPN 

Unvoiced 

4% 
NPN 

6% 
X 

14% 
P 

Voiced 

10% 
NPN 

14% 
P 

35% 
P 

Table 4.1: Processing strategies available for the combinations of vocal excitation for 
the MIT-CBG database [11]. 

Most single-speaker classification features mentioned in the previous section are 

not sufficient candidates alone to identify all voicing-state classes of co-channel speech. 

This is because, in co-channel speech, the classifier is required not only to discriminate 

between voiced and unvoiced speech but also to distinguish mixed excitation of the 

two speakers as in the V/U and V/V classes. 

Previous work on voicing-state classification of co-channel speech has shown some 

success using either a priori information about the individual speakers [55] or training 

data sets [141]. However, a priori information is not always available in many 

practical situations. Also, methods that use training data sets are speaker and 

environment dependent. Each time the recording conditions or the background noise 

level changes, a new set of training data is required. Furthermore, in most proposed 

co-channel speaker separation systems, researchers process only those frames in which 

the desired speaker is voiced. 

In [142], Zissman and Weinstein borrowed a speaker identification technique to 

label co-channel speech intervals as target-only, interferer-only, or two-speaker (target 

plus interferer). Two classifiers were applied in this technique: a vector-quantizing 

classifier and a modified Gaussian classifier. A feature vector containing 20 MFCCs 
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was used in both training and detection phases at different TIRs to identify which 

of the three possible classes were present. Experiment results using both classifiers 

showed relatively high performance with supervised and unsupervised learning.1 

The HES speech separation approach proposed by Morgan et al. [11] assumed 

that at any co-channel speech interval, one speaker is much stronger than the other. 

Hence, a traditional single-speaker method for voicing-state classification was used 

to classify the current frame as either voiced or silence/unvoiced. Classification was 

performed by calculating five-feature vectors for each frame and analyzing them using 

a multivariate Gaussian classifier. The five features used were: the HILO ratio, the 

ZCR, the first coefficient of the LPC predictor, the log of the prediction error, and 

the ML magnitude passed through a comb filter at the pitch period of the stronger 

speaker. The task of the classifier was to use these features to generate a binary 

voicing decision corresponding to the voicing state of the current frame. A major 

drawback of this system was that it identified only the presence or absence of voiced 

speech and did not identify the voicing state of each speaker. The performance also 

degraded when both speakers had comparable power intensities. 

Benincasa [141] trained a Bayesian classifier using supervised learning to auto

matically detect the five voicing classes mentioned earlier for co-channel speech. The 

feature vector used consisted of 37 features, including the STE, the fundamental 

frequency, the first normalized autocorrelation coefficient, the ZCR, the HILO ratio, 

16 MFCCs, and 16 modified covariance coefficients. 

In [14,39,40], attempts to locate only the usable speech segments (single-speaker 

voiced frames) using the adjacent pitch period comparison (APPC) and the spectral 

autocorrelation peak-to-valley ratio (SAPVR) measures were presented. No great 

attention was given to the other voicing-state classes of co-channel speech in these 

methods. 
1 Supervised learning refers to a machine-learning technique for learning a function from training 

data where the training data consist of pairs of input objects (speech frames in our case) and desired 
outputs or labels (voicing states). Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, refers to the machine-
learning technique where the training data consist only of input objects. 
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4.3 New Voicing-State Classification Method 

As shown in the previous section, most of the conventional techniques used to 

classify the voicing state of single-speaker and co-channel speech rely on the pattern 

recognition approach and treat the speech system as a linear system [37,130,132]. 

However, nonlinear approaches are known to give better access to the full dynamics 

of the speech production system than linear techniques. The application of nonlinear 

dynamical methods to speech characterization and analysis has produced numerous 

new and promising approaches over the last two decades. For example, the results 

in [124] and [121] have shown superior performance in solving the general problems of 

pitch determination and speech enhancement by using nonlinear methods compared 

to the linear techniques. 

In this section, a new approach to voicing-state classification of single-speaker 

and co-channel speech based on nonlinear state-space reconstruction is presented. 

The method's performance under varying levels of TIR and under varying levels of 

SNR is investigated and compared with other existing techniques. The following three 

voicing-state classes are considered for co-channel speech: 

1. Unvoiced/Unvoiced (U/U): where both speakers are either in the unvoiced state 

or the silence state. 

2. Voiced/Unvoiced (V/U): where only one speaker is in the voiced state. 

3. Voiced/Voiced (V/V): where both speakers are in the voiced state. 

The silence state is assumed to be a subset of the unvoiced class. Also, no need to 

differentiate between speakers in the V/U class is assumed. 
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4.3.1 State-Space Reconstruction 

State-space (also called phase-space) reconstruction is the first step in our nonlinear 

time series analysis. It basically views a single-dimensional data series, x(n), in an Tri

dimensional Euclidean space Rm. Using this method, the trajectories connecting data 

points (vectors) in the state space are expected to form an attractor that preserves 

the topological properties of the original unknown attractor. A common way to 

reconstruct the state space is the method of delays introduced by Takens [94]. In 

this method, m-dimensional vectors, x„, in the state space are formed from the time-

delayed samples of the original signal, x(n), as follows. 

xm(n) = x(n), x(n + d), ..., x(n + (m - l)d) , (4.3.1) 

where d is the embedding delay and m is the embedding dimension (number of 

coordinates). Delay reconstruction requires a proper choice of parameters d and m. 

The value of d can be calculated as the time (in samples) of the first zero crossing of 

the autocorrelation function. This allows opening up the attractor in the state-space 

reconstruction. The embedding dimension, m, has to be large enough (e.g., m = 5 

in the present application) to avoid false neighbour trajectories. For more details on 

methods of estimating these two parameters, please refer to Section (3.2.3). 

4.3.2 Method description 

Voiced speech is known to have a quasi-periodic nature. Thus, it can be fully 

represented using a low-dimensional state space. Furthermore, the trajectories of 

voiced speech with temporal distances that are multiples of the pitch period tend to 

be close and parallel to each other. Co-channel and unvoiced speech, on the other 

hand, do not have this quasi-periodic nature and therefore require a higher embedding 

dimension. Figure 4.2 shows three speech frames with different voicing states V/U, 

V/V and U/U, and their corresponding state-space reconstructions, respectively, for 

m = 3. 
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Figure 4.2: Three frames of (a) single-voiced, (b) double-voiced and (c) unvoiced 
speech signals and their corresponding state-space reconstructions (d), (e) and (f), 
respectively, for m = 3. 
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The trajectory parallel measure (TPM) [123,143] of the state-space attractor can 

be used to measure the degree of similarity in the neighbour trajectories and hence 

detect the presence of voiced speech. If t(n) is the query trajectory at time index n 

and t(rij) is the ith nearest trajectory to t(n), then 

t ( n ) = x m ( n + l ) - x m ( n ) 

t(ni) = xm(ni + 1) - xm(7ii), 

where xTO(n) is the query point and xm(nj) is the nearest neighbour point on the ith 

trajectory. The angle between t(n) and t(rij) is given by 

, t(n) • t(rii) ,, „ „. 
^{n,ni)= ) ' ) l) 4.3.3 

|t(n)| |t(nO| 

The TPM of the whole attractor can then be calculated as [143] 

1 N-i / -. LNN \ 

n=0 \ i= l / 

where Â  is the total number of samples in the frame, a is a constant threshold, LNN is 

the total number of nearest neighbor trajectories, and H(-) is the Heaviside function, 

which is denned as 
' 0, y < 0 

(4.3.5) 

For example, a TPM value of 0.5 indicates that half of the trajectories in the attractor 

are nearly parallel to each other. 

The proposed algorithm for classifying co-channel speech frames into one of the 

three voicing-state classes is presented in the Figure 4.3 flowchart. In this algorithm, 

the speech signal is first segmented into overlapping frames with a duration of at least 

twice the maximum human pitch period (about 12.5 ms). The voicing-state decision 

is obtained by a sequence of two-way decisions as follows. 

1. The current speech frame is checked for the presence of voiced speech and 

classified as either voiced (V/U or V/V) or unvoiced (U/U) using the following 

two measures: 
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Co-channel speech frame 

Figure 4.3: Flow chart of the proposed algorithm. 
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STE: the frame short-time energy in dB calculated using equation (4.2.1). 

HILO: the ratio of the energy in the signal above / # Hz to that below / L HZ. 

This value is calculated using equation (4.2.6). 

These two features were specifically chosen since both V/U and V/V classes 

are more pronounced in low frequency and have higher energy compared to the 

U/U class. This in turn improves the discrimination process compared to other 

features. 

An STE threshold, Eth, is used and is calculated as 

1 M 

£ t h = 0 . 1 * - ^ £ f c , (4 3-6) 
M fc=i 

where Ek is the STE of the kth frame as given by (4.2.1), M is the total number 

of frames, and M is the total number of non-silent frames. The reason for 

averaging frame energies over M instead of M in (4.3.6) is to eliminate the 

effect of silent frames on the energy threshold calculation and use only frames 

with active speech. All speech frames are classified as unvoiced except when 

both the STE is higher than Eth and the HILO ratio is lower than a chosen 
threshold, HILCW 

2. For those frames classified as voiced in step 1, the state space is reconstructed 

by using the method of delay embedding (4.3.1) with a suitable embedding 

dimension m and time delay d. 

3. For a vector xm(n) in the state space, the nearest neighbour points on the 

nearest neighbour trajectories are located. A nearest neighbour, xm(nj), is 

found by searching for the point that minimizes the distance 

min||xm(n) - x m ( n i ) | | . (4.3.7) 
Hi 

A further constraint is imposed such that nearest neighbours should have a 

temporal separation greater than the minimum pitch period (about 2.5 ms). 
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Figure 4.4: Searching for nearest neighbours (white circles) to the query point (gray-
circle) . 

The search for the nearest neighbours is also limited to a maximum spatial 

distance of rax in the state space, as shown in Figure 4.4 [143], where r is a 

constant and ax is the standard deviation of the speech samples. The reason for 

taking the radius of the hyper sphere as a function of ax is to make it adaptable 

to changes in the signal level. 

4. The overall TPM of the given frame is calculated using (4.3.4) and compared 

to a threshold TPM^. If the TPM is greater than TPMt/j, then this frame is 

classified as V/U. Otherwise it is considered as a V/V frame. 
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4.4 Simulation Results 

The performance of the proposed algorithm for voicing-state classification was 

evaluated by conducting two sets of computer simulations using Matlab. The first 

set of simulations was carried out to verify the possibility of using the TPM feature 

with single-speaker speech in the voicing-classification process. In the second set of 

simulations, the performance of the proposed method described in Section 4.3.2 to 

classify the voicing states of co-channel speech was evaluated. All simulations were 

accomplished using the TIMIT database [144]. The TIMIT database is a speech 

corpus that contains 6,300 files of approximately two to four seconds each of digitally 

recorded speech at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Ten sentences are spoken by each of 

630 male and female speakers from eight major dialect regions of the United States. 

All simulations in this thesis were performed using speech files from the first dialect 

region (New England) of the TIMIT corpus. 

4.4.1 Single-speaker case 

The first set of simulations was conducted to evaluate the performance of the TPM in 

classifying voicing states of the speech produced by a single speaker. It is important 

to study the performance of the TPM with a single speaker since in many cases, even 

with co-channel speech, good portion of the signal contains a speech that is produced 

by a single speaker. 

In the first experiment, the goal was to calculate the probability densities of the 

TPM feature for the three different voicing states of single-speaker speech: silence 

(S), voiced (V), and unvoiced (U). Thirty speech files from the TIMIT database for 

15 male and 15 female speakers were used. Each file was manually segmented into 

regions of silence, unvoiced, and voiced speech. Afterwards, the speech segments 

were subdivided into non-overlapped 30 ms frames that were labelled according to 

their voicing states. For each frame, the state space was reconstructed and the TPM 

measure was calculated according to (4.3.4) using the values: m = 3, a = 0.85, and 
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r = 0.6. It is important to note that the speech signal was low-pass filtered before 

embedding in the state space in order to smooth the flow of trajectories and improve 

the final results. Finally, the calculated TPM values for all frames, along with the 

voicing-state labels, were used to create the three histogram plots of Figure 4.5. Each 

histogram represents an approximate distribution (number of counts) of the TPM 

values for each voicing class. 

As seen from figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), distributions of the TPM for the S and U 

states are concentrated mainly around low values. Figure 4.5(c), on the other hand, 

clearly indicates that the distribution of the TPM for the V state is more concentrated 

around high values. As mentioned earlier, high TPM tends to distinguish voiced 

sounds from unvoiced sounds and silence. However, the TPM cannot be used alone 

to discriminate between the S and U states due to the great amount of distribution 

overlap for these two classes. Histograms also show that a fixed threshold for the 

TPM in the range between 0.5 and 0.7 can be used to discriminate voiced speech 

from non-voiced speech (i.e., unvoiced and silent). 

In the second experiment, a new set of speech files from the TIMIT database was 

used. The goal of this experiment was to test the capability of the TPM measure 

in classifying the voicing states of a single speaker under different conditions. Since 

the first experiment demonstrated that TPM cannot be used alone to discriminate 

between the S and U states, the unvoiced data in the present experiment includes 

both unvoiced and silence regions. 

A new 30 speech files (15 males and 15 females) were selected randomly from the 

TIMIT database and segmented manually into regions of voiced (V) and unvoiced (U 

and S) speech. Afterward, these segments were subdivided into non-overlapped 30 

ms frames that were labelled according to their voicing states (i.e., U or V). This set 

of labels was referred to as the reference set. The TPM measure was calculated for 

each frame, similar to the first experiment. A TPM threshold value, TPMt/j, was set 

to 0.5 and another set of labels (called the estimated set) was created by comparing 
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of the distribution of TPM values calculated from the speech 
frames of a single speaker: (a) silence frames, (b) unvoiced frames, and (c) voiced 
frames. 
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Identified 
voicing-state 

Male 

Female 

U 
V 

U 
V 

Reference voicing-state 
Clean 

U 

98.43% 
24.82% 

98.25% 
6.33% 

V 

1.57% 
75.18% 

1.75% 
93.67% 

SNR = 25 dB 
U 

99.01% 
27.37% 

98.84% 
9.95% 

V 

0.99% 
72.63% 

1.16% 
90.05% 

SNR = 10 dB 
U 

99.90% 
48.22% 

99.43% 
34.02% 

V 

0.10% 
51.78% 

0.57% 
65.98% 

Table 4.2: Performance of the proposed classification algorithm for single-speaker 
speech. 

the frame's TPM value with TPMtfc. If the TPM value was greater than TPMtft, the 

current frame was considered voiced and was labelled as (V). Otherwise, the frame 

was labelled as (U). Finally, the reference and estimated sets of labels were compared 

and the confusion matrix of Table 4.2 was calculated. 

To examine the robustness of the TPM measure under the effect of background 

noise, a white noise signal was added to the speech data prior to calculating the TPM 

and the estimated set of labels. The reference set of labels was still calculated by 

using the clean speech signal. Noise was added at different SNR levels. The resulting 

confusion matrixes for the cases SNR = 25 dB and SNR = 10 dB are shown in Table 

4.2. 

It can be concluded from the table that, as the background white noise increased, 

the percentage of correctly identified voiced segments decreased rapidly. On the other 

hand, the percentage of correctly identified unvoiced segments increased slightly. This 

is logical, since the more noise we have in the signal, the more the TPM is drifted to 

low values. Furthermore, the percentage of correctly identified voiced segments was 

always higher for female speakers than for male speakers. This was due to the fact 

that female speakers tend to have higher pitch and hence a higher number of pitch 

periods per frame. This consequently increased the possibility of finding nearest 

neighbours and increased the TPM value of voiced female speech. 
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Speaker 1 

Silence 

Unvoiced 

Voiced 

Silence 

1% 
NPN 

3% 
NPN 

6% 
NPN 

Unvoiced 

3% 
NPN 

9% 
X 

18% 
P 

Voiced 

6% 
NPN 

18% 
P 

36% 
P 

Table 4.3: Processing strategies available for the combinations of vocal excitation for 
the selected speech files from the TIMIT database. 

4.4.2 Co-channel case 

The second set of simulations was conducted to evaluate the performance of the TPM 

feature in classifying voicing states of co-channel speech. 

In the first experiment, a matrix of observed percentage coincidence for each 

combination of voicing states similar to the one in Table 4.1 was generated for the 

TIMT database. Sixty sentences from the TIMIT database uttered by 30 male and 30 

female speakers were randomly paired and linearly added at 0 dB TIR to form 30 co-

channel speech files. Prior to addition, each file was segmented into non-overlapped 

30 ms frames and manually labelled as either silent, unvoiced, or voiced. A frame 

was labelled voiced if 30% of it falls within a voiced phonetic marking on the TIMIT 

database. The percentage of occurrence of each combination was calculated and the 

results were listed in Table 4.3. By a quick comparison between Table 4.1 and Table 

4.3, it can be concluded that the TIMIT database has fewer silence periods, more 

unvoiced periods, and similar voiced periods compared to the MIT-CBG database. 

To determine the statistics of the TPM values for co-channel speech, another 

experiment was conducted. In this experiment, the TPM value of each frame of the 

30 co-channel speech files used in the previous experiment was calculated. A set of 
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reference voicing states was manually created from the speech files prior to mixing as 

follows: 

1. The frame was labelled as U/U if both speakers were either in the unvoiced 

state or silent. 

2. The frame was labelled as V/U if only one speaker was in the voiced state. 

3. The frame was labelled as V/V if both speakers were in the voiced state. 

To avoid ambiguity in making reference labels, two conditions were applied when 

manually inspecting the individual and combined voicing states: 

1. Frames that were identified as V/V and have TIR greater or less than 15 dB 

were considered V/U frames. 

2. Transition frames were removed from the statistics. 

The measured TPM values for each voicing class were then used to create the 

three histogram plots of Figure 4.6. Each histogram represents approximately the 

distribution (number of counts) of the TPM values for each class. 

As seen from figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(c), distributions of the TPM for the U/U and 

V/V classes are concentrated mainly around low values. Figure 4.6(b), on the other 

hand, clearly indicates that the distribution of the TPM for the V/U (and U/V) class 

is more concentrated around high values. As mentioned earlier, high TPM tends to 

distinguish voiced sounds from unvoiced sounds and co-channel speech. However, the 

TPM cannot be used alone to discriminate between the U/U and V/V classes due to 

the great amount of distribution overlap for these two classes. 

The distributions suggest that discrimination between the V/U and V/V classes 

can be done using a fixed threshold even without too much training. This is due to 

the small amount of overlap between the two distributions. The noticeable increase 

of occurrence in the V/V class close to unity is most likely due to frames with 

fundamental frequencies that are multiples of each other. 
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of the distribution of TPM values calculated from co-channel 
speech frames: (a) U/U frames, (b) V/U frames, and (c) V/V frames. 
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The performance of the proposed algorithm in classifying voicing states of co-

channel speech was evaluated by conducting a set of computer simulations. Sixty 

co-channel speech files consisting of the speech recordings of male/female, male/male 

and female/female mixtures were randomly created from the TIMIT database. The 

speech data was sampled at 16 kHz and segmented into 30 ms frames with 50% 

overlap. Speech data mixtures were tested at TIR values of -5 dB, 0 dB, and 5 

dB. The values of fi = 2 kHz, fjj = 4 kHz, and HILOt/j = -3 dB were used for 

the HILO measure calculation. Embedding dimensions of m = 2, 3, and 5 for the 

state-space reconstruction were compared. The TPM thresholds were set as follows: 

TPM4/l = 0.5, a = 0.85, and r = 0.6. 

To start, the voicing states of the speech of individual speakers were identified to 

have a baseline for comparison. This produced two sets of two-level labels in which 

a value of 1 was given to every voiced frame and a value of 0 was given to every 

unvoiced frame. The two sets of labels were then added together to create a third 

set of three-level labels. This set was referred to as the reference set. A value of 0 

corresponded to U/U class, a value of 1 corresponded to V/U class, and a value of 2 

referred to V/V class. The reference set was further examined by visual inspection to 

correct any errors. Voiced-speech frames with TIR less than 15 dB were considered 

V/V. Finally, a fourth set of three-level labels was obtained by applying the proposed 

approach on the mixed speech. The last two sets ware compared to determine if any 

error in classification has occurred. 

Table 4.4 summarizes the results obtained by applying the proposed algorithm to 

the three different mixtures at TIR values of 0 dB, 5 dB, and -5 dB (note that a TIR 

of 5 dB used in the male/female mixtures means that the male speech signal was 5 dB 

stronger than the female speech signal). No background noise was added to the speech 

mixtures during this set of experiments. It can be observed from the above table that 

the algorithm's capability in determining the U/U state is better than V/U and V/V. 

However, the overall performance still exceeds 85% at TIR = 0 dB. The accuracy of 
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Figure 4.7: Some sources of error in the proposed method: (a) transition frame of 
the onset of a voiced sound produced by a female speaker and (b) mixed excitation 
frame of the phoneme / z / produced by a male speaker. 

identifying V/U frames is higher than the V/V frames for female/female mixtures 

while the opposite is true for male/male mixtures. The performance of determining 

the two classes is approximately the same for female/male mixtures. This is due to 

female voiced speech having a higher pitch frequency (and consequently a greater 

number of pitch periods per frame) than male voiced speech. This results in more 

neighbour trajectories in the state space. The overall performance is degraded at TIR 

= 5 dB and -5 dB compared to TIR = 0 dB shown in Table 4.4. 

Three major sources of error are observed from the simulations: 

1. Transition frames (onsets and offsets of voiced speech). 

2. Frames with mixed excitation. 

3. Frames when the pitch frequency of one speaker is approximately an integer 

multiple of the other speaker's pitch frequency. 

While it was sometimes easy to locate transition frames during single-speaker speech, 

it was difficult to do so with co-channel speech. To reduce the effect of the transition 

frames, a three-tap median filter was used on the three-level label sets. 

Another set of experiments was performed to study the effect of background 

noise on the performance of the algorithm. Speech mixtures used in the previous 

experiments were as clean of background noise as possible. For this next set of 

experiments, Gaussian noise was added to the speech at decreasing levels of SNR to 
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Figure 4.8: Segmental TPM applied to co-channel speech: (a) first waveform of a 
female speaker uttering the phrase "toll rate," (b) second waveform of a male speaker 
uttering the word "she," (c) the mixed co-channel speech, and (d) the TPM plot for 
the waveform in (c). 
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examine the performance of the state-space approach under noisy conditions. The 

Gaussian noise-contaminated mixed-speech experiments were set up such that the 

mixtures had 0 dB TIR. This means that the average power level for both speakers 

was the same before the speech signals were mixed. The Gaussian noise was added 

with SNR varying from 40 dB down to 5 dB. An important point is that the level 

of the SNR was determined in relation to the average power of one speaker and not 

the mixture of speakers. The SNR was not computed based on mixed speech since it 

was found that results obtained were misleading: many of the mixed speech frames 

actually contained only one active speaker, so basing the SNR on only one of the 

speakers seemed more appropriate. 

The percentage of correct classifications versus SNR is plotted in figures 4.9(a) 

and 4.9(b) for V/U class and V/V class respectively. The case for U/U class was 

not considered since the U/U classification did not use state-space reconstruction, as 

seen in Figure 4.3. Another parameter considered in this set of experiments was the 

embedding dimension m. Three separate curves for m = 2, 3, and 5 are shown in 

each plot of Figure 4.9. For the V/U case shown in Figure 4.9(a), the performance of 

the algorithm for decreasing SNR is a decline in the percentage of correctly identified 

V/U frames. These results are as expected, but it is interesting to note that there 

is a plateau at roughly 20 dB of SNR. Below this 20 dB point, there is a linear 

degradation in correctly identified V/U frames versus SNR. Another anticipated result 

shown in Figure 4.9(a) is that increasing the embedding dimension m improves the 

classification results. It can be seen that increasing m is a case of diminishing returns. 

The percentage of correctly identified V/U frames increases only slightly as m is 

increased. With the additional computational cost for larger values of m, an m of 5 

is likely sufficient for most applications. 

From Figure 4.9(b), it can be observed that the results for the V/V class show a 

decline in performance when the SNR is improved. This is counterintuitive, since we 

would normally expect the performance to improve as the SNR is improved. Since 
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of correctly identified states versus SNR for different values of 
embedding dimension and TIR = 0 dB: (a) V/U state and (b) V/V state. 
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Voicing-
s ta te 
U/U 

v/u 
v/v 

Percentage of correct identifications 
Bayesian [37] 

85.9% 
59.8% 
90.8% 

S A P V R [40] 
N/A 
71% 
N/A 

Proposed 
97.9% 
77.3% 
80% 

Table 4.5: Performance comparison at TIR = 0 dB. 

frames at the decision level after state-space reconstruction can be either V/U or 

V/V, these results suggest that the poor performance in V/U of Figure 4.9(a) is 

translating into a "better" performance in V/V in Figure 4.9(b). Of course, what is 

really happening is that V/V frames that were previously misclassified as V/U are 

now being correctly classified as V/V under high levels of noise. 

Table 4.5 shows a comparison of the presented results to the results given in [37] 

using the Bayesian approach and to the results given in [40] using the SAPVR 

approach. These two approaches were tested using the same TIMIT speech corpus 

under similar conditions to our simulations. A total increase of at least 7% in 

the overall percentage of correctly identified segments is achieved. Taking into 

consideration that the proposed algorithm does not use training data, this gives it a 

great advantage over the other two algorithms. 
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4.5 Summary 

The goal of this chapter was to present a new approach to classify different voicing 

states of co-channel speech based on the nonlinear state-space reconstruction concept 

discussed in the previous chapter. The algorithm exploited three features to classify a 

given co-channel speech frame into one of the three voicing states: Unvoiced/Unvoiced 

(U/U), Voiced/Unvoiced (V/U), and Voiced/Voiced (V/V). These features were: the 

frame short-time energy (STE), the high-to-low frequency energy ratio (HILO), and 

the trajectory parallel measure (TPM). Simulation results showed that the proposed 

algorithm was capable of successfully classifying the voicing states of single-speaker 

and co-channel speech without using either a priori information or training data sets. 

This was due to the high separability characteristics of the distributions of the TPM 

for different classes such as the V and U states in single-speaker speech and the V/U 

and V/V classes in co-channel speech. However, the algorithm could not be used 

alone to discriminate between the S and U states or the U/U and V/V classes. 



CHAPTER 5 

Estimation of the Sinusoidal Model 
Parameters of Co-Channel Speech 

5.1 Introduction 

Minimizing artifacts in the processed co-channel speech is a key concern, especially 

if the final goal is to use the recovered speech in machine-based applications such as 

automatic speech recognition and speaker identification systems. Several previous 

studies have developed signal-processing algorithms for modelling and separating 

co-channel speech. The primary approaches have taken the harmonic structure of 

voiced speech as the basis for separation and have used either frequency-domain 

spectral analysis and reconstruction [11,30,31,145] or time-domain filtering [146]. 

One promising approach to address co-channel speech separation is to exploit a speech 

analysis/synthesis system based on sinusoidal modelling of speech. For example, 

in [30] and [31], a voiced segment of co-channel speech is modelled as the sum of 

harmonically related sine waves with constant amplitudes, frequencies, and phases. 

In the sinusoidal modelling approach, the speech parameters of individual speakers 

are estimated by applying a high-resolution short-time Fourier transform (STFT) to 

the windowed speech waveform. The frequencies of underlying sine waves are assumed 

to be known a priori from the individual speech waveforms or they are determined 

by using a simple frequency-domain peak-picking algorithm. The amplitudes and 
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phases of the component waves are then estimated at these frequencies by performing 

a least-squares (LS) algorithm. This technique has the following drawbacks: 

1. The accuracy of the estimate is limited by the frequency resolution of the STFT. 

2. Error is introduced due to the edge effects of the window function used for the 

STFT. 

This chapter presents a time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal 

model parameters of co-channel speech. The method does not require the calculation 

of the STFT or the multiplication by a window function. It incorporates a time-

domain least-squares estimator and an adaptive technique to model and separate 

the co-channel speech into its individual speakers. The performance of the proposed 

method is evaluated using a database consisting of a wide variety of mixed male and 

female speech signals at different target-to-interference ratios (TIRs) [4]. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the sinusoidal model of co-

channel speech consisting of K speakers is presented. A well-known frequency-domain 

method for estimating the sinusoidal model parameters [30] is presented in Section 

5.3. Our proposed time-domain method for solving the same problem is discussed in 

Section 5.4. Finally, experimental results and comparisons of the two techniques are 

reported and discussed in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Sinusoidal Modelling of Co-Channel Speech 

According to the speech analysis/synthesis approach based on the sinusoidal model 

[147], a short segment of voiced speech (about 20 to 30 ms) can be represented 

(analyzed) as the sum of harmonically related sinusoidal waves with slowly varying 

amplitudes, frequencies, and phases. Representing speech signals by the sinusoidal 

parameters implies that the original signal can be reconstructed (synthesized) by 

summing up the sinusoidal components. The concept of sinusoidal modelling can 

be applied with relatively good accuracy to voiced segments of single-speaker speech 
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as well as co-channel speech [30]. For co-channel speech, a speech frame consisting 

of the addition of voiced sounds produced by K speakers can be represented using 

sinusoidal modelling as follows: 

x{n) = J2lt °T cos {^{k)n ~ *?*) 
fe=i i=i 

= Z ) Yl [a^ cos(&>(fc)n) + b? s i n ( ^ n ) ] , (5.2.1) 
fc=i /=i 

where n = 0 , . . . , N — 1 is the discrete time index, u/fe) is the fundamental frequency 

for that frame of the A;th speaker, and c[ ', £u/fc\ and (j)\ ' denote the amplitude, 

frequency, and phase, respectively, of the £th harmonic of the A;th speaker. The total 

number of harmonics in each speaker's model is referred to as Lk for k = 1 , . . . , K. 

The quadrature amplitude parameters ae and b\ are related to ce and <p\ as 

follows [30]: 

a? = cP cos (*?>) 

^ = c f s i n ( ^ ) (5.2.2) 

and 

(fc) («?>) \(bf) 

W = tan-1 f ^ | . (5.2.3) 
ae 

A precise estimate of the sinusoidal model parameters is important for separating 

the co-channel speech into its individual components. The basic problem addressed 

in this chapter can be stated as follows. Given the real observed N samples of the co-

channel speech sequence x(n), find the parameters L&, Cj^k\ < ae > , and < b\ > 

of the sequence 

K lk 

x(n) = J2 Yl K ° c°<^(k)n) + i>P sin(^ ( fc)n)j (5.2.4) 
fe=i e=i 
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that best fits x(n) by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) 

rc=0 

In the remaining sections, we will consider the case of two speakers (K = 2) to 

represent the co-channel speech without loss of generality. In this case, (5.2.1) is 

reduced to 

Li 

x[n) = ] T U 1 } cos(£uj^n) + 6<x) s in(^ ( 1 )n) 

+ J2 [at] cos(£a;(2)n) + bf> sin(&;(2)n) . (5.2.6) 
i=i 

The solution to the minimization problem in (5.2.5) can be handled in either 

frequency domain or time domain. In the following two sections, we will present 

two methods for solving this problem. The first is a well-known frequency-domain 

method originated in [30] by Quatieri and Danisewicz (1990). The second method is 

the proposed time-domain technique that provides improved accuracy and eliminates 

windowing errors. 

5.3 Frequency-Domain Estimation of Model 
Parameters 

In the frequency-domain solution of (5.2.5) [11,30,31,145], the sinusoidal parameters 

are normally estimated by sampling the short-term spectrum of x(n) at the harmonic 

frequencies of the individual signals and solving a system of linear equations using 

the LS algorithm. This can be done as follows. First, x(n) is multiplied by a window 

function, w(n), and the short-term spectrum, X(u>), is calculated by applying the 

STFT to (5.2.6). If the window function is real and symmetric, its spectrum will 

be real too. Hence, the real and imaginary parts of the short-term spectrum can be 
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written as 

Re[X(u)} = 
L2 

lm[X (<*>)] = \ 

e=i e=i 

(5.3.1) 

where W(u>) is the spectrum of the normalized window function. Here, for simplicity, 

we assumed that the contribution of negative frequency is neglected (i.e., one-sided 

spectrum). 

If we assume that the fundamental frequencies of individual signals are known 

a priori, we can arrange the harmonic frequencies of both speakers in an ascending 

order in the vector 

u> = {{^ (1)£iU{^ (2)£i} = [^ ^ •••> ^r (5.3.2) 

with cui < UJ2 < • • • < U>L, where L — L\ + L2. Likewise, corresponding quadrature 

parameters can be arranged in the same order in the vectors 

a = [ ai, a2, . . . , aL ]J (5.3.3) 

and 

b = [ 6 i , b2, . . . , bL]T. (5.3.4) 

Finally, these quadrature parameters can be estimated by solving the following two 

sets of linear equations 

a = 2 G ' ' Re[X(w)] (5.3.5) 

b = 2 G"1 Im[X(u;)] (5.3.6) 

where X(u>) is a vector containing the complex values of the sampled short-term 

spectrum X(UJ) at the frequencies in the vector a> and G is a symmetrical matrix 
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containing the real values of the sampled window function at frequency differences 

G = 

W(0) W(ui-u2) ... W^-UL) 

W(u2-wi) W(0) ... W{u2-uL) 
(5.3.7) 

W(uL-ui) W{uL-u2) ... W(0) 

Practically, the short-term spectrum is performed using a Hann or a Hamming 

window and an FFT with a large number of points (typically 4096 points) [30]. This 

large FFT is used to give sufficient frequency resolution for adequate separation. 

5.4 Proposed Time-Domain Estimation of Model 
Parameters 

In this section, a time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal model 

parameters of co-channel speech is proposed. The method does not require the 

calculation of the STFT or the multiplication by a window function. It incorporates a 

time-domain least-squares estimator and an adaptive technique to model and separate 

the co-channel speech into its individual speakers. 

5.4.1 Estimation setup 

In matrix notation, we may rewrite (5.2.4) as 

x = Qh, (5.4.1) 

where x is the vector 

x = x(0), x(l), . . . , x(N-l) 

and h is given as 

h = 
h(D 

h (2 ) 

(5.4.2) 

(5.4.3) 
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with 

where 

and 

a<*> = 

b « = 

h<*> = 
a(fc) 

. b ( f c ) . 

' £(fc) £(*) c/1 , u 2 , . . . 

) 

Q is a matrix of the form 

where 

Q = 

with the matrices elements given as 

Q<" Q(2) 

Qi fc) Qi fc) 

and 

Q[k)(iJ) = oo8(ywW) 

Q[fc)(i,j) = s i n (^ f c ) ) , 

(5.4.4) 

(5.4.5) 

(5.4.6) 

(5.4.7) 

(5.4.8) 

(5.4.9) 

?6 Vij ; -cm^yu/ ;, (5.4.10) 

for i = 0 , 1 , . . . , N - 1, j = 1, 2 , . . . , Lk and fc = 1, 2. The MSE in (5.2.5) can now be 

written as 

E = ||x - x||2 = x T x + x r x - 2xTx, (5.4.11) 

where 

x = [ x ( 0 ) , x(l), . . . , x ( i V - l ) ] T . (5.4.12) 

Substituting (5.4.1) into (5.4.11) gives 

Tr^T, E = x1 x + h ' QJ Qh - 2h/ Q J x. (5.4.13) 

The estimation criterion is to seek the minimization of (5.4.13) over the parameters 

£*,a<»>,{«,»>V\«nd{8»w£ 
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The most important and difficult part in the estimation process is to estimate 

the fundamental frequencies { w ^} f c = 1 2 - Unfortunately, without a priori knowledge 

of the frequency parameters, direct minimization of (5.4.13) is a highly nonlinear 

problem that is difficult to solve. Furthermore, the MSE surface in (5.4.13) has 

several local minima besides the global minimum that might mislead the estimation 

process if the search is not performed close enough to the optimum frequencies. If 

the fundamental frequencies are known a priori or can be estimated precisely (as is 

done iteratively in Section 5.4.4), one can easily find the optimum values of the other 

parameters accordingly (as discussed in Section 5.4.3). 

5.4.2 Estimating the number of harmonics 

If the fundamental frequencies u)^ are assumed to be known, the total number of 

harmonics in each signal can be estimated simply as 

7T 
Lk = (5.4.14) 

Practically, L^ is chosen much smaller than the value calculated by (5.4.14), since most 

of the energy of voiced speech is concentrated below 2 kHz. Using this assumption 

can dramatically reduce the computational complexity of the system. 

5.4.3 Estimating the amplitude parameters 

The optimum values of the quadrature parameters < a\ > and | 6 ) ' i can 

be estimated directly (assuming the availability of the fundamental frequencies) by 

finding the standard linear LS solution to (5.4.13) as follows [148]: 

KPt = ( Q T Q ) _ 1 Q r x = R ^ P , (5.4.15) 

where 

R = Q r Q (5.4.16) 

and 

P = QTx. (5.4.17) 
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The minimum MSE corresponding to hopt is given by substituting (5.4.15) into 

(5.4.13) to give 

Emin = xTx - P T R " 1 P . (5.4.18) 

5.4.4 Estimating the fundamental frequencies 

Since, in practical applications, the fundamental frequencies of the individual speech 

waveforms are not known a priori, they must be estimated from the mixed data. A 

direct approach to solve this problem is to search the if-dimensional MSE surface 

for its minimum with respect to the fundamental frequencies. Obviously, this is an 

exhaustive process that is not feasible in real-time applications. Furthermore, the 

MSE surface does not have a unique minimum as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Therefore, 

searching the entire MSE surface for optimum frequencies can be misleading by 

converging to a local minimum. An alternative approach is to narrow the search 

procedure around the optimum fundamental frequencies by starting with initial 

guesses that are close enough to the optimum values. These initial estimates can 

be determined either from the previous frames or by applying a simple rough multi-

pitch estimation algorithm such as the one proposed in [82]. After obtaining the 

initial guesses for the uj^k\ the optimum fundamental frequencies can be estimated by 

searching the MSE surface of (5.4.18) using the method of the steepest descent [149]. 

Using weight vector w = [ u^\ u^ ] r , we describe the steepest descent algorithm 

by 

w(t + l ) = w ( t ) - - / / V E ( t ) , (5.4.19) 

where t is the iteration time index, the gradient is given as 

-VE(t) = (5.4.20) 

and JJ, is a positive scalar that controls both the stability and the speed of convergence. 

The gradient of the MSE is calculated by differentiating (5.4.18) with respect to each 
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fundamental frequency as follows: 

9 ( P ^ ^ P ) 

jm (pT) R " p + p T a ^ < R " ) p + p T R ~ ^ (p» 
= xTQ ( R ^ P ) - ( P ^ - 1 ) R ( R ^ P ) + (R-'Py Q x 

= xTQho p t - h^ t Rh o p t + hJp tQ
Tx, (5.4.21) 

where 

and 
BR 

R-jjjjjSj. (5.4.23) 

Note that all vectors and matrices of the above three equations (except x) are 

functions of the time argument t. For simplicity, this time argument has been 

removed from these equations. Differentiating (5.4.7) and (5.4.16) and substituting 

into (5.4.21) gives 

-VE^(t) = xTQho p t - h^t ( Q T Q + Q T Q ) V + h ^ Q 
T 

X 

= xTQho p t - h ^ Q T Q h o p t - hJp tQ
rQho p t + h ^ Q T x 

Note that 

= (xT - h ^ t Q
r ) Qhopt + h ^ Q (x - Qhopt) 

= (x - Qho p t)
rQho p t + [QKptj (x - Qhopt) 

= 2(x - QhoptfQKpt. (5.4.24) 

Q V = -^)Kpt = Q(fc)hS. (5.4.25) 

This simplifies (5.4.24) to 

_V£<*>(t) = 2(x - Qhop4)TQ ( fc )hS- (5.4.26) 
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The fundamental frequencies are updated iteratively using (5.4.19). After 

each iteration, the optimum amplitude parameters corresponding to the estimated 

frequencies are calculated using (5.4.15). The iteration terminates once the error 

calculated in a step exceeds the error calculated in the preceding step. After each 

termination, the iteration can be restarted with a reduced step size fj, in order to obtain 

greater accuracy. Note that even by using (5.4.19), final estimates of fundamental 

frequencies may still have small inaccuracies because frequencies may vary slightly 

within the speech frame due to the quasi-periodic nature of voiced speech. The use of 

exact gradient to update the fundamental frequencies in (5.4.19) gives an advantage 

compared to [30], where an approximation of the gradient is used. Furthermore, the 

gradient calculation is an integrated process in the proposed time-domain method 

since the components on the right-hand side of equation (5.4.26) are already part of 

the previous steps in the algorithm. 

An example of the MSE surface obtained for the single-speaker case (K = 1) is 

shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1(a) shows a 30 ms speech frame for a single speaker, 

while Figure 5.1(b) shows the corresponding MSE surface using (5.4.18) as the cost 

function. From Figure 5.1(b), it can be observed that the optimal fundamental 

frequency of this speech frame is approximately 165 Hz. For the two-speaker case 

(K = 2), the MSE surface would instead be two-dimensional. 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show an example of applying the proposed algorithm to a 

frame of co-channel speech. On the left-hand side of Figure 5.2, two speech frames 

of individual male and female speakers are mixed into one frame. The estimation 

process of fundamental frequencies is started by the initial values of 94 Hz for the 

male speech and 165 Hz for the female speech. After convergence, the speech signals 

are reconstructed using the estimated sinusoidal parameters as shown on the right-

hand side of Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 shows the convergence curves of the fundamental 

frequencies as well as the MSE. It takes the system approximately 10 iterations to 

converge to the optimum values. 
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(a) 

200 
Frequency, Hz 

0.03 

350 

(b) 

Figure 5.1: Example MSE surface for a single speaker: (a) 30 ms single voiced-speech 
segment in the time domain, and (b) MSE performance versus fundamental frequency 
based on (5.4.18). 

5.4.5 The ill-conditioned estimation problem 

In some instances, the harmonics of the two speakers can be very close to each other. 

When the harmonics overlap, the correlation matrix R in (5.4.16) will be singular and 

the parameter estimation process in (5.4.15) becomes ill-conditioned. To handle this 

problem, the spacing between adjacent harmonics is continuously calculated. If two 

adjacent harmonics are found to be closely spaced, e.g., less than 25 Hz apart, only 

one sinusoid is used to represent these two harmonics. The amplitude parameters 

of this single component are then estimated and shared equally between the two 

speakers [30]. It is important to notice that choosing a large number of harmonics to 

estimate using (5.4.14) when both speakers are in the "voiced" state, increases the 

chances of harmonic overlap and hence having ill-conditioned correlation matrix. 
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(a) (b) 

0.015 
Time, sec. 
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Figure 5.2: Speech recovery using the proposed method after convergence of (5.4.19). 
On the left-hand side, the original speech frames of (a) male speaker, (c) female 
speaker, and (e) mixed speech of (a) and (c). On the right-hand side, (b), (d), and 
(f) show the corresponding reconstructed speech frames for the waveforms in (a), (c), 
and (e), respectively. 
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Figure 5.3: Convergence of fundamental frequencies of the proposed method applied 
to the co-channel speech frame of Figure 5.2(e): (a) convergence of the fundamental 
frequency of the first speaker, (b) convergence of the fundamental frequency of the 
second speaker, and (c) convergence of the MSE. 
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5.5 Simulation Results 

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using a speech database 

consisting of 200 frames of mixed speech. All voiced-speech segments of 30 ms were 

randomly chosen from the TIMIT data set [144] for male and female speakers and 

mixed at different TIRs. The speech data were sampled at a rate of 16 kHz. 

Two sets of simulations were conducted to compare the performance of the 

proposed method with the frequency sampling approach presented in [30]. As 

suggested by the authors, a Hann window and a high-resolution STFT of length 

4096 were used in the frequency-domain technique. To avoid errors due to multi-

pitch detection algorithms, the initial guess of the fundamental frequency of each 

speaker was calculated directly from the original speech frames before mixing, using 

a simple autocorrelation method. 

In the first set of simulations, the comparison was carried out in terms of the 

signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) versus TIR, as shown in Figure 5.4, for TIRs ranging 

from -5 to 15 dB. The SDR measure is defined as [150] 

V s(n)2 

SDR [dB] = 10 log10 _ . ^ V v M2» t5-5-1) 

where s(n) is the original target signal before mixing and s(n) is the reconstructed 

signal after separation from the mixture x(n). Each point in Figure 5.4 represents the 

ensemble average of the SDRs over all 200 test frames. Two cases are considered for 

each algorithm. In case 1, precise estimation of the fundamental frequencies is done 

using (5.4.19), and in case 2 only the initial guess of the fundamental frequencies is 

used. Plots SDR-TD1 and SDR-TD2 are the results for the proposed algorithm in 

case 1 and case 2, respectively, while plots SDR-FD1 and SDR-FD2 depict the results 

for the frequency-domain method. As can be seen from Figure 5.4, the SDR increases 

monotonically for both algorithms with the increase of the TIR in all cases. 

More importantly, we see from Figure 5.4 that the proposed technique outperforms 
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Figure 5.4: SDR results: SDR1 and SDR2 for the proposed time-domain method, and 
SDR3 and SDR4 for the frequency-domain method, with precise and initial frequency 
estimates of {co^}k=i,2, respectively. 

the frequency-domain technique in both case 1 and case 2. At TIR = -5 dB, SDR-

TD1 and SDR-TD2 are greater than SDR-FD1 and SDR-FD2 by about 2 and 1 dB, 

respectively. This difference is greater for larger TIRs. As suggested in Section 5.1, 

analysis of the resulting estimates using voiced-speech segments has revealed that 

the discrepancies are due to the limited frequency resolution of the STFT (even with 

M — 4096) and due to the choice of window function and resulting edge effects. 

Other window functions such as rectangular and Hamming windows had similar 

discrepancies when tested. 

The robustness against background noise was examined in a second set of 

simulations using the MSE measure versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Speech 

segments were corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with SNR varied 

from 0 to 15 dB. The results are presented in Figure 5.5. As shown in the figure, 

the proposed algorithm has a superior performance in low SNR compared to the 

frequency-domain technique. The AWGN causes additional frequency resolution 

problems after even a high-resolution STFT. If the proposed time-domain estimation 

approach is used instead, then the effect of the AWGN is not as severe. 
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Figure 5.5: MSE results for AWGN for both the proposed time-domain technique and 
the standard frequency-domain method. 

5.6 Summary 

The chapter has focused on estimating and separating the sinusoidal model param

eters of co-channel speech. A new time-domain method to precisely estimate these 

parameters was presented. The method did not require the calculation of the discrete 

Fourier transform or the multiplication by a window function which both degrade 

the estimate of the sinusoidal model parameters. Separation was performed on a 

frame-by-frame basis by incorporating a least-squares estimator and an adaptive 

technique to model and separate the co-channel speech into its individual speakers. 

The application of this method on real speech signals demonstrated the effectiveness 

of this method in separating co-channel speech signals with different TIRs. This 

method was also capable of producing accurate and robust parameter estimation in 

low SNR situations compared to other existing algorithms. 

-©- Proposed time-domain method 
Frequency-domain method 



CHAPTER 6 

System Implementation 

6.1 Introduction 

The algorithms presented in chapters 4 and 5 have been discussed, implemented, and 

tested individually in order to measure their performance. When building the overall 

CCSS system, numerical computation issues need to be taken into account in the final 

implementation. For example, when the proposed algorithms were integrated in the 

final system shown in Figure 1.1, the overall system encountered slow performance 

due to high computational complexity. However, there is still room for efficiency and 

optimization in both the algorithms and the implementation. 

The purpose of this chapter is to suggest some modifications to implement the 

overall separation system in a more efficient way. These modifications are made to 

reduce the implementation cost as well as to improve the overall performance. Two 

main modifications are considered: a sample-based TPM method and a simplified 

sinusoidal parameter estimator. First, we present a modified version of the TPM 

algorithm for determining voicing states. The algorithm allows the computation of 

the TPM to be performed on a sample-by-sample basis that makes it reasonable for 

real-time applications. Afterwards, a simplified method for estimating the sinusoidal 

model parameters using linear LS solution is presented. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, we 
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describe the modified technique for calculating the TPM. Estimating the sinusoidal 

model parameters based on linearized LS solution is presented and discussed in Section 

6.3. Section 6.4 shows how these algorithms are integrated together to form the overall 

CCSS system. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.5. 

6.2 The Sample-Based T P M Method 

As discussed in chapter 4, segmenting co-channel speech into regions of single speaker 

and multi speaker segments is an important process in the CCSS system. This 

stage provides the parameter estimation algorithm with the necessary information 

about the number of speakers and their voicing states in order to estimate the speech 

model parameters. In conventional methods of co-channel speech segmentation and 

classification, the input speech waveform is usually analyzed: 1) using a fixed frame 

size, 2) once every frame, and 3) at a fixed frame shift. In fact, using a fixed frame size 

and frame shift for co-channel speech analysis may produce a considerable amount 

of error, particularly at the voicing transition periods where speech characteristics 

change rapidly. 

In chapter 4, we presented a new technique that is capable of determining the 

voicing-state of co-channel speech by examining the trajectory parallel measure 

(TPM) of the state-space embedding of fixed speech frames. The algorithm has 

shown successful results in classifying co-channel speech into (Voiced/Voiced) V/V 

and (Voiced/Unvoiced) V/U states. Indeed, the two main limitations of this frame-

based technique are: 

1. Transitional regions between different voicing states. 

2. The high computational complexity and its effect on real-time applications. 

Given the higher dynamics of state change in co-channel speech makes it more 

appropriate to use a running analysis technique (i.e., sample-by-sample computation) 

rather than segmenting the waveform into fixed-size frames. Eventually, this would 
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help in enhancing the overall separation process since the speech could be segmented 

according to speech-dependant characteristics instead of regularly spaced fixed frames. 

The frame-based algorithm for voicing-state classification presented earlier also 

suffers from high computational complexity due to excessive calculations of distances 

and angles between vectors in the state space. For example, the algorithm required 

the computation of N(N — l) /2 distances for each frame of a size of N samples to 

determine nearest neighbors for all points in the entire m-dimensional state space. In 

addition, if we assume that for each point in the state space we have on average a total 

of LNN nearest neighboring points, then we need roughly NLNN angle calculations to 

determine the overall TPM for each speech frame. Some of these calculations might 

be redundant due to the fact that successive frames normally overlap to better track 

the changes in the speech waveform. 

The work presented here tries to overcome these limitations by exploiting a sample-

based technique. Figure 6.1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the modified TPM 

algorithm. First, the co-channel speech signal is low-pass filtered to reduce the effect 

of high frequencies on the TPM calculation. Typically, a cutoff frequency between 

1 kHz and 1.5 kHz is used since the frequency of the first formant of most human 

speech falls under 1 kHz. This will, in general, preserve a sufficient number of pitch 

harmonics in single-speaker regions to produce a high TPM value. A very small 

amount of uncorrelated noise is added to the speech signal prior to processing to avoid 

false decision during silence periods. The resulting low-pass filtered signal, x(n), is 

then used to reconstruct the state space of the speech data on a sample-by-sample 

basis. Based on the method of delays [94] described in Section 3.2.2, m-dimensional 

vectors, xm(n), are formed using the time-delayed samples of the original signal as 

follows: 

xm(n) = x(n), x(n + d), . . . , x(n + (m - l)d) , (6.2.1) 

where d is the embedding delay in samples and m is the fixed embedding dimension 

(number of coordinates). In the frame-based TPM method, the embedding delay 
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Figure 6.1: The proposed sample-based TPM algorithm: (a) the schematic diagram 
and (b) the computation of the sample-based TPM at a specific time delay of p 
samples. 

was changed from frame to frame and was calculated using one of the criteria 

presented in chapter 3. In the sample-based method, however, it is difficult to 

change the embedding delay during processing and hence a fixed value of d is chosen. 

Experimental results showed that using a fixed embedding delay of about 1 ms (i.e., 16 

samples at 16 kHz sampling rate) has little impact on the accuracy of the calculated 

TPM. 

Any trajectory in the state-space at time index n is defined as 

t(ra) = x m ( n + 1) (n). (6.2.2) 

The only difference between (6.2.2) and (4.3.2) is that the time index in (6.2.2) extends 

to the entire speech waveform and is not limited to a single frame. The angle between 

a trajectory t(n) and another trajectory p samples later is given by 

t(n) • t(n — p) 
tp(n,n-p) = 

\t(n)\\t(n-p)\ 

Next, the sample-based TPM at a time lag of p samples is calculated as 

(6.2.3) 

TPM(n,p) = H(a-ip(n,n-p)) * g(n), (6.2.4) 
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where H(•) is the Heaviside function, a is a positive threshold close to 1 (e.g., a = 

0.95), and g(n) is an averaging LPF. The computation of the sample-based TPM 

at a specific time delay of p samples is shown in Figure 6.1(b). Three different 

types of smoothing filters were examined as averaging filters: the rectangular moving 

average filter, the single-pole IIR filter, and the Hamming window averaging filter. 

The effective length of the filter was chosen to be 10 ms. The best results were 

obtained by the Hamming-window filter. Finally, the overall TPM at a time index n 

is calculated as 

TPM{n)= max [TPM(n,p)], (6.2.5) 
•*min < P < / m a x 

where Pmjn and Pmax are the minimum and the maximum human pitch periods in 

samples, respectively. 

In order to precisely locate the ending points of both onset and offset regions, the 

TPM can be calculated in a forward and backward manner. The overall forward-

backward TPM is then determined as 

TPMfb(n) = max (TPMf(n), TPMb(n)), (6.2.6) 

where the forward TPM at time n, TPMf(n), is calculated based on samples indexed 

earlier in time 

TPMf{n)= max [TPM(n,p)], (6.2.7) 
•*min 

and the backward TPM at time n, TPMb(n), is calculated based on samples indexed 

later in time 

TPMb(n) == max [TPM{n, -p)}. (6.2.8) 
-*min <P<Pmax 

Note that, in the sample-based technique, the calculation of the TPM is not 

restricted to nearest neighbors as the case in the frame-based algorithm. This yields to 

enhancing the performance in detecting onset and offset regions as well as reducing the 

computational complexity of the overall algorithm. Furthermore, unlike the frame-

based TPM algorithm presented in chapter 4, increasing the embedding dimension, 

m, will have less impact on the sample-based TPM calculation if not improving it. 
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Figure 6.2 shows an example of calculating the TPM for a co-channel speech 

segment using the sample-based technique discussed above. Comparing this figure 

with Figure 4.8 it can be observed that the sample-based technique has a smoother 

TPM with more precise spotting of onset and offset regions. 

The proposed algorithm also provides a potential method for estimating pitch 

frequency when vocalic speech is produced by single speaker. This is important in 

CCSS since a good portion of the speech is single voiced. Therefore, this algorithm 

can provide a good initial estimate for the pitch of one of the two speakers in the 

double voiced regions. The pitch period, pp(n), for the voiced speech of a single 

speaker can be calculated using the sample-based TPM as follows: 

pp(n)= argmax [TPM(n,p)]. (6.2.9) 
* min 

Figure 6.3 shows a comparison of the calculated TPM of voiced speech for single 

and co-channel speech signal segments of Figure 6.2. A noticeable large peak is 

observed at the pitch period and its multiple in the single-speaker case in Figure 

6.3(b), while no noticeable peaks are observed in the co-channel speech case in Figure 

6.3(d). 

6.3 Simplified Method for Sinusoidal Parameter 
Estimation 

The most time-consuming process in the sinusoidal parameter estimation method 

presented in chapter 5 is the pitch frequency update using the steepest descent 

algorithm in (5.4.19). The steepest descent algorithm is known for its slow 

convergence [149]. Moreover, the proposed method involves matrix inversion per 

each iteration which slows down the processing even further. To solve this problem, 

we propose in this section a simplified method to estimate the sinusoidal parameters 

without the use of the steepest descent algorithm. The method takes advantage 

of the proximity of the initial pitch estimates to the actual pitches to linearize the 
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Figure 6.2: The sample-based TPM applied to co-channel speech: (a) first waveform 
of a female speaker uttering the phrase "toll rate", (b) second waveform of a male 
speaker uttering the word "she", (c) the mixed co-channel speech, and (d) the TPM 
plot for the waveform in (c). 
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Figure 6.3: State-space visualization of (a) single-speaker voiced speech and (c) co-
channel all-voiced speech of the waveforms of Figure 6.2(c) at 0.15 ms and 0.3 ms, 
respectively. The corresponding sample-based TPMs are shown in (b) and (d). 

LS estimation problem and solve it for amplitudes, phases, and frequencies in one 

iteration by performing matrix inversion once. 

According to the sinusoidal modelling approach, a co-channel speech frame is 

modeled as 
K Lk 

x(n) = J2Y1 K ° cos(&>(*>n) + bf] sin(^ f c)n) 
k=l £=1 

(6.3.1) 

(i) Under the assumption that the initial estimates of the fundamental frequencies UQ 

and U)Q of the two speakers are close enough to the actual pitches, final pitch estimates 

can be represented by 

£<*) = 4 f e ) + A£(fc\ (6.3.2) 

where Au^ for k = 1, 2 are very small frequency shifts to be estimated. Substituting 

(6.3.2) into (6.3.1) gives 

2 Lk 

x(n) = J ] J^ [a\k) cos (l(cu{
0
k) + A u ^ ) n ) + bf] sin (l{u™ + A £ « ) n ) ] . (6.3.3) 

fc=i i=i 
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After few calculations 

2 lk 

x(n) = E E ®i c o s f^o n ) + fy sin (IUJQ 'n\ 
h—i7—1 \ / v / j f c= l /= l 

where 

and 

+c\ 'Incos UUQ n) + d\ Insin ULOQ n) , 

g<*> = 5j*)AwW 

d i ^ o j * ) ^ . 

(6.3.4) 

(6.3.5) 

(6.3.6) 

Here, we assumed that 

(6.3.7) 
cos^Au^n) « 1 

sin(/Ao)'^n) « lAu^n. 

Equation (6.3.4) now represents a system of linear equations in the unknown 

parameters a\ ', b\ , Au^kK It can be solved using the standard linear LS estimation 

method in one iteration. To present the problem using matrix and vector notations, 

let us rewrite (6.3.4) in the form 

x = Qh, (6.3.8) 

where x is the vector 

x = x(0), x(l), . . . , x(N-l) 

and h is defined as 

with 

where 

a « = 

h = 

h<*> = 

a\ ', a. 

• h ( D " 

. h ( 2 ) . 

b(*) 

d(*) 

k) 
i -, • • • 

i 

a{k) ' 

(6.3.9) 

(6.3.10) 

(6.3.11) 

(6.3.12) 
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and 

b<*> = 

.(*) -

d<*> = " 1 > a 2 > 

fc(*) 
k J 

~(fc) 

] ' • 

. . , d 
(fc) 

n T 

The Q matrix has the form 

where 

Q(*) = 

with matrix elements given as 

Q = Q ™ Q<2> 

Q « Q?) Q?) Q ? ) ] 

Q ^ H s i n f o w W ) , 

(6.3.13) 

(6.3.14) 

(6.3.15) 

(6.3.16) 

(6.3.17) 

(6.3.18) 

(6.3.19) 

(6.3.20) 

and 

Q(
d

k\i,j) = ijsm(ij^). (6.3.21) 

for i = 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1 and j = 1,2,..., Lfc. 

Similar to the algorithm presented in chapter 5, if Lk and CJ^ are estimated, the 

goal is to minimize the MSE 

Tr^T, ^Tr\T, E=\\x- x||" = xJ x + h ' Q ' Qh - 2W Q1 x 

i/b 

(6.3.22) 

with respect to h (i.e., the parameters < a\ \ , < b\ ' > , < c\ '\ , and I d\\ \ ), 

where 

x = x(0), x(l), . . . , x(N-l)] (6.3.23) 

represents the original speech frame. The standard linear LS solution to (6.3.22) is 

calculated as 

\Tr\\~1 r\T V = (QTQ) QTx = R^P, (6.3.24) 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between steepest descent reconstruction (dotted line) and the 
simplified linear LS reconstruction (dashed line) of a single-speaker waveform (solid 
line). 

where 

R = Q T Q (6.3.25) 

and 

P = QTx. (6.3.26) 

The minimum MSE corresponding to hopt is given by substituting (6.3.24) into 

(6.3.22) to give 

Emm = x T x - P T R " 1 P . (6.3.27) 

The simplified method not only speeds up the estimation process but also enhances 

the final reconstructed waveform by adjusting estimated parameters to accommodate 

slight changes in amplitude (envelope) and frequency along the speech segment. 

Figure 6.4 shows a comparison between reconstructed waveforms of a single-speaker 

speech frame using the steepest descent algorithm and the simplified linear LS 

method. Obviously, the simplified linear LS method adapts for amplitude and 

frequency changes more than the steepest descent method. 

J L 
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Figure 6.5: Block diagram of the implementation of the CCSS System. 

6.4 The Integrated CCSS System 

Figure 6.5 depicts the block diagram of the overall CCSS system in which all 

components are integrated together. All subsystems in the implementation work 

in a frame-based manner except the TPM algorithm inside the voicing-state classifier 

which works using a sample-based technique. In this schematic, the frame size and the 

frame step are not necessary assumed fixed and may vary according to the behavior 

of the TPM. The separation procedure starts by calculating the average short-time 

energy (STE) and the high-to-low frequency energy ratio (HILO) of the frame. If 

STE > STE^ and HILO < HILO^, a voiced speech is assumed present and the 

frame is handled to the next stage. Otherwise, the frame is classified as U/U and 

no processing is made. Meanwhile, the TPM is calculated using the sample-based 

technique described in Section 6.2 and is sampled at the middle of each frame. The 

frame is classified as either single-voiced (V/U or U/V) or double-voiced V/V based 

on the value of the TPM and a fixed threshold TPM^ as shown in the flowchart of 

Figure 6.6. 
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The separation strategy is determined according to the voicing-state decision. If 

TPM > TPMt/i, this suggests that only one speaker is in the "voiced" state but does 

not give enough information on how to identify this speaker. This is determined 

using the pitch information computed by the multi-pitch tracking algorithm. Since 

multi-pitch tracking is not the scope of this research and will be left as an area of 

future investigation, we assume that this information (along with pitch information of 

individual speakers) is known from the clean speech signals before mixing. Therefore, 

if the target speaker is in the "voiced" state and the interfering speaker is in 

the "unvoiced" state, the frame is classified as V/U. In this case, the sinusoidal 

model parameters of only the target speech are estimated and its waveform is 

reconstructed in the speech synthesis block using these parameters. This is referred 

to as "enhancement" of the target speech. On the other hand, if the target speaker is 

in the "unvoiced" state and the interfering speaker is in the "voiced" state, the frame 

is classified as U/V. Consequently, the waveform of only the interfering speech is 

estimated and reconstructed in the same way as the previous case. The reconstructed 

waveform of the interfering speech is then subtracted from the co-channel signal to 

estimate the target speech waveform. This is called "cancellation" of the interfering 

speech. 

Otherwise, i.e., if TPM < TPM^ and both the target and the interferer are 

in the "voiced" state, the frame is classified as V/V. In this case, both waveforms 

are estimated and "separated" simultaneously using the sinusoidal model parameter 

estimation method explained in Section 6.3. For all other cases; i.e., if both individual 

speakers are in the same voicing state while TPM > TPMth, or if one speaker is in the 

"voiced" state and the other speaker is in the "unvoiced" state while TPM < TPMt^, 

no processing is made and this case is considered as an error. Occasionally, this 

might happen, for example, if the voice of one speaker has a pitch value that is 

approximately an integer multiple of the other speaker's pitch. In this case, the TPM 

value will indicate a single-voiced frame whereas the actual state is V/V. 
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Figure 6.6: Flowchart of the separation system used in the simulations showing 
processing strategies of each speech frame. 
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Figure 6.7: Concatenation of two speech frames with different frame sizes and frame 
steps using the OLA method. 

The overall estimated target signal is finally constructed by concatenating 

synthesized speech frames using the overlap-add (OLA) method. As mentioned 

earlier, the choice of both frame size and frame step can be based on the information 

of the sample-based TPM to follow the dynamics of the co-channel speech waveform. 

This means that we can reduce frame sizes and frame steps during transitional-state 

periods and increase them during steady-state periods. To do the OLA concatenation 

considering the variable frame sizes and frame steps, overlapping portions of the signal 

and the current frame being added are multiplied by a ramp function before addition 

as shown in Figure 6.7. During all the simulations, a fixed frame size of 20 ms was 

used while a TPM-based variable frame step was chosen as follows: 

Frame step = 
7.5 ms, i f T x < T P M < T 2 ; 

15 ms, otherwise. 
(6.4.1) 

where T\ = 0.1 and T^ — 0.9 are thresholds optimized to keep an average frame rate 

of approximately 100 frames/sec. This is equivalent for comparison to a fixed frame 

size of 20 ms with 50% overlap. 
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6.5 Summary 

This chapter started by describing two modified and simplified versions of the 

TPM algorithm and the sinusoidal model estimator for co-channel speech. First, 

an algorithm using the sample-based TPM in determining the voicing state of co-

channel speech was presented. The algorithm worked in the state-space domain using 

the method of delays in a running analysis technique. Then, a simplified method 

for estimating the sinusoidal model parameters of co-channel speech was presented. 

The method was based on a linearized version of the LS estimator that allowed 

estimating model parameters in one iteration and by performing a single matrix 

inversion. Finally, the overall separation system was implemented by integrating 

these algorithms together. A variable frame/step size technique based on the value 

of the sample-based TPM was used to follow the dynamics of the co-channel speech 

waveform and enhance the overall separation process. 



CHAPTER 7 

Performance Evaluation 

7.1 Introduction 

An important stage for the development of any speech separation algorithm is the 

ability to evaluate its performance by assessing the goodness of the processed speech 

using measurable features. Various subjective and objective methods have been 

proposed to asses the output of speech processing algorithms in terms of two main 

attributes: quality and intelligibility. Although most of these methods have been 

used originally to evaluate speech coding systems and enhancing systems for speech 

corrupted with wide-band noise, they can also be used to quantify the performance 

of CCSS algorithms where the target speaker is interfered by another speaker. 

This chapter begins in Section 7.2 with an overview of the quality and intelligibility 

features of speech. It also highlights some common methods frequently used to 

evaluate these two features in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. Both subjective and objective 

measures are then used to evaluate the performance of the proposed CCSS algorithm 

using some databases of real speech. The results are compared with unprocessed 

speech mixtures to determine the amount of enhancement achieved by separation. 

Furthermore, the performance of the proposed technique is compared to other state-

of-the-art methods under the conditions of a speech separation challenge. These 

experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 7.5. 
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7.2 Quality and Intelligibility of Speech 

Quality and intelligibility of speech are different attributes. Therefore, a processed 

speech requires different assessment methods to measure its quality and its intelligi

bility [151]. 

Speech quality is a highly subjective attribute that is usually referred to as the 

auditory impression (perception) of a human listener upon hearing the speech of 

other speakers. This impression is influenced by many factors such as loudness, vocal 

quality, speaking rate, fluency, stress, and intonation. Accordingly, the goal of speech 

quality measurement is to assess how "good" or "bad" a speech utterance is. This 

usually can be achieved through the opinion of trained listeners by comparing the 

test speech signal with a reference utterance of known attributes such as "natural," 

"raspy," "hoarse," "scratchy," and so on. 

Speech intelligibility, on the other hand, refers to the degree to which spoken 

speech can be understood [151]. In other words, it is concerned about "what" 

the speaker said. Examples of acoustical factors (among many others depending 

on the application) affecting intelligibility include: background noise, distance 

between speaker and listener, reverberation time and level, early reflections, and 

echo interference. Unlike quality, intelligibility is not a subjective attribute and can 

somehow be measured using computational algorithms. 

Speech can be of poor quality but highly intelligible and vice versa. For example, 

a speech synthesized using a small number of sine waves or speech produced by a 

low-quality vocoder can be highly intelligible, yet it may sound very machine-like and 

speaker-unidentifiable. On the contrary, a speech signal transmitted over IP networks 

(VoIP) with a large amount of packet loss and delay might have good quality but will 

be perceived as intermittent and perhaps unintelligible. 

Which is more important, speech quality or intelligibility? This totally depends 

on the application. For example, commercial communication systems and military 
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applications (that may operate under adverse noise conditions and bandwidth 

constraints) are some areas where speech intelligibility may be considered a more 

important feature than the more general quality. Speech quality is important when 

we are dealing with multimedia applications for example. 

Evaluation of quality or intelligibility of separated speech can be done using either 

subjective listening tests (human opinion) or objective assessment (machine-based 

measures). Similarly, intelligibility can be evaluated by presenting processed speech 

material (words, sentences, etc.) to a group of listeners or to an ASR system and 

counting the number of words identified correctly. 

Formal subjective evaluation is usually more accurate and preferable. However, 

a reliable listening test requires a large number of trained listeners, and is therefore 

slow and expensive to conduct. Hence, objective computational measures have been 

more frequently used in the quality evaluation of CCSS algorithms compared to 

formal listening tests [66,152]. Objective methods have the advantage of providing 

reproducible results and being automated. Thus, they are more economical. The main 

challenge to objective methods in performance evaluation techniques using speech 

recognition systems is the difficulty of creating reliable methods to cope easily with 

the complex processes done by humans in speech understanding. 

7.3 Evaluating Intelligibility of Processed 
Co-channel Speech 

7.3.1 Human listening tests 

Perhaps the most reliable and accurate method to evaluate speech intelligibility is 

through the opinion of human listeners. This can be done by presenting the corrupted 

speech material (e.g., none-sense words or sentences) to a group of listeners and 

quantifying the intelligibility of speech in terms of percentage of words identified 

correctly. In CCSS systems, this type of tests is particularly utilized when speech 

is embedded in very low TIR levels. Test cases with TIR above 0 dB are trivial 
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separation tasks for human listeners with normal hearing ability [11]. 

Quatieri and Danisewicz [30] used vocalic sentences only to evaluate the perfor

mance of their frequency-domain sinusoidal modelling approach. They used a limited 

database of six sentences uttered by three males and three females. The input TIR of 

co-channel speech ranged from -16 to 9 dB. They reported more effective enhancement 

in the target speech with a priori information of pitch contours compared to the case 

with no a priori information. 

Morgan et al. [11] tested their harmonic enhancement and suppression (HES) 

algorithm by asking ten untrained listeners to transcribe a target speech jammed by 

a stronger interferer at TIR of-6, -12, and -18 dB. They used these transcriptions to 

determine the performance difference between processed and unprocessed co-channel 

speech. They also tested co-channel signals with additive Gaussian noise at 10 dB 

and 15 dB. The co-channel speech data consisted of randomly selected and linearly 

added sentences of male speakers from the TIMIT database. By comparing word 

recognition accuracy of unprocessed and processed speech, results showed an increase 

from 67.5% to 88.7% at -6 dB TIR, a decrease from 62.5% to 42.5% at -12 dB TIR, 

and an increase from 4.6% to 12.3% at -18 dB TIR. Speaker assignment was assumed 

to be known in a priori when implementing the HES algorithm. 

7.3.2 Automatic speech recognition (ASR) tests 

Speech separation is not a target by itself, but a preprocessing means to another 

subsequent application such as ASR. Therefore, the performance of the overall 

application can be used to evaluate the accuracy of the speech separation stage. This 

is usually refereed to as an application-oriented test. ASR measures the separation 

success by comparing word error rate (WER) or word recognition accuracy (WRA) 

of the recognized speech with and without separation. WER is computed as [153]: 

WER% = 100 x JVs + ^ + JVl, (7.3.1) 
A T 
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where Ns is the number of substituted words, N& is the number of deleted words, N\ 

is the number of inserted words, and NT is the total number of words in the reference 

data. WRA is computed as 

WRA% = 100% - WER%. (7.3.2) 

It is worth noting that using CCSS systems to enhance speech recognition requires 

a careful combination between the separation algorithm and the recognition engine. 

A speech separation system designed to improve SNR or human intelligibility would 

not necessarily maximize speech recognition performance [154]. A mismatch between 

the separation algorithm and the speech recognizer may lead to an error rate using 

separated speech that is worse than when the unprocessed mixture is used. 

Morgan et al. (1997) [11] used a keyword spotting (KWS) test to evaluate 

the performance of their HES algorithms. They used a vocabulary set of seven 

multisyllable keywords and their variants as the target speech and random utterances 

selected from the MIT-CBG database as the interfering speech. The two signals was 

linearly added and the goal of the recognizer was to correctly spot the keywords. 

The HES system was tested at 18, 12, and 6 dB TIRs. Performance was evaluated 

in terms of a figure of merit (FOM) for each keyword. Overall results showed an 

enhanced performance using the HES technique compared to unprocessed speech. 

Recent examples of using ASR systems as a means to evaluate the performance of 

CCSS algorithms is the tests proposed in [62,63,66,74,155]. Their speech separation 

systems were evaluated using the Grid database from the 2006 speech separation 

challenge proposed in [156]. This database is composed of 500 sentences spoken 

by each of 34 different speakers, giving a total corpus size of 17000 sentences. 

Each sentence follows the structure: "<command:4> <color:4> <preposition:4> 

<letter:25> <digit:10> <adverb:4>," where the number indicates the number of 

choices for the associated keyword. Co-channel speech data were composed by mixing 

pairs of these sentences at a range of TIR varying from -9 dB to 6 dB. According 

to the challenge, the recognition task is to recognize the letter and the digit of the 
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speaker who said the color keyword "white". The ASR system is first trained using 

the clean speech data and then tested using the co-channel speech data. Separation 

accuracy is evaluated by comparing recognition results before and after separation. 

7.4 Evaluating Quality of Processed Co-Channel 
Speech 

7.4.1 Subjective quality tests 

Subjective evaluation of speech quality involves a group of listeners to compare 

the separated speech with a reference source and grade the final quality using 

a predetermined scale of 5-10 levels. Similar to evaluating speech intelligibility, 

subjective listening tests provides the most reliable method for evaluating speech 

quality. These types of tests, however, can be time consuming and require, in most 

cases, trained listeners. 

One of the widely used subjective quality measures is the mean opinion score 

(MOS) recommended by the IEEE and ITU [157,158]. In this method, a number of 

experienced and non-experienced listeners rate the quality of the speech signal using 

a score from 1 (lowest perceived quality) to 5 (highest perceived quality). The overall 

measured quality of the signal is obtained by averaging the scores indicated by all 

listeners. 

Li et al. (2006) [67] conducted a speech quality test for their CASA-based 

separation algorithm using the MOS with 10 listeners. Their results for co-channel 

speech separation showed an average MOS improvement from 1.27 for the unprocessed 

mixed speech to 2.27 for the processed speech when the pitch of the target speaker 

was estimated. When the true pitch was used, the MOS increased to 2.81. A MOS 

of 3.2 was obtained when an ideal binary mask was used to eliminate the interfering 

speech. 
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7.4.2 Objective quality measures 

Objective evaluation of enhanced speech quantifies the quality by measuring a 

numerical distance between the original (uncorrupted) and processed (separated) 

signals. For an objective measure to be reliable, it needs to have a high correlation 

with subjective evaluation tests. Ideally, objective measures should be able to assess 

the quality of separated co-channel speech without the need of having access to 

the isolated pre-mixture sources. In practice, however, current objective measures 

are limited such that most of them require the original signals before mixing to be 

available. 

In the following part of this section, we shortly discuss some objective quality 

measures that are commonly used to evaluate the performance of speech coding and 

speech enhancement systems for speech corrupted with wide-band noise. However, 

they can also be used to evaluate the performance of the application in hand. 

1. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the simplest objective measure that can be used 

to summarize speech quality. It is defined as the ratio of the energies of the 

reference speech signal and the error between the reference and separated signal. 

The overall SNR in dB can be calculated in time domain as: 

SNR [dB] = 10 log10 " , (7.4.1) 
y£[s(n) - s(n)}2J 

where s(n) is the original target signal before mixing and s(n) is the separated 

signal. It is sometimes also referred to as signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) 

or signal-to-residual ratio (SRR). Segmental SNR (SNRseg) [159] calculated 

based on short-time frames was also used to evaluate the performance of speech 

separation algorithms [52,160]. Unlike the conventional SNR, SNRseg takes into 

account the fact that errors in low-intensity segments are usually more easily 
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perceived. SNRseg is defined as: 

Nm+N-1 

I O ^ 1 

SNRseg [dB] = ^ ^ 2 lo§i° 
ro=0 

E s{n) 
n=N, 

Nm+N-1 

£ [s(n)-s(n)}2 

\ n=Nm / 

2 

(7.4.2) 

where M is the total number of frames and N is the length of each frame. Since 

the intervals of silence have very small energy, silent frames should be excluded 

from the sum in (7.4.2) to avoid the effect of large negative SNRseg values at 

those frames. 

In the area of CCSS, many authors [59, 74, 160-162] reported an average 

improvement in the SNR in the range of 3-10 dB using different separation 

techniques. Quackenbush et al. [163] reported a correlation of 0.24 between 

this measure and the subjective quality scores done by human listeners under 

a variety of degradations. Despite this weak correlation, SNR remains widely 

used, due possibly to its simplicity. 

In fact, SNR has the following drawbacks that limit its use [161]: 

• It requires that the separated waveform to be near perfect. 

• It requires that the original pre-mixture signal to be available for compar

ison. 

• Distortions such as fixed phase/time delays or nonuniform gains across 

frequency which can have only a small effect on the perceived quality of a 

reconstructed speech, can have a large negative effect on SNR. 

• Energy has in general only an indirect relationship to perceived quality. 

The same amount of energy will have a widely-varying impact on perceived 

quality depending on where and how it is placed in time-frequency; this 

is particularly significant in the case of speech, where most of the energy 

is below 500 Hz, yet very little intelligibility is lost when this energy is 

filtered out. 
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2. Spectral distance measures 

This group includes distance measures calculated in the frequency domain or 

in terms of second order statistics. Examples of these measures include: the 

log-likelihood ratio (LLR), the Itakura-Saito (IS) measure, and Cepstral (CEP) 

distance [151]. 

The LLR measure (also called the Itakura distance) is calculated for each speech 

frame as follows [164]: 

where ax and the LPC coefficient vectors of the clean and processed 

speech frames, respectively, and R^ represents the Toeplitz autocorrelation 

matrix of the clean speech frame. LLR measure can be interpreted as 

the logarithmic ratio between the energies of the prediction residuals of the 

processed and clean signals. Since the denominator in (7.4.3) represents the 

minimum possible residual energy, it is always smaller than the numerator. 

Hence, LLR measure is always positive. 

In the frequency domain, (7.4.3) can be expressed as 

Ô LLR = log I 1 + 

where Ax(u) and Ax(uS) are the Fourier transforms of ax and a^, respectively. 

They represent the envelopes of signal spectra that are characterized by speech 

formants. This means that LLR measures speech quality through the difference 

between spectrum envelops of the original and processed signals which is more 

pronounced near formants. 

The main advantage of the LLR distance is that it is not sensitive to gain 

change nor time delay as the SNR for example. On the other hand, its main 

disadvantage is that it penalizes differences in short-time correlation (formants) 

while ignores differences in long-time correlation (pitch). This is a serious 

Ax{u) - Ax(u) 
Ax{u) 

duj (7.4.4) 
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drawback when compared to subjective measures as the human ear is very 

sensitive to pitch differences. 

The IS distance is very similar to the LLR measure and is calculated for each 

speech frame as follows: 

where Gx and Gx are the all-pole filter gains of the clean and processed frames, 

respectively. Unlike the LLR measure, the IS measure penalizes differences in 

overall spectral levels. However, this is considered a drawback as psychoacoustic 

studies [151] have shown that differences in spectral level have minimal effect 

on speech quality. 

The CEP distance measure is defined as the distance between the cepstral 

coefficients of the clean and processed signals as follows: 

A - 1 0 

"CEP — loge10^ 
2Y/[cx(k)-cx(k)}2, (7.4.6) 

fc=i 

where cx(k) and cx(k) are the cepstrum coefficients of the clean and processed 

signals, respectively, and p is the order of the LPC analysis. 

3. Perceptual measures 

The above-mentioned objective measures are attractive to many researchers 

as they are simple to implement and easy to evaluate. However, they do not 

closely mimic the way in which human auditory system perceive speech quality. 

Perceptual measures, on the other hand, try to estimate the audibility of the 

speech distortions by calculating the difference between the reference (clean) 

and enhanced signal using an auditory model [165]. A common preprocessing 

stage in all perceptual methods is filtering the input signal using an auditory 

filter bank (a bank of band-pass filters known as critical-band filters with 

center frequencies and bandwidths increasing with frequency). This filter-bank 
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model is used to simulate the auditory filter of human inner ear. The critical-

band frequency spacing can be approximated by bark frequency scale using a 

nonlinear Hertz-to-bark transformation. 

The weighted slope spectral (WSS) distance [166] is an example of a perceptual 

measure. It evaluates speech quality based on weighted differences between the 

spectral slopes of the clean and processed signal in each critical frequency band. 

The bark spectral distortion (BSD) measure [167] and its enhanced version [168] 

are also known to give a high correlation with MOS. They use the distances 

between loudness bark spectra to measure perceptually-significant auditory 

attributes. A value of zero for the BSD indicates no distortion, while a higher 

value indicates increasing distortion. 

Another important measure that is widely used under this category is the 

perceptual speech quality measure (PSQM) [169] and its modified version; 

the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [170]. PESQ compares 

two perceptually-transformed signals and generates a value that mimics the 

MOS to estimate the perceived speech quality. The PESQ has been shown 

to have good accuracy in the following factors [171]: speech input levels to a 

codec, transmission channel errors, packet loss and packet loss concealment, 

environmental noise at the sending side, and effect of varying delays. The range 

of the PESQ score is 0 to 4.5. 

Most perceptually-motivated techniques for speech quality measurement were 

originally developed to evaluate the quality of coded speech [166, 167, 169] 

or speech transmitted over IP networks (VoIP) [170]. They have usually 

been optimized for applications where signal distortion is mainly caused by 

quantization error and varying delays. Therefore, they may produce misleading 

results when applied to separated speech signals, and their use for the evaluation 

of CCSS systems deserves investigation. 
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Objective 
measure 
SNRseg 
LLR 
IS 
CEP 

wss 
PESQ 

Overall 
quality 

0.31 
0.63 
0.45 
0.6 

0.53 
0.65 

Signal 
distortion 

0.19 
0.66 
0.58 
0.65 
0.50 
0.57 

Background 
noise 
0.42 
0.26 
0.06 
0.22 
0.37 
0.48 

Table 7.1: Estimated correlation coefficients between the subjective quality measure 
and some objective quality measures with overall quality, signal distortion, and 
background noise distortion according to [151]. 

Table 7.1 summarizes the estimated correlation coefficients between the subjective 

quality measure and some of the objective quality measures mentioned above 

according to [151]. The table shows the correlation coefficients for overall quality, 

signal distortion and background noise distortion. 

7.5 Simulation Results and Discussion 

This section presents the simulation results obtained in evaluating the performance of 

the proposed CCSS system shown in Figure 6.5. The separation system was evaluated 

using different subjective and objective methods to measure both the intelligibility 

and the quality of the processed speech. The results were compared to unprocessed 

co-channel speech to determine the amount of enhancement or degradation. For 

measuring speech intelligibility, subjective listening and ASR tests were used. For 

measuring speech quality, SNR, Itakura-Saito, and PESQ measures were used. 

The general purpose of the first group of simulations was not to compare the 

performance of the proposed algorithm with other existing techniques. It aimed 

rather to figure out the trend and capability of the proposed algorithm in separating 

co-channel speech under different TIR conditions. At the end of this section, the 

performance of the separation system is evaluated under the conditions of the speech 

separation challenge in order to be compared with the performance of other recently 

developed systems. Throughout the experiments, speaker voice activity detection 
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(VAD) and speaker assignment were assumed to be known in a priori. These 

information were determined from speech waveforms before mixing. 

7.5.1 Test data 

Up to the author knowledge, there is no standard database created specifically for 

testing co-channel speech separation systems. Such a database needs to have speech 

recordings in a real co-channel environment where two (or more) speakers speak 

simultaneously at a certain distance from a single microphone. In addition, the 

database should contain another set of speech recordings of clean speech for the 

same speakers. This second set can be used, for example, in a training phase, if 

needed. For this reason as well as to have access to the original speech waveforms for 

comparison, test data used in our simulations were created using two single-speaker 

speech databases: the TIMIT database and the TIDIGITS database. These two 

databases were chosen because they are extensively used and their results are widely 

accepted in many speech processing researches. 

The TIMIT database [144] is a speech corpus consists of 6,300 files of approxi

mately two to four seconds of digitally recorded speech at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. 

Ten sentences are spoken by each of 630 male and female speakers from eight major 

dialect regions of the United States. All simulations in this thesis were performed 

using speech files from the first dialect region (New England) of the TIMIT corpus. 

The TIDIGITS database [172] contains read utterances from 326 male and female 

speakers of different ages. Each speaker is uttering the digit sequence 0 to 9 plus 

the letter "O". The data were collected in a quiet environment and digitized at 20 

kHz. To have consistency with the TIMIT database, speech files created from the 

TIDIGITS database were down-sampled to 16 kHz. 

To establish a reliable testing data set of co-channel speech, target speech files 

were created by concatenating three digits from the TIDIGITS database to form 3 

second waveforms. The interfering speech files, on the other hand, were created by 
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truncating speech files randomly selected from the TIMIT database at 3 seconds. 

These two sets of files were scaled and linearly added using the criteria explained in 

the next section to construct co-channel testing files. Figure 7.1 shows a co-channel 

speech test sample consisting of two signals of a male speaker as the target speech 

and a female speaker as the interfering speech. A total of 420 co-channel speech files 

were created in the same way using 30 sentences (15 female and 15 male) from the 

TIMIT database and 14 connected digits (7 female and 7 male) from the TIDIGITS 

database. This collection of data was found to cover a wide range of variations in the 

four categories of co-channel speech (female/female, female/male, male/female, and 

male/male). The same selected files were mixed at different TIRs from -20 dB to 20 

dB with a 5 dB step. 

7.5.2 Input TIR 

Each co-channel speech signal used in the following tests were created by scaling 

and linearly adding two speech waveforms: one for the target speech (selected from 

the TIMIT database) and the second for the interfering speech (selected from the 

TIDIGITS database). Since both the target speech and the interfering speech are non-

stationary signals and have many periods of silence, the input TIR1 was calculated 

based only on periods where both speech signals were active (i.e., overlapping portions 

of speech). In other words, for each speaker, periods of silence were excluded when 

calculating signal energy. For this purpose, a simple voice activity detection (VAD) 

algorithm based on speech energy was used to separate regions in which speech is 

present from silence regions. Only speech segments where both speakers were active 

(either voiced or unvoiced) were processed. 

To obtain a co-channel input signal with a desired TIR, the target speech 

waveform, s(n), and the interfering speech waveform, i(n) were first segmented into 20 

ms frames with 50% overlap and the energy per frame for each signal was calculated 

1In applications where both signals in the mixture are of the same interest to separate, this ratio 
might be referred to as signal-to-signal ratio (SSR). 
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1.5 
Time (sees) 

(a) 

1 1.5 
Time (sees) 

(b) 

1 1.5 
Time (sees) 

(c) 

Figure 7.1: Example of a constructed co-channel speech test sample: (a) the waveform 
of a target speech taken from the TIDIGITS database of the connected digits "six-
four-nine" spoken by a male speaker, (b) the waveform of an interfering speech taken 
from the TIMIT data base for a female speaker saying the sentence "She had your 
dark suit in greasy wash water all year," and (c) the co-channel test signal resulting 
from adding (a) and (b) at 0 dB TIR. 
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as follows: 
Nm+N~l 

Es(m)= Yl s(n)2 (7-5-1) 
n=Nm 

and 
iV m +JV- l 

Ei(m)= J2 ^ n ) 2 ' (7-5-2) 
n=Nm 

where m is the frame index, Nm is the index of the first sample in the current frame, 

and N is the frame length. Both signals were then normalized to have an average 

energy of unity over overlapping frames. This is done to make a plateau for the sound 

level of the signal with higher energy. 

The TIR at this step was denoted as TIRQ and was calculated as 

TIRo [dB] = i £ £ log10 ( § M • VAEUm)) , (7.5.3) 
m=0 \ H / / 

where M is the total number of frames, M' is the total number of non-silent 

overlapping frames, and VAD0j(m) is 1 if both speakers in the m-th frame are 

active and 0 otherwise. To determine the value of VAD0/(m), segmental voice 

activity detections; VADs(m) and VADj(m) for the target and interference signals, 

respectively, were calculated prior to mixing using an energy threshold. VAD0/(m) 

was then calculated as follows: 

v i n , v / 1, i f VADs(m) = VADiM = 1 
VAD0/(ra) = <{ (7.5.4) 

[ 0, otherwise 

Finally, the two speech signals were scaled as follows: 
• if TIR > 0: 

s(n) <— s(n) 

i(n) ^ i(n) • y ^ 

• if TIR < 0: 
s(n) <- s(n) • y ^ 

i(n) <— i(n) 

(7.5.5) 

(7.5.6) 
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7.5.3 Intelligibility measuring tests 

The first group of simulations examined the performance of the proposed CCSS 

algorithm in terms of intelligibility. Two types of tests were conducted under this 

category: subjective listening test and ASR test. Results obtained when these two 

tests were applied to the unprocessed speech and the processed speech are presented 

and discussed in this section. 

1. Subjective listening test 

The goal of this test was to evaluate the performance of the separation system based 

on human speech recognition. To perform the listening test, the 420 co-channel speech 

mixtures in our database were played (one at a time) to two male and two female 

listeners with normal hearing through a set of headphones. The tests were conducted 

in isolation, over a single session, in a quiet room. Listeners were asked upon hearing 

each speech mixture to simply identify the three digits spoken by the target speaker. 

Each listener was given a numeric keypad to key in the number that he/she thinks it 

is as close as possible to the spoken number. Since separation of co-channel speech 

signals with a TIR equal to or greater than 0 dB is considered a trivial task for 

humans with normal hearing, speech simulations for this test were conducted only at 

TIR values from -20 dB to -5 dB. 

In order to have a baseline for comparison, each listener repeated the test using 

the same data files twice; one time for the unprocessed speech and one time for the 

processed speech. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show the confusion matrices at TIR of-20 dB for 

the unprocessed data and the processed data, respectively. For each uttered number, 

percentage of the number most confused with it by the listeners is shown in bold. 

As illustrated in the tables, in general, the percentage of recognizing each number 

was increased in the processed data compared to the unprocessed data. This in turn 

was interpreted as a decrease and sometimes change of the location of most confusing 

numbers. For example, the number "7" was most confused in the unprocessed data 
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Recognized number 

s-, 
o> 

£i 
S 
3 
CI 

<D 
s-< 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

0 
93.7% 
0% 
1.6% 
2.8% 
1.6% 
0% 
0.6% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

1 
0.4% 
95.1% 
0.4% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
1.1% 
0.4% 
1.7% 

2 
3.9% 
0.9% 
91% 
4.6% 
1.2% 
0% 
1.5% 
0.4% 
1.8% 
0% 

3 
0% 
0% 
3.9% 
87% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0.7% 
3.6% 
0% 

4 
0% 
0.9% 
0.4% 
0% 

94.8% 
1.1% 
0.3% 
0% 
0.4% 
0% 

5 
0% 
0.4% 
0% 
0% 
0.8% 
93.5% 
0% 
0.4% 
0% 
5.4% 

6 
0.8% 
0% 
2.7% 
0.5% 
0.8% 
0% 

96.4% 
3.2% 
3.6% 
0% 

7 
0.4% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0.4% 
0% 
0% 

92.4% 
0% 
0% 

8 
0% 
0% 
0% 
5.1% 
0.4% 
0% 
1.2% 
1.1% 
90.2% 
0.3% 

9 
0.8% 
2.7% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
5.4% 
0% 
0.7% 
0% 
92.6% 

Table 7.2: Confusion matrix for the subjective listening test of unprocessed speech 
at TIR = —20 dB. Percentages of most confusing numbers are shown in bold. 

Recognized number 

in 
01 

S 
3 
a 

0) !-, 
0) - *> - *> 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

0 
96.5% 
0% 
1.2% 
2.3% 
0.4% 
0% 
0% 
0.4% 
0.9% 
0% 

1 
0% 

93.8% 
0.4% 
0% 
0.4% 
0% 
0.9% 
1.4% 
0.4% 
1% 

2 
1.5% 
0% 
90.6% 
1.4% 
0.4% 
0% 
0.9% 
0% 
0.9% 
0% 

3 
0% 
1.3% 
4.2% 
92.6% 
0.4% 
0% 
0% 
0.4% 
4.9% 
0% 

4 
1.2% 
0.9% 
0.8% 
0% 

96.1% 
0% 
0.6% 
0.4% 
2.2% 
0% 

5 
0% 
0.9% 
0% 
0% 
2.3% 
96.7% 
0% 
0.4% 
0.9% 
3.4% 

6 
0.4% 
0% 
1.2% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
96.6% 
1% 
4% 
0% 

7 
0.4% 
0% 
1.2% 
0% 
0% 
0.6% 
0.6% 
95% 
0.9% 
0% 

8 
0% 
0% 
0.4% 
3.2% 
0% 
0% 
0.4% 
0% 

84.5% 
0% 

9 
0% 
3.1% 
0% 
0.5% 
0% 
2.7% 
0% 
1% 
0.4% 
95.6% 

Table 7.3: Confusion matrix for the subjective listening test of processed speech at 
TIR = —20 dB. Percentages of most confusing numbers are shown in bold. 

with the number "6" with a percentage of 3.2%. However, the same number became 

most confused with the number "1" with a percentage of 1.4% in the processed data. 

This indicates that while the system tries to enhance the accuracy of word recognition, 

errors due to distortion may occur. 

The final performance comparison of the recognition accuracy between unpro

cessed and processed data is shown in Figures 7.2(a), 7.2(b), 7.2(c), and 7.2(d) for 

female/female, female/male, male/female, and male/male mixtures, respectively, in 

terms of WER. The overall performance is shown in Figure 7.2(e). Due to the limited 

vocabulary of test data which were also known to the listeners in advance, the WER 

was calculated using (7.3.1) without considering any word deletion or insertion. In 
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the figures below, the WERs of incorrectly identified digits for the unprocessed speech 

mixtures are shown in black-colored bars while the WERs for the processed speech 

data are shown in gray-colored bars. The later are further divided into two segments 

that will be discussed shortly. Although the listening test results did not show a 

significant improvement (if not degradation) in the intelligibility of the processed 

speech, there are some interesting conclusions that can be drawn from these results. 

First, the male/female case (i.e., when the target speaker was a male and the 

interfering speaker was a female) indicated the lowest WER (or consequently the 

highest WRA) for both unprocessed and processed data. There were almost no 

improvement made in this case. Conversely, the female/male and the male/male 

mixtures showed the highest WER results with some improvement in the processed 

data especially at low TIRs. Results for the female/female case were somewhere 

in between for both the accuracy and the improvement. The low WER for 

the female/male case was intuitively unexpected since one would expect better 

segregation with speakers of different gender. In fact, this most probably is due 

to the so called frequency masking phenomenon. During this phenomenon, human 

ears cannot hear a weak (soft) signal that is located (in the frequency domain) nearby 

a strong (loud) signal [5]. In this case, we say that the stronger signal have masked 

the weaker signal. Similarly, when a speech signal is interfered simultaneously by a 

second competing speech signal, the first signal might be totally or partially masked 

if all or part of its frequency harmonics fall below the masking threshold of the second 

signal. This justifies why a female target speaker can be masked more easily by an 

interfering male speaker and not vice versa. In the case of a male/female mixture, 

the high pitch of the interfering female speech leaves wider gaps between harmonic 

components in the frequency domain. This results in lowering the masking threshold 

level between these harmonics and allowing the frequency components of the target 

male speech to be heard. In a female/male mixture, on the other hand, the low pitch 

of the interfering speech causes a relatively high masking threshold level between the 
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dense harmonics, resulting in stronger masking to the target female speech. 

The second interesting observation drawn from the results of Figure 7.2 was 

disclosed when the errors due to incorrectly identified digits for both the unprocessed 

and the processed data were examined together closely. Since all the errors in the 

unprocessed mixtures are due to the masking of the interfering speech to the target 

speech, this type of error is referred to as the masking error for the unprocessed data. 

The percentage of incorrectly identified digits in the unprocessed data that remains 

unrecognizable after processing the speech mixtures was identified and drawn in dark 

gray bars in Figure 7.2. This type of error is referred to as the masking error for 

the processed data. The remaining percentage of word errors in the processed data 

was mainly due to distortion caused by the separation algorithm itself. Therefore, 

this type of error is called the distortion error. If we compare the masking error in 

both cases, we can conclude that the algorithm was able to unmask a good portion 

of the target speech. However, at the same time, it added another type of error due 

to distortion. Sources of distortion error may include: 

• Computational error in the matrix inversion operation of the sinusoidal 

parameter estimation algorithm. 

• Pitch detection errors such as pitch halving and doubling. 

• Errors in TPM calculation due to Pitch crossing or harmonics proximity. 

• Inaccurate settings of algorithm thresholds. 

2. ASR test 

The second test for evaluating intelligibility of processed speech was conducted using 

a speaker-independent ASR of the connected digits in the test data. The test was run 

using the speech recognition software presented in [173]. The recognition algorithm 

utilizes a dynamic time warping (DTW) technique to compute the scores for a given 
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Female/Female Female/Male 

o 6 

-15 -10 -5 
TIR (dB) 

(a) 

Male/Female 

^M Unprocessed (masking error) 
EH3 Processed (distortion error) 
AM Processed (masking error) 

(c) 

g * 
« 

1 

^M Unprocessed (masking error) 
1 1 Processed (distortion error) 
IHl Processed (masking error) 

1 •a _ 

Overall 

-15 -10 
TIR (dB) 

(b) 

Male/Male 

I H Unprocessed (masking error) 
1111 Processed (distortion error) 
i m Processed (masking error) 

(d) 

Figure 7.2: Average word error rate (WER) results of the subjective listening test 
using unprocessed and processed co-channel speech for the four types of mixtures: 
(a) female/female, (b) female/male, (c) male/female, and (d) male/male. Overall 
results are shown in (e). Results for processed speech show the masking errors and 
the distortion errors. 
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Recognized number 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
95.5% 
14% 
20% 

18.2% 

2 
2.8% 
83.2% 
11% 

11.6% 

3 
0.3% 
0.3% 
64.8% 
1.4% 

4 
1.4% 
2.5% 
4.2% 
68.8% 

Uttered 
number 

Table 7.4: ASR confusion matrix for unprocessed speech at 0 dB. 

test signal against all reference templates using features derived from Mel frequency 

cepstral coefficients (MFCC). Originally, the ASR system was set up to recognize the 

ten digits (zero through nine). To further simplify the recognition task, the vocabulary 

of the training and testing sets were limited to the four digits (one through four). The 

training set consisted of speech files selected from the TIDIGITS database for male 

and female speakers different from the speakers in the testing set. Since ASR systems 

are much more sensitive to the input TIR than human listeners. The chosen range 

for input TIR was set between -10 dB to 10 dB in steps of 5 dB. 

The confusion matrices for the unprocessed and processed data at 0 dB TIR are 

given in Tables 7.4 and 7.5 respectively. Similar to the subjective listening test, the 

percentage of recognizing each number was increased as a result of applying the speech 

separation algorithm. The WER results are shown in Figure 7.3 using the same way 

discussed earlier in the subjective listening test. As can be seen from the results, the 

use of automated speech processing at recognizing co-channel corrupted speech is not 

as effective as human listeners. However, the relative improvement in ASR test results 

was more pronounced compared to the subjective listening test results. Overall, the 

WER was improved by approximately 10%, 12%, and 13% at TIR = -10, -5, and 0 

dB, respectively. Moreover, the recognition accuracy was approximately the same for 

the four types of mixtures with the exception of a slight enhancement for male target 

speakers than female target speakers, regardless of the gender of the interferer. 

Another interesting observation is that the inserted error due to distortion is 

almost negligible in all cases. Compared with the results obtained in the human 

listening test, this supports the previously mentioned idea regarding the masking 
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Recognized number 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
98.6% 
3.7% 
6.2% 
2.7% 

2 
0.7% 

94.5% 
11% 
3.8% 

3 
0% 
0% 
79% 
0% 

4 
0.7% 
1.8% 
3.8% 

93.5% 

Table 7.5: ASR confusion matrix for processed speech at 0 dB. 

phenomenon. Unlike human ears, automated systems do not differentiate much 

between partially masked signals and distorted signals. 

7.5.4 Quality measuring tests 

The second group of simulations aimed to examine the performance of the proposed 

CCSS algorithm in terms of speech quality. Three objective measures were used in 

these simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed separation algorithm: 

SNR measure, Itakura Saito distance, and PESQ measure. In all tests, speech quality 

was estimated by computing the difference between each target (clean) signal and the 

test signal before and after separation. Overall quality associated with a particular 

TIR was then calculated as the mean quality across all test signals. All objective 

measures were calculated for the four different speech mixtures (female/female, 

female/male, male/female, and male/male) at TIR values in the range from -20 dB 

up to 20 dB with a 5 dB increment. 

1. SNR test 

In this experiment, the quality of mixed and separated speech signals was compared 

in terms of segmental SNR (SNRsg) calculated according to (7.4.2). A plot of the 

resulted SNRseg versus input TIR is shown in Figure 7.4. In fact, the noise component 

measured in the unprocessed co-channel speech represented only the amount of 

interfering signal. Therefore, the measured SNRseg was exactly the same as the 

input TIR for all types of mixtures in this case. The noise component measured in 

the processed speech, on the other hand, included residual of the interfering speech 
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Figure 7.3: Average word error rate (WER) results of the ASR test using unprocessed 
and processed co-channel speech for the four types of mixtures: (a) female/female, 
(b) female/male, (c) male/female, and (d) male/male. Overall results are shown in 
(e). Results for processed speech show the masking errors and the distortion errors. 
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signal plus signal distortion introduced by the separation system itself. In general, it 

can be observed that the results obtained from the processed speech outperform the 

results obtained from unprocessed speech except sometimes at TIR values above 15 

dB. This was expected as the signal distortion caused by the system was larger than 

the residual of the interfering signal at these high TIRs. 

In order to view the amount of enhancement achieved at each TIR, the SNRseg 

gain for the same results is shown in Figure 7.5 in terms of the enhancement factor 

defined as 

EFSNR = [SNRseg]proc - [SNRseg] 
unproc j 

(7.5.7) 

where [SNRseg]unproc and [SNRsegjproc are the average segmental SNRs of the 

unprocessed and the processed speech signals, respectively. According to the plot, 

the maximum SNRseg enhancement was achieved at TIRs approximately between -

10 dB to 0 dB. Furthermore, It can be noticed that the results for male target speaker 

outperformed the results for female target speaker at low TIRs while the opposite was 

true at high TIRs. At TIR values above 15 dB, the separated speech for male speakers 

was even worse than the unprocessed speech regardless of the gender of the interfering 

speaker. 
2. Itakura Saito distance test 

The IS distance was calculated according to (7.4.5) using 14 LPC coefficients. Final 

results for the unprocessed and the processed signals for the four types of mixtures 

are shown in Figure 7.6. Again, the results using IS distance were consistent with the 

SNRseg results. Figure 7.7 shows the amount of enhancement achieved in the IS at 

each TIR in terms of the enhancement factor defined as 

E F I S = [dis]unproc ~ [dislproc, (7.5.8) 

where [dis\unproc and [c?is]Proc are the average IS distances of the unprocessed and 

the processed speech signals, respectively. The figure indicates that the maximum 
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Figure 7.4: Average segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNRseg) versus TIR for the 
unprocessed (dashed lines) and the processed (solid lines) signals for the four types 
of mixtures. 
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Figure 7.5: The same results of Figure 7.4 expressed in terms of the enhancement 
factor in (7.5.7). 
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Figure 7.6: Average Itakura-Saito distance versus TIR for the unprocessed (dashed 
lines) and the processed (solid lines) signals for the four types of mixtures. 

enhancement in the IS distance was achieved at TIRs approximately between -20 dB 

to -5 dB. Similar to the previous test, the results for male target speaker outperformed 

the results for female target speaker at very low TIRs while the opposite was true at 

high TIRs. 

Occasionally, unpredictable errors occurred when the IS distances (or the LLR 

distance) was calculated. An example of this kind of error is shown in Figure 7.8. 

The time domain waveforms representing the clean target speech (solid line), the 

co-channel speech (dotted line), and the separated speech (dashed line) are plotted 

in Figure 7.8(a). Corresponding spectral envelops are plotted in Figure 7.8(b). It is 

very clear that the separated signal is much closer to the target signal than the mixed 

signal in both time domain waveform and low-frequency spectral envelop. However, 
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Figure 7.7: The same results of Figure 7.6 expressed in terms of the enhancement 
factor in (7.5.8). 

the following results were obtained for this speech segment: 

[SNRseg]unproc = -1.9 dB [SNRseg]pr0C = 9.9 dB 

MLLR] unproc = 0.5 MLLRJPTOC = 1 . 1 

[dlSlunproc = 0 . 8 [^is jproc = 4 . 5 

According to figure 7.8(b), the discrepancy between the IS and the LLR, distances 

in one hand and the SNRseg in the other hand is due to spectral divergence in the 

frequency range from 1300 Hz to 2400 Hz. It is obvious that, in this frequency range, 

the area under the spectral envelop difference between the separated speech and 

the target speech is much bigger than the same area for the co-channel speech (see 

equation (7.4.4)). To partially overcome this problem, only 95% of the total number 

of frames with the lowest distances were considered when calculating the average. 

-**~ Female/female 
-©- Female/male 
-&- Male/female 
- a - Male/male 

\ V\\ 
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Figure 7.8: Unpredictable error in calculating the LLR and IS measures: (a) 20 ms 
co-channel speech frame in the time domain and (b) corresponding spectral envelops. 
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Figure 7.9: Average PESQ measure versus TIR for the unprocessed (dashed lines) 
and the processed (solid lines) signals for the four types of mixtures. 

3. PESQ measure test 

In the final test, performance of the separation system was evaluated in terms of the 

PESQ measure and the results are plotted in Figure 7.9. As can be seen from the 

figure, the results of the processed speech outperform the unprocessed speech at all 

TIRs. Figure 7.10, also, shows the amount of enhancement achieved in the PESQ 

measure at each TIR in terms of the enhancement factor defined as 

EFpEsQ = PESQproc - PESQ 
iunproc 

(7.5.9) 

where PESQunproc and PESQproc are the average PESQ measures of the unprocessed 

and the processed speech signals, respectively. 

7.5.5 Performance evaluation on the speech separation chal
lenge 

In the next group of simulations, the performance of our proposed system was 

evaluated and compared with other systems using the speech separation challenge 
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Figure 7.10: The same results of Figure 7.9 expressed in terms of the enhancement 
factor in (7.5.9). 

proposed by Cooke and Lee (2006) [156]. This challenge aims to automatically 

recognize a target speech in the presence of another competing speaker. All 

speech files in this challenge are single-channel "wav" data sampled at 25 kHz. 

Every uttered sentence follows the 6-keyword syntax: "<command:4> <color:4> 

<preposition:4> <letter:25> <digit:10> <adverb:4>," where the number associated 

with each keyword indicates the number of available choices. Table 7.6 summarizes 

all the possible choices for each keyword. Speech database of this challenge consists 

of two sets of speech files; one set for training data and one set for test data. The 

training data set is drawn from a closed set of 34 speakers and consists of 17,000 

utterances. Co-channel test data set contains pairs of sentences mixed at 6 different 

TIRs: -9, -6, -3, 0, 3 and 6 dB with a total of 600 sentences under each TIR condition. 

One third of this data consists of same talker (ST) mixtures, another third comprises 

of mixtures of different talkers of the same gender (SG), and the remaining third 

consists of different gender (DG) mixtures. The clean utterances for the test data 

are also provided. The co-channel speech corpus also contains a development data 

Female/female 
Female/male 
Male/female 
Male/male 
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Command 

bin 

lay 

place 

set 

Color 

blue 

green 

red 

white 

Preposition 

at 

by 

in 

with 

Letter 

A-Z 

excluding W 

Digit 

1-9 and 

Zero 

Adverb 

again 

now 

please 

soon 

Table 7.6: Possible choices in each position for a speech utterance in the speech 
separation challenge. An example of an utterance could be "place white at L 3 now." 

set. This set was used in the simulations to tune the various parameters of our CCSS 

system. According to the challenge, the recognition task is to recognize the letter 

and the digit of the speaker who said the color keyword "white". The ASR system is 

first trained using the clean speech data and then tested using the co-channel speech 

data. Separation accuracy is evaluated by comparing recognition results before and 

after separation. 

The recognition test was first applied to the test data without any processing 

to generate a baseline performance for comparison. Table 7.7 shows the recognition 

accuracy results obtained at different TIRs using the unprocessed test data [156]. 

The results are tabulated separately for interfering speakers of the ST, the SG and 

the DG categories, as well as for the overall average score (Avg.). 

Next, the recognition test was conducted using the same speech data after being 

processed by our proposed system shown in Figure 6.5. Similar to the previous 

simulations, multi-pitch information of individual speakers was assumed to be known 

from the clean speech signals before mixing. The obtained results are shown in Table 

7.8. As can be concluded by comparing Tables 7.7 and 7.8, the separation system 

was able to enhance the recognition accuracy especially at TIRs equal to or greater 

than -3 dB. Greater improvements were observed under the SG and DG conditions. 

However, the system did not perform nearly as well under the ST condition which 

is not a realistic condition. This is mainly due to the frequent proximity of pitch 

contours of the two speech signals in the mixture. 
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T I R 
Clean 
6dB 

3dB 
OdB 

-3dB 
-6dB 

-9dB 

ST 
— 

62.44% 

46.15% 
29.64% 

18.10% 
9.73% 

5.66% 

SG 
— 

64.25% 

44.13% 
32.96% 

20.95% 
14.53% 

7.26% 

D G 
— 

64.25% 

46.75% 
33.50% 

19.50% 
11.50% 

7.50% 

Avg. 

98.56% 
63.58% 
45.75% 
31.92% 
19.42% 

11.75% 

6.75% 

Table 7.7: Recognition accuracy obtained using unprocessed test data [156]. 

T I R 

Clean 
6dB 

3dB 
OdB 

-3dB 

-6dB 
-9dB 

ST 
— 

59.40% 

45.25% 
27.51% 

18.25% 
8.13% 

5.10% 

SG 
— 

62.5% 

50.15% 
46.68% 

29.25% 
12.30% 

12.57% 

D G 
— 

70.44% 

59.30% 
56.15% 

39.47% 
13.16% 
24.12% 

Avg. 

92.25 
64.07% 

51.35% 
43.63% 

28.91% 
11.14% 

13.86% 

Table 7.8: Recognition accuracy of the test data processed by the speech separation 
algorithm. 

The recognition accuracies of the speech data processed by our proposed method 

were then compared with the recognition accuracies of: 

1. The unprocessed test data (baseline performance) [156]. 

2. Eighteen human listeners' test of the unprocessed data [156]. 

3. The CASA-based algorithm presented by Runqiang et al. (2006) in [62]. 

4. The sparse non-negative matrix factorization (SNMF) algorithm proposed by 

Schmidt et al. (2006) in [74]. 

Runqiang's algorithm employed a CASA technique to separate the target speech 

from the interfering speech. It used the training data set of the speech corpus to train 

the models for speaker recognition as well as the models for speech reconstruction. 

Schmidt's algorithm, on the other hand, utilized an unsupervised SNMF method in 

the training phase to learn sparse representations of the data. This was applied to the 
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learning of personalized dictionaries from the training speech corpus on a phoneme 

level, which in turn were used to separate the audio stream into its components. 

Final results using test data sets are summarized in the plots shown Figure 7.11. 

It can be observed from the plots that, under almost all mixing conditions, the human 

listening test introduced the highest recognition accuracies whereas the automated 

recognition test of the unprocessed speech data and Runqiang's algorithm introduced 

the lowest accuracies. From the figure, Runqiang's algorithm was slightly successful 

in enhancing the recognition accuracy only at low TIRs of-6 and -9 dB. In most cases, 

our algorithm and Schmidt's algorithm performed better then Runqiang's algorithm 

with Schmidt's algorithm outperforming our algorithm. On average, the proposed 

approach gave approximately the same results as the Schmidt's at 6 dB TIR. However, 

the results at this TIR showed a slightly better performance in our algorithm than 

Schmidt's under the ST and SG conditions compared to the DG condition. 

7.6 Summary 

The overall separation system implemented in the previous chapter was tested and 

its performance was evaluated using several subjective and objective measures and 

metrics such as human listening tests, ASR tests, segmental SNR measure, Itakura-

Saito distance, and PESQ measure. The results showed that the proposed CCSS 

front-end was successful in separating the co-channel speech for the four different 

types of mixture and at different TIRs. The proposed system was also successful 

in enhancing the recognition accuracy of the speech separation challenge especially 

under the conditions of different speakers (i.e., SG and DG conditions). 
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Figure 7.11: Recognition accuracy comparison in terms of word recognition rate versus 
TIR under: (a) same-talker (ST), (b) same-gender (SG), and (c) different-gender 
(DG) conditions. Overall average (Avg.) results are plotted in (d). 



CHAPTER 8 

Conclusion and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusion 

A general challenge in many speech applications is the separation or extraction of the 

underlying speech sources from a mixture. A classical example of this challenge is the 

so called cocktail-party problem in which the task is to recognize or isolate what is 

being said by an individual speaker in a mixture of speech from various speakers. A 

particular difficult situation of the cocktail-party problem occurs when only a single-

channel recording is available. This is commonly known as the co-channel speech 

separation problem. 

The objective of this thesis was to present some contributions towards the design 

and implementation of a robust and enhanced co-channel speech separation system 

based on state-space reconstruction and sinusoidal modelling in time domain. To 

achieve this objective, new algorithms for the main three stages (Analysis, Separation, 

and Reconstruction) of the separation system were introduced. As opposed to con

ventional frequency-domain techniques, the main analysis and processing approaches 

exploited in this work were based on the time-domain representation of speech. 

In the first contribution, a frame-based classification algorithm that is capable 

of determining the voicing-state of co-channel speech was presented. The algorithm 

was based on nonlinear state-space reconstruction of speech data. Using the TPM of 
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the reconstructed data along with other features from the input speech such as the 

average STE and the HILO ratio, the algorithm classified the co-channel speech into 

the three voicing-states; Unvoiced/Unvoiced (U/U), Voiced/Unvoiced (V/U), and 

Voiced/Voiced (V/V). The proposed method required neither a priori information 

nor speech training data. 

The performance of the voicing-state classifier was also investigated. Compared 

to other techniques [37,40], the proposed algorithm gave superior results at different 

TIR values as well as different levels of background noise. An overall success rate of 

85% was achieved in the correct classification of speech segments at 0 dB TIR. The 

largest improvement was realized in identifying V/U segments. 

The sample-based modified version of the classification method was more reason

able for real-time implementation by reducing computational complexity and helping 

in segmenting the speech waveform according to the characteristics of speech instead 

of regularly-spaced frames. 

Secondly, a time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal model 

parameters of co-channel speech was presented. The method did not require the 

calculation of the STFT nor the multiplication by a window function. The proposed 

method incorporated a least-squares estimator and an adaptive technique to model 

and separate the co-channel speech into its individual speakers, all in the time domain. 

By avoiding the STFT and windowing effects, imprecisions were eliminated that would 

otherwise be introduced by those components. 

The application of this new time-domain method on real and synthetic data 

demonstrated the effectiveness of this method in separating co-channel speech signals 

at different TIRs. Overall, an improvement of 1-3 dB in MSE was obtained over the 

frequency-domain method. We also noted that the time-domain method was not as 

sensitive to additive white Gaussian noise as the frequency-domain methods. This 

result was particularly true for lower SNR situations. 

Finally, these algorithms were integrated together along with other necessary 
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components to implement the overall CCSS system. This system was tested and 

its separation performance was evaluated using numerous subjective and objective 

measures under different speech mixing conditions. Conducted simulation results 

have shown the effectiveness of the proposed system as a front end in solving the 

CCSS problem to a good extent. 

8.2 Summary of Contributions 

The primary contribution of this thesis was the development of a set of new algorithms 

to implement an efficient co-channel speech separation system with two interfering 

speeches as shown in Figure 6.5. The main contributions throughout this research 

can be summarized as follows: 

1. Development of a new frame-based voicing-state classification method to classify 

the co-channel speech segment into unvoiced, single-voiced, or double-voiced [2]. 

2. Testing the performance of the proposed voicing-state classifier at different levels 

of interfering speech and background noise [3]. 

3. Development of a time-domain method to precisely estimate the sinusoidal 

model parameters of co-channel speech [4]. 

4. Modifying the above algorithms using a sample-based voicing-state classification 

method and a simplified method for estimating the sinusoidal model parameters. 

5. Integrating and implementing a CCSS system that was successful in separating 

co-channel speech under different input conditions. 

6. Testing the intelligibility and quality of the speech separated by the proposed 

algorithm using different subjective and objective methods. 
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8.3 Future Work 

The contributions made by this study have shown that nonlinear techniques offer a 

good potential in the area of co-channel speech separation. However, there is still 

a room to further investigate and refine the ideas presented in this thesis. Some of 

these areas are discussed below. 

8.3.1 Multi-pitch tracking 

Accurate pitch determination and tracking for both speakers are crucial operations 

in most speaker separation algorithms. Developing a reliable multi-pitch tracking 

algorithm is important to improve the quality and the intelligibility of the processed 

speech. It also leads to the enhancement of the speaker assignment stage and, 

consequently, the overall performance of the separation system. 

8.3.2 CASA-oriented techniques 

As indicated in the literature review, CASA-based approaches were among the most 

promising techniques to solve the CCSS problem. This is due the fact that the 

essential idea in the CASA system is the attempt to mimic the human auditory 

system for speech separation. Merging the proposed methods with a CASA-based 

techniques could lead to a better separation performance. 

8.3.3 Speech masking 

Auditory masking occurs when the "perception" of a weaker sound is affected (made 

inaudible) by the presence of a louder sound. This commonly happens in speech 

applications when a loud noise-like sound masks the desired speech signal. However, 

auditory masking of speech can also occur due to another speech sound with higher 

intensity. Investigating the masking effect on speech corrupted by another speech 

sound and utilizing this effect to improve the perceptual quality of the separated 

speech is another interesting area of research. For example, exploiting speech 
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masking effects when calculating the sinusoidal model parameters of the target speech 

could dramatically reduce the perceptual artifacts of the reconstructed speech. This 

technique can be very useful if the output speech is to be listened to by humans. 

8.3.4 Quality measurements 

It is important to find new techniques to measure the quality of separated co-channel 

speech that works better for speech corrupted by another speech. For example, 

CCSS system evaluation methods can be extended to other application-oriented tests 

such as SID and listening tests of hearing-impaired subjects. Furthermore, it is also 

important to develop a standard speech database created specifically for testing co-

channel speech separation systems. Such a database needs to have speech recordings 

in a real co-channel environment where two (or more) speakers speak simultaneously 

at a certain distance from a single microphone. In addition, the database should 

contain another set of speech recordings of clean speech for the same speakers. This 

second set can be used, for example, in a training phase, if needed. 
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